AGENDA

PLANNING COMMISSION

Don Daniels  Ryan Pearson  Paul Wagemann
Phillip Combs  Linn Larsen  Brian Parsons  Robert Estrada

Wednesday, May 4, 2022 at 6:30 pm
Hybrid Meeting: In-Person & Virtual via ZOOM
Council Chambers 6000 Main St. SW, Lakewood WA 98499
Per the Lakewood City Council, the Planning Commission will meet in a hybrid in-person and virtual format.
Residents can attend in person at the Lakewood City Council Chambers; they can also attend virtually by watching them
live on the City’s YouTube channel @ https://www.youtube.com/user/cityoflakewoodwa or by calling in to listen by
telephone at +1 (253) 215-8782 and by entering meeting ID: 864 2883 6136
To Submit Public Comment and/or Public Hearing Testimony Prior to Meeting: Send comments by mail or email to Karen
Devereaux, Planning Commission Clerk, at kdevereaux@cityoflakewood.us or 6000 Main Street SW Lakewood, WA 98499.
Comments received up to one hour before the meeting will be provided to the Planning Commission electronically.
Live Virtual Public Participation: To provide live virtual Public Comments or Public Hearing Testimony during the meeting,
join the Zoom meeting as an attendee by calling by telephone Dial +1(253) 215- 8782 and enter participant ID: 864 2883 6136 or
by going online at https://us06web.zoom.us/j/86428836136 Each speaker will be allowed (3) three minutes to speak during the Public
comment and during each Public Hearing. Outside of Public Comments and Public Hearings, attendees will not be acknowledged and
their microphone will remain muted.
By Phone: For those participating by calling in by phone to testify, the Chair will call on you during the Public Comment and/or
Public Hearings portions of the agenda. When you are unmuted, please provide your name and city of residence.
Online: For those using the ZOOM link https://us06web.zoom.us/j/86428836136 to testify, upon entering the meeting, please
enter your name or other chosen identifier. Use the “Raise Hand” feature to be called upon by the Chair during the Public
Comments and/or Public Hearings portions of the agenda. When you are unmuted, please provide your name and city of
residence.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Call to Order
Roll Call
Approval of Minutes from April 20, 2022
Agenda Updates
Public Comments
Public Hearings

None
Unfinished Business

None
New Business
 Tree Preservation Code Introduction & Update;
 Meadow Park Project Introduction; and
 2022 Comprehensive Plan Amendment Review (2022-02 Tillicum Neighborhood Plan & Center
of Local Importance, 2022-04 Adult Family Homes in Air Corridor 1 & 2 Zones, 2022-07 Parking
Regulations in LMC Titles 18A & 18C)

9.

Reports from Council Liaison, City Staff & Commission Members



City Council Updates/Actions
City Staff Updates
 Future Agenda Topics
Enclosures
1. Draft Meeting Minutes from April 20, 2022
2. Staff Report: Tree Preservation Code
3. Staff Report: Meadow Park Project Introduction
4. Staff Report: 2022 Comprehensive Plan Amendments Review (2022-02, -04, -07)
Members Only
Please email kdevereaux@cityoflakewood.us or call Karen Devereaux at 253.983.7767 no later than Tuesday,
May 3, 2022 at noon if you are unable to attend. Thank you.
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PLANNING COMMISSION
REGULAR MEETING MINUTES
April 20, 2022
Hybrid In-Person/Virtual Meeting via ZOOM
6000 Main Street SW, Lakewood, WA 98499
Call to Order
Mr. Don Daniels, Chair called the hybrid ZOOM meeting to order at 6:30 p.m.
Roll Call
Planning Commission Members Present: Don Daniels, Chair; Ryan Pearson, Phillip Combs,
Linn Larsen, Brian Parsons and Robert Estrada
Planning Commission Members Excused: Paul Wagemann
Commission Members Absent: None
Staff Present: Tiffany Speir, Long Range & Strategic Planning Manager; and Karen Devereaux,
Administrative Assistant
Council Liaison: Paul Bocchi (present)
Approval of Minutes
Mr. Robert Estrada noted that his name needed to be added to those in present. The minutes
of the meeting held on April 6, 2022 were approved as amended by voice vote M/S/C
Larsen/Pearson. The motion carried, 6 - 0.
Agenda Updates
None
Public Comments
This meeting was held in a hybrid format, allowing both in-person and virtual testimony. No
public comments were received.
Public Hearings
None
Unfinished Business
Discussion of the 2022 Shoreline Restoration Plan Updates and Action on Recommendation to
City Council
Ms. Tiffany Speir reviewed the two proposed amendments to the 2019 Restoration Plan. The
first related to the fact that the City no longer participates in the annual Chambers-Clover Creek
Watershed monitoring program, and the second was removing text unintentionally included in
the 2019 version of the Plan.
A motion was made to adopt Planning Commission Resolution 2022-02 recommending
two amendments to the 2019 Shoreline Restoration Plan to the Lakewood City Council.
The Resolution 2022-02 was approved as written by voice vote M/S/C Larsen/Estrada.
The motion carried, 6 - 0.
Ms. Speir informed the Commission that the tentative City Council Schedule would be as
follows:
May 19: Introduction to City Council
May 16: Public Hearing
June 6: Action by City Council
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Discussion re Economic Development Strategic Draft Plan Presented on 04/06/2022
Tiffany Speir sought feedback from the Planning Commission on the draft 2022 Economic
Development Strategy presented to the Commission by Economic Development Manager
Becky Newton on April 6. The Commission expressed its support for the draft Plan by
consensus.
New Business
Review of the 2023-2028 6 Year Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)
Mr. Charles “Ted” Hill reviewed the TIP by first highlighting the 7 projects that would be
completed in 2022 and removed from the TIP:
- Steilacoom Blvd Sidewalks (Safe Routes to School);
- Steilacoom Blvd Sidewalks (Non-Safe Routes to School);
- 59th Avenue Sidewalks;
- 2021 Street Lighting;
- South Tacoma Way Overlay;
- Phillips Road Sidewalks; and
- Gravelly Lake Drive (JBLM North Access) Phase 1.
Mr. Hill continued with review of three roadway improvement projects proposed to be added to
the 2023-2028 TIP as follows:
- Boston Avenue SW - I-5 to McChord Drive SW;
- John Dower Road SW – 78th Street SW to 75th Street SW; and
- 112th Street S - South Tacoma Way to Steele Street S.
Report from Council Liaison
Councilmember Mr. Paul Bocchi updated Commissioners on the upcoming discussion regarding
the 2044 Population and Employment Growth Target process via the Pierce County Regional
Council and Pierce County Council. Lakewood would be proposing a lower number than
identified by the Pierce County consultant facilitating the intra-county growth target discussions.
Under the VISION 2050 Regional Growth Strategy, the “core cities” of Lakewood, Puyallup,
University Place and Auburn were assigned a cumulative growth number of 60,900 people by
2044.
Lakewood was provided two initial population targets by AHBL:
- Assuming a 1,197 person annual growth rate equal to that needed to reach its 2030
population target of 72,000, Lakewood would see an increase of 16,758 persons, or a total
population of 88,758, in 2044.
- Based on Lakewood’s housing capacity of 34,824 units as included in the 2014 Buildable
Lands Report, assuming 2.3 persons per household (PPH), and based on current buildable
land assumptions, no changes to growth policies, and no increase in density, Lakewood
would see a 2044 population capacity total of 80,488.
Following the 2020 Census and the City’s internal analysis of growth trends and anticipated
growth, Lakewood developed a preferred 2044 population growth target request and a 2nd
option:
Lakewood’s Preferred Population Target is 80,274. It is based on:
- the City’s 2020 Census population of 63,612; and
- a 2020-2044 population growth of 16,662 through the following;
o the maximum density redevelopment of the Downtown and Lakewood Station District
Subareas, thus realizing 1,298 more units than the 4,029 units initially anticipated; and
City of Lakewood
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o 11+ additional housing units per year built outside of the subareas through 2044.
Lakewood’s 2nd Option Population Target is 86,792. It is based on:
- assuming the same growth occurs in the Downtown and Lakewood Station District
Subareas as in the Requested Option;
- assuming an equivalent of at least 17 housing units will also be built outside of the
subareas annually through 2044;
- assuming that vacant and underdeveloped acreage throughout the City’s CBD, MF1,
MF2, MF3, MR 1, MR 2, NC1, NC2, R1 – R4, and TOC zones will develop and
redevelop at higher than historical densities, resulting in at least 3,491 new units at 2.43
PPH; and
- starting from the AHBL-identified target of 88,758, assuming that the 1,832
nonconforming housing units in the AC1, AC2 and ML zones will be relocated into other
areas of Lakewood.
Reports from Commission Members and Staff
Ms. Tiffany Speir reviewed the following topics slated for discussion at the May 4 and future
meetings:
Future Planning Commission Agenda Topics

05/04/2022: Discussion of 22CPAs 2022-01 through -07; Tree Preservation Code Update
Introduction; Meadow Park Housing Project
05/18/2022: Public hearing on Meadow Park; public hearing on 22CPAs; discussion of Tree
Preservation Code update
06/01/2022: Public hearing on Tree Preservation Code update; action on Meadow Park project
06/15/2022: Discussion re recommendation to City Council re ’22 CPAs; action on Tree Preservation
Code update; Downtown Sub Area Plan Biennial Review Intro
6/29/2022: Special Meeting Action on recommendation to City Council re ’22 CPAs; discussion re
Tree Preservation Code update

Next Regular Meeting would be held as a hybrid in-person/ZOOM meeting on May 4, 2022.
Meeting Adjourned at 7:27 p.m.

________________________________
Don Daniels, Chair
Planning Commission
05/04/2022

______________________________________
Karen Devereaux, Recording Secretary
Planning Commission
05/04/2022
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TO:

Planning Commission

FROM:

Courtney Brunell, Planning Manager

DATE:

May 4, 2022

SUBJECT:

Tree Preservation Code Update

BACKGROUND
In late summer, 2021, the City Council directed the City Manager to move forward
and begin the process to amend the City’s tree preservation code (Title 18, Chapter
18.70, Article III). Amending the code was in response to public criticism specific to
Garry oak tree preservation.
In late 2021, the City Council approved a contract with BERK consulting and
PlanIT GEO including a scope of work, public participation plan and contract to
rewrite/update the tree preservation code. Additionally, the City Council approved
the formation of a Tree Advisory Ad Hoc Committee, which was charged with
providing recommendations to the Planning Commission and City Council.
The Tree Adhoc Committee opportunity was advertised for 30 days in December,
2021- January, 2022. Applications were reviewed by the City Council and
appointments were made in February, 2022. Beginning in March, the adhoc
committee met a total of seven times, with an expected conclusion on April 28, 2022.
DISCUSSION
During the May 4, 2022 meeting staff will provide an introduction to the tree
preservation code update including an overview of the existing code, identification of
critical issues, and next steps. It is anticipated that the Planning Commission will
review the tree preservation code and adhoc committee recommendations on May
18th and June 1st and 15th.
ATTACHMENTS
Tree Preservation Code Update PowerPoint
LMC 18A.70
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Tree Preservation Code Update
Background & Introduction
Planning Commission, May 4, 2022
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Presentation Outline
1. Background

2. Existing Code Overview
3. Identification of Critical
Issues
4. Report from adhoc
committee
5. Next Steps
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What's Happened So Far…..
City Council directed the city manager to
move forward with amending the City’s
Tree Preservation Code (Title 18, Chapter
18.70, Article III). City Council set a goal to
complete the update by August, 2022.
September 27, 2021-January, 2022
• Analysis of the current code, plus
commentary on areas of improvement
• BerkConsulting Hired
• Tree Advisory Committee Formed by
the City Council
March 2022-April, 2022
• The Tree advisory Adhoc committee
met 7 times
• City hosted a tree talk
• City sponsored public survey
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Background
Existing Code
Overview
Identification of
Critical Issues
Report from adhoc
committee
Next Steps

Exemptions:
• Lots of less than seventeen thousand (17,000) square feet in singlefamily residential zones are exempt from this chapter, except where
specific tree preservation is required as a mitigation measure under
SEPA.
• Industrially zoned properties are exempt from this chapter, except
where specific tree preservation is required as a mitigation measure
under SEPA.

• Removal of nonsignificant trees that are not protected by any other
means is exempt from this chapter.
• Removal of Trees in ROW & Easements for a public agency or
franchised utility
• Emergency Removal of hazardous trees
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Significant trees

Background

A. Standards. Significant tree preservation shall be required for any project
permit.

Existing Code
Overview

1. A significant tree is an existing tree which:
a. When measured at four and one-half (4.5) feet above ground, has a
minimum diameter of nine (9) inches for evergreen trees and deciduous
trees;
b. When measured at four and one-half (4.5) feet above ground, has a
minimum diameter of six (6) inches for Garry Oaks (also known as Oregon
White Oaks); and
c. Regardless of the tree diameter, is determined to be significant by the
Director due to the uniqueness of the species or provision of important
wildlife habitat.

Identification of
Critical Issues
Report from adhoc
committee
Next Steps
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Preservation Criteria (for non-exempt projects)

Background
Existing Code
Overview
Identification of
Critical Issues
Report from adhoc
committee
Next Steps

Significant trees may be removed if required for the siting and placement of
driveway and road access, buildings, vision clearance areas, utilities, sidewalks or
pedestrian walkways, or storm drainage facilities and other similar required
improvements, subject to the discretion of the Director.
1. Perimeter Trees. All significant trees within twenty (20) feet of the lot perimeter
or required buffer, whichever is greater, shall be preserved
2. Interior Trees. A percentage of all significant trees within the interior of a lot,
excluding the perimeter area, shall be preserved within the applicable zoning
district.
a. For new single-family residential development- fifty (50) percent of the
significant trees located within the interior area of the lot shall be retained.
b. For new residential subdivisions where the proposed lot size is greater than
seventeen thousand (17,000) square feet, all significant trees shall be retained
c. For commercial development, ten (10) percent of the significant trees
located within the interior area of the lot
d. In Open Space and Recreation zones, ninety-five (95) percent of the
significant trees located within the interior area of the lot shall be retained
unless otherwise determined by the Director.
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Background
Existing Code
Overview
Identification of
Critical Issues
Report from adhoc
committee

But, wait! There’s more!

3. Buffers and Sensitive/Critical Areas. Tree preservation criteria listed above shall
exclude sensitive/critical areas and their buffers, and open space areas and tracts.
All trees within such areas shall be retained except as may be specifically approved
and indicated in the written findings of a discretionary land use permit or a tree
removal permit.
4. SEPA Requirements. Additional or specific tree retention may be required as
SEPA mitigation in addition to the requirements of this section.

Next Steps
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Background
Existing Code
Overview
Identification of
Critical Issues
Report from adhoc
committee
Next Steps
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Background
Existing Code
Overview
Identification of
Critical Issues
Report from adhoc
committee

Additional Tree Removal

Mitigation
On site replacement
Off site replacement
Tree mitigation fund
2:1 ratio based on diameter, divided by 3 (for a 3” tree) x $400 (cost identified
in fee schedule for one replacement tree)
Ex: Mr. Bugher wants to remove a 20” fir tree on his lot, he has exceeded
his maximum number of trees to be removed in 5 year period.
((20x2)/3)= 13 replacement trees or x 400=$5,200 in mitigation fees

Next Steps
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Background
Existing Code
Overview

Exemptions
(industrial &
SFR under
17,000)
Oak Tree
Preservation
Sensitive Areas not
well defined

Identification of
Critical Issues
Report from adhoc
committee

Tree removal
required for
new
development

Difficult to
keep track of
number of
trees removed
in 5 year period
with no permit
required

Next Steps
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Background

Exemptions

Incentives

Enforcement

Protection/
Preservation

Existing Code Overview
Identification of Critical
Issues
Report from adhoc
committee
Next Steps
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 Adhoc Committee Recommendations drafted
as a revised code- currently underway, will be
presented May 18, 2022

Background
 Additional Public Engagement, May, 2022

Existing Code
Overview
Identification of Critical
Issues

 Planning Commission Review, May- June,
2022
 Planning Commission Public Hearing
(June, 2022)

Report from adhoc
committee

 Other Boards & Commission Review, MayJune, 2022

Next Steps

 City Council Review, July, 2022.
 City Council Public Hearing (July or
August, 2022)
of 122
 City Council Adoption,17August,
2022.

Article III. Tree Preservation
18A.70.300

Purpose.

This article promotes tree preservation by protecting the treed environment of the City of Lakewood by regulating
the removal of significant trees and providing incentives to preserve trees that, because of their size, species, or
location, provide special benefits. Tree preservation protects and enhances critical areas, facilitates aquifer
recharge, reduces erosion and storm water runoff, and helps to define public and private open spaces. [Ord. 726
§ 2 (Exh. B), 2019.]

18A.70.310

Tree removal applicability/exemptions.

The requirements for tree preservation shall be provided in accordance with the development standards of each
individual zoning district and the provisions of this section, and are applicable to all zoning districts.
A.

Lots of less than seventeen thousand (17,000) square feet in single-family residential zones are exempt from

this chapter, except where specific tree preservation is required as a mitigation measure under SEPA. In the event
a permit is not required for the establishment of a use, the standards of this section shall still apply.
B.

Industrially zoned properties are exempt from this chapter, except where specific tree preservation is

required as a mitigation measure under SEPA.
C.

Removal of nonsignificant trees that are not protected by any other means is exempt from this chapter.

D.

Removal of Trees in Association with Right-of-Way and Easements. Tree removal by a public agency or a

franchised utility within a public right-of-way or upon an easement, for the purpose of installing and maintaining
water, storm, sewer, power, gas or communication lines, or motorized or nonmotorized streets or paths is exempt
from this chapter. Notification to the City by the public agency or franchised utility is required prior to tree
maintenance or removal within City rights-of-way.
E.

Emergency Removal. Any number of hazardous protected and nonprotected trees may be removed under

emergency conditions. Emergency conditions include immediate danger to life or dwellings or similar stationary
and valuable property, including the presence of a target. Emergency removal may occur and all the following
conditions shall be met:
1.

The City is notified the following business day of the unpermitted action;

2.

Visual documentation (i.e., photographs, video, etc.) is made available; and

3.

The felled tree remains on site for City inspection.

4.

Replacement required.
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a.

Nonsingle-family use: The property owner will be required to provide replacement trees as

established in LMC 18A.70.320(G), Replacement.
b.
5.

Single-family use: The property owner will not be required to provide replacement trees.

Should the City determine that the tree(s) did not pose an emergency condition, the owner shall be cited

for a violation of the terms of this chapter. [Ord. 726 § 2 (Exh. B), 2019.]

18A.70.320
A.

Significant tree preservation.

Standards. Significant tree preservation shall be required for any project permit.
1.

A significant tree is an existing tree which:
a.

When measured at four and one-half (4.5) feet above ground, has a minimum diameter of nine (9)

inches for evergreen trees and deciduous trees;
b.

When measured at four and one-half (4.5) feet above ground, has a minimum diameter of six (6)

inches for Garry Oaks (also known as Oregon White Oaks); and
c.

Regardless of the tree diameter, is determined to be significant by the Director due to the uniqueness

of the species or provision of important wildlife habitat.
2.

For the purposes of this section, existing trees are measured by diameter at four and one-half (4.5) feet

above ground level, which is the usual and customary forest standard. Replacement trees are measured by
diameter at six (6) inches above ground level, which is the usual and customary nursery standard.
3.

Damaged or Diseased Trees. Trees will not be considered “significant” if, following inspection and a written

report by a registered landscape architect, certified nursery professional or certified arborist, and upon review
of the report and concurrence by the City, they are determined to be:
a.

Safety hazards due to root, trunk or primary limb failure;

b.

Damaged or diseased, and do not constitute an important wildlife habitat. At the discretion of the

City, damaged or diseased or standing dead trees may be retained and counted toward the significant
tree requirement, if demonstrated that such trees will provide important wildlife habitat and are not
classified as a safety hazard.
4.

Preventive Measure Evaluation. An evaluation of preventive measures by an arborist in lieu of removing the

tree and potential impacts of tree removal may be required. If required, this evaluation shall include the
following measures:
a.

Avoid disturbing tree: Avoid disturbing the tree at all unless it represents a hazard as determined by

an arborist;
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b.

Stabilize tree: Stabilize the tree, if possible, using approved arboricultural methods such as cable and

bracing in conjunction with other practices to rejuvenate the tree such as repairing damaged bark and
trunk wounds, mulching, application of fertilizer, and improving aeration of the tree root zones;
c.

Pruning: Remove limbs from the tree, such as removing dead or broken branches, or by reducing

branch end weights. If needed, remove up to one-quarter (1/4) of the branches from the canopy and main
trunk only in small amounts, unless greater pruning is needed by approval of the arborist;
d.

Wildlife tree: Create a wildlife tree or snag, or cut the tree down to a safe condition, without

disturbing the roots, where the tree no longer poses a hazard. To create snags, remove all branches from
the canopy, girdle deciduous trees, and leave the main trunk standing. Wildlife trees or snags are most
appropriate in City parks, greenbelts, vacant property, and environmentally critical areas;
e.

Steep slopes: Removal of tree roots on steep slopes may require a geotechnical evaluation;

f.

Creeks and lakes: Trees fallen into creeks and lakes are to remain in place unless they create a

hazard; and
g.

B.

Provide professional recommendations on:
1.

The necessity of removal, including alternative measures to removal;

2.

The lowest-impact approach to removal;

3.

A replacement tree plan, if required.

Preservation Criteria. All significant trees shall be preserved according to the following criteria:
1.

Perimeter Trees. All significant trees within twenty (20) feet of the lot perimeter or required buffer,

whichever is greater, shall be preserved; except that significant trees may be removed if required for the siting
and placement of driveway and road access, buildings, vision clearance areas, utilities, sidewalks or pedestrian
walkways, or storm drainage facilities and other similar required improvements, subject to the discretion of
the Director.
This requirement shall not apply to single-family residential lots less than seventeen thousand (17,000) square
feet in size, where no specific tree preservation is required.
2.

Interior Trees. A percentage of all significant trees within the interior of a lot, excluding the perimeter area,

shall be preserved within the applicable zoning district.
a.

For new single-family residential development including a single-family dwelling on an individual lot,

multifamily residential development, and public/quasi-public institutional development, fifty (50) percent
of the significant trees located within the interior area of the lot shall be retained.
b.

For new residential subdivisions where the proposed lot size is greater than seventeen thousand

(17,000) square feet, all significant trees shall be retained and preserved except those required to be
removed in order to construct streets, utilities, or other on-site improvements. Tree retention shall
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thereafter be provided on a lot-by-lot basis as the individual lots are developed. For subdivisions where
the proposed lots are less than seventeen thousand (17,000) square feet, no specific tree preservation is
required.
c.

For commercial development, ten (10) percent of the significant trees located within the interior area

of the lot, or individual lots in the case of subdivisions, shall be retained.
d.

In Open Space and Recreation zones, ninety-five (95) percent of the significant trees located within

the interior area of the lot shall be retained unless otherwise determined by the Director.
3.

Buffers and Sensitive/Critical Areas. Tree preservation criteria listed above shall exclude sensitive/critical

areas and their buffers, and open space areas and tracts. All trees within such areas shall be retained except
as may be specifically approved and indicated in the written findings of a discretionary land use permit or a
tree removal permit.
4.

SEPA Requirements. Additional or specific tree retention may be required as SEPA mitigation in addition to

the requirements of this section.
C.

Tree Retention Plan Required.
1.

A significant tree retention plan shall be submitted to the Community Economic and Development

Department for any project permit, except building permits that do not increase the footprint of a building.
The plans shall be submitted according to the requirements of the application form provided by the
Community Economic and Development Department.
2.

The Director shall review and may approve, approve with modifications, or deny a tree retention plan

subject to the provisions of this section.
3.

A significant tree permit is required for the removal of any significant tree unless specifically exempted

within this section.
D.

Permit/Plan Requirements. Any project permit, except building permits that do not increase the footprint of a

building shall identify, preserve, and replace significant trees in accordance with the following:
1.

Submit a tree retention plan that consists of a tree survey that identifies the location, size and species of

all significant trees on a site and any trees over three (3) inches in diameter at four and one-half (4.5) feet
above ground level that will be retained on the site.
a.

The tree survey may be conducted by a method that locates individual significant trees, or

b.

Where site conditions prohibit physical survey of the property, standard timber cruising methods

may be used to reflect general locations, numbers and groupings of significant trees.
2.

The tree retention plan shall also show the location, species, and dripline of each significant tree that is

intended to qualify for retention credit, and identify the significant trees that are proposed to be retained, and
those that are designated to be removed.
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3.

The applicant shall demonstrate on the tree retention plan those tree protection techniques intended to

be utilized during land alteration and construction in order to provide for the continued healthy life of
retained significant trees.
4.

If tree retention and/or landscape plans are required, no clearing, grading or disturbance of vegetation

shall be allowed on the site until approval of such plans by the City.
E.

Construction Requirements.
1.

An area free of disturbance, corresponding to the dripline of the significant tree’s canopy, shall be

identified and protected during the construction stage with a temporary three (3) foot high chain-link or
plastic net fence. No impervious surfaces, fill, excavation, storage of construction materials, or parking of
vehicles shall be permitted within the area defined by such fencing.
2.

At Director’s sole discretion, a protective tree well may be required to be constructed if the grade level

within ten (10) feet of the dripline around the tree is to be raised or lowered. The inside diameter of the well
shall be at least equal to the diameter of the tree spread dripline, plus at least five (5) feet of additional
diameter.
3.

The Director may approve use of alternate tree protection techniques if the trees will be protected to an

equal or greater degree than by the techniques listed above. Alternative techniques must be approved by a
registered landscape architect, certified nursery professional or certified arborist, with review and
concurrence by the City.
4.

If any significant tree that has been specifically designated to be retained in the tree preservation plan

dies or is removed within five (5) years of the development of the site, then the significant tree shall be
replaced pursuant to subsection (G) of this section.
F.

Maximum Tree Removal on Developed Properties. Existing single-family lots: Single-family homeowners may

remove significant trees without a permit based on the following:
Maximum Tree Removal on Existing Single-Family Lots without a Permit
Lot Size

Maximum number of significant trees allowed Maximum number of
to be removed in 1 year without a permit

significant trees allowed
to be removed in 5 years
without a permit

Lots up to 17,000 sq. ft.

G.

N/A

N/A

Lots 17,001 to 30,000 sq. ft.

2

4

Lots 30,001 sq. ft. or greater

4

8

Replacement. When a significant tree subject to this section cannot be retained, the tree shall be replaced as a

condition for the removal of the significant tree, in accordance with the following:
1.

On-Site Replacement.
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a.

Significant trees shall be replaced at a ratio of two to one (2:1) of the total diameter inches of all

replacement trees to the diameter inches of all the significant trees removed.
b.

Replacement trees shall be no smaller than three (3) inches in diameter at six (6) inches above

ground;
c.

Existing healthy trees anywhere on the site which are retained to support the remaining significant

trees can be counted against the on-site replacement requirements on a one to one (1:1) basis of the total
diameter inches of all replacement trees removed, provided it meets the following criteria:
i.

The tree does not present a safety hazard; and

ii.

The tree is between three (3) and nine (9) inches in diameter at four and one-half (4.5) feet above

ground.
2.

Each significant tree that is located interior to the twenty (20) foot perimeter area, and which is in excess

of the fifty (50) percent of significant trees that are required to be retained, may be credited towards
replacement on a one and one-half to one (1.5:1) basis of the total diameter inches for any perimeter trees
required to be removed for development, provided the interior tree is between nine (9) inches and twentyfour (24) inches in diameter for evergreen trees, or between nine (9) inches and thirty (30) inches in diameter
for deciduous trees.
3.

Each significant tree that is located interior to the twenty (20) foot perimeter area, and which is in excess

of the fifty (50) percent of significant trees that are required to be retained, may be credited towards
replacement on a two to one (2:1) basis of the total diameter inches for any perimeter trees required to be
removed for development, provided it meets one of the following criteria:
a.

The tree exceeds sixty (60) feet in height, or twenty-four (24) inches in diameter for evergreen trees,

or thirty (30) inches in diameter for deciduous trees.
b.

The tree is located in a grouping of at least five (5) other significant trees with canopies that touch or

overlap.
c.

The tree provides energy savings, through wind protection or summer shading, as a result of its

location relative to buildings.
d.

The tree belongs to a unique or unusual species.

e.

The tree is located within twenty-five (25) feet of any critical area or required critical area buffers.

f.

The tree is eighteen (18) inches in diameter or greater and is identified as providing valuable wildlife

habitat.
4.

Off-Site Replacement. When the required number of significant trees cannot be physically retained or

replaced on site, the applicant may have the option of:
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a.

The planting of the required replacement trees at locations approved by the Director throughout the

City. Plantings shall be completed prior to completion of the project permit requiring tree replacement.
b.

Payment in lieu of replacement may be made to the City Tree Fund for planting of trees in other

areas of the City. The payment of an amount equivalent to the estimated cost of buying and planting the
trees that would otherwise have been required to be planted on site, as determined by the City’s Tree
Replacement Cost Schedule. Payment in lieu of planting trees on site shall be made at the time of the
issuance of any building permit for the property or completion of the project permit requiring the tree
replacement, whichever occurs first.
H.

Trimming. Trimming of tree limbs and branches for purposes of vegetation management is permitted,

provided the trimming does not cause the tree to be a safety hazard. [Ord. 726 § 2 (Exh. B), 2019.]

18A.70.330
A.

City Tree Fund.

Funding Sources. All civil penalties received under this chapter and all money received pursuant to Chapter

14.02 LMC, Environmental Rules and Procedures, shall be used for the purposes set forth in this section. In
addition, the following sources may be used for the purposes set forth in this section:

B.

1.

Agreed-upon restoration payments or settlements in lieu of penalties;

2.

Donations and grants for tree purposes;

3.

Other moneys allocated by the City Council.

Funding Purposes. The City shall use money received pursuant to this section for the following purposes:
1.

Acquiring, maintaining, and preserving wooded areas within the City;

2.

Planting and maintaining trees within the City;

3.

Establishment of a holding public tree nursery;

4.

Urban forestry education;

5.

Implementation of a tree canopy monitoring program;

6.

Scientific research; or

7.

Other purposes relating to trees as determined by the City Council. [Ord. 726 § 2 (Exh. B), 2019.]
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The Lakewood Municipal Code is current through Ordinance 767, passed December 20, 2021.
Disclaimer: The city clerk’s office has the official version of the Lakewood Municipal Code. Users should contact the
city clerk’s office for ordinances passed subsequent to the ordinance cited above.
Note: This site does not support Internet Explorer. To view this site, Code Publishing Company recommends using
one of the following browsers: Google Chrome, Firefox, or Safari.
City Website: www.cityoflakewood.us
City Telephone: (253) 589-2489
Code Publishing Company
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TO:

Lakewood Planning Commission

FROM:

Ramon Rodriguez, Associate Planner

DATE:

May 4, 2021

SUBJECT:

Permit number 1622 Meadow Park 55 Design Review request to
utilize Lakewood Municipal Code (LMC) 18A.90 Housing
Incentives Program

Purpose: On May 4, the planning commission is scheduled to conduct a study
session to review permit number 1622 Meadow Park 55 Design Review (the
addition of a 21 dwelling unit multifamily building) request to utilize LMC 18A.90
Housing Incentives Program.
Background: On November 24, 2020 the applicant submitted a design review
application (LU-20-00207) for a 63 dwelling unit multifamily development. Due to
timing constraints required to attain the density bonus pursuant to LMC 18A.90. the
applicant modified the design review application to only include 42 dwelling units
(proposed buildings 1 & 3). The modified design review approval would allow the
applicant to receive the associated building permits for buildings 1 & 3. Meadow
Park 55 received design review approval under permit number LU-20-00207 on
November 19, 2021. The LU-20-00207 design review approval authorized the site
design of a 42 dwelling unit multifamily development separated into 2 buildings
consisting of 21 dwelling units per building, with 63 parking stalls perimeter
landscaping and associated infrastructure improvements. The applicant, Meadow
Park Brownstones LLC, has requested city staff to amend LU-20-00207 design
review approval to include the third building for a total of 63 units, all fifty-five and
over with an inclusionary density bonus.
Pursuant to LMC 18A.90.050 in order to qualify for the inclusionary density bonus
the owner of the affected parcels shall deliver to the City a duly executed covenant
running with the land, in a form approved by the City Attorney, requiring that the
qualified dwellings created pursuant to this section shall remain as such for a period
of at least twenty (20) years from the commencement date. The covenant shall
form an enduring contractual agreement between the owner/applicant and the City.
The referenced covenant/ enduring contractual agreement is considered a
Development Agreement.
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Per LMC 18A.20.080 a Development Agreement is considered type V Legislative
application. A type V legislative application is subject to noticing requirements
found in LMC 18A.20.310 and requires the Community Development Director and
Planning Commission to make Recommendation to a High Review Authority. City
Council would have to make a decision on the proposed development agreement.
The commission has been requested to review the subject, and forward
recommendation(s) to the city council.
Discussion:
Housing Incentives Program
18A.90 Housing Incentives Program offers inclusionary density bonus, development
standards modifications and fee reductions. The Meadow Park 55 design review is
requesting to utilize the density bonus.
Density Bonus
The subject project is located at 7721, 7731 Dean Street West and 5402 77th Street
West and is proposing a fifty-five and older 63 unit multifamily development. The
subject property is located within the Multifamily 2 (MF2) zoning district. Per LMC
18.60.030.A the density associated the MF2 zoning district is 35 dwelling units per
acre. LMC 18A.90.050 allows for a maximum density increase of twenty (20)
percent of the MF2 base density. The site’s area is 66,703 or 1.53 acres. 1.53 x 35
= 53.55 or 54 units allowed under the base density. 54 x 0.2 (18A.90.050) = 10.8
+ 54 (allowed per base density) = 64.8 or 65 max density under LMC 18A.90.050.
Per LMC 18A.90.050.A 1.5 additional, on-site market rate dwelling units are
permitted as a bonus for each qualified extremely-low-income1 dwelling units
provided. The applicant is proposing to provide six (6) extremely-low-income units
as part of the development. 6 x 1.5 = 9 unit density bonus. 54 (allowed per base
density) + 9 (density bonus) = 63 total allowed density. The extremely-lowincome qualified units are proposed to be provided within the entire development.
Parking
Pursuant to LMC 18A.80.030. F. there are no parking regulations associated with
senior housing or fifty-five and over multifamily developments.

1

Pursuant to LMC 18A.10.180 “Extremely low income” means an individual, family, or
unrelated persons living together, regardless of age or ability, whose adjusted gross income
is thirty (30) percent or less of the median income, adjusted for household size, as
determined by the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development for the
Tacoma Primary Metropolitan Statistical Area.
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Senior Citizen Apartments (55 and over) are listed in the parking table found in
18C, which regulates the Lakewood Station District. In the Lakewood Station
District 1 parking space is required per 3 Senior Citizen Dwelling Units. Given that
this property is not located in the station district, this standard does not directly
apply. In the absence of city-wide fifty-five and over parking regulations, per LMC
18A.80.060(H), the applicant has provided a parking study to support a one
parking stall per dwelling unit development standard. The applicant is proposing 63
dwelling units and will provide 63 off-street parking stalls. The director has
approved the parking ratio as permitted in LMC 18A.80.060. The applicant is not
proposing a further reduction as part of this request.
Project Summary and Status.
The applicant has submitted the following permit applications.
Permit
number

Permit Type

Status

LU-20-00207

Design Review

Approved on 11/19/2021 for 42
dwelling units (buildings number 1 &
3)

1622

Pending- under review for 21
dwelling units (building number 2)

LU-20-00230

SEPA

LU-21-00066
BP-21-00047

Boundary Line Adjustment
New Commercial Building
Permit
New Commercial Building
Permit
New Commercial Building
Permit
Site Development Permit

BP-21-00048
BP-21-00049
PW-21-00027

Mitigated Determination of nonsignificance issued on 11/19/2021
Approved and recorded on 9/9/2021
Approved on 4/04/2022 (building
number 1)
Pending design review approval
(permit number 1622)
Approved on 4/04/2022 (building
number 3)
Approved and issued on 12/27/2021

Permit number 1622 is currently under review however cannot be approved until
the required Housing Incentive Covenant is accepted and recorded subject to LMC
18A.90.050.
The project is in substantial compliance with the development standards found in
LMC 18A.
Next Steps:
May 18, 2022- Planning Commission will hold a public hearing
May 18, 2022- Planning Commission Action
June-July, 2022- City Council Review
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Attachments:
1. Meadow Park 55 Housing Incentives Covenant
2. Project Site plan
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WHEN RECORDED, MAIL TO:
City of Lakewood
6000 Main Street SW
Lakewood, WA 98499-5027
ATTN:

City Clerk
Assistant City Manager for Development Services

WASHINGTON STATE COUNTY AUDITOR/RECORDER/S INDEXING FORM
Document Title(s) (or transactions contained therein):
HOUSING INCENTIVES COVENANT
Reference Number(s) of Documents assigned or released:
☐ Additional reference numbers on page

of document.

Grantor(s) (Last name first, then first name and initials):
1. Meadow Park Brownstones, LLC
☐ Additional names on page

of document.

Grantee(s) (Last name first, then first name and initials):
1. CITY OF LAKEWOOD, WASHINGTON
☐ Additional names on page

of document.

Legal Description (abbreviated form; i.e., lot, block, plat name,
section-township-range):
☒ Additional legal on Exhibit “A” of document.
Assessor’s Property Tax Parcel Account Number(s):
3905000677
The Auditor/Recorder will rely on the information provided on the form.
staff will not read the document.

1
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The

HOUSING INCENTIVES COVENANT
“MEADOW PARK GARDENS”
THIS HOUSING INCENTIVES CONVENANT (the "Covenant”)is made and
entered into as of this _______ day of July, 2021, by and between
the CITY OF LAKEWOOD, a Municipal Corporation of the State of
Washington (the "City"); Meadow Park Brownstones, LLC, a
Washington limited liability company (the “Owner”).
WHEREAS, the City has an interest in stimulating new
construction of multi-family housing in order to reduce
development pressure on single-family residential neighborhoods,
increase and improve housing opportunities, provide affordable
housing opportunities, and encourage development densities
supportive of transit use; and
WHEREAS, the City is responsible for establishing regulations
that will result in housing opportunities for all of its residents,
no matter what their economic means; and
WHEREAS, the City desires to disperse low-income units
throughout the City so as to avoid perpetuating existing
concentrations of poverty; and
WHEREAS, as a means to promote housing opportunities, the
City has established Lakewood Municipal Code (LMC), Chapter
18A.90, Housing Incentives Program, to allow for higher
residential densities in exchange for building low-income housing
units; and
WHEREAS, the Owner has made application to receive
inclusionary density bonus pursuant to LMC 18A.90.050; and

an

WHEREAS, the Owner submitted to the City a complete
application for inclusionary density bonus outlining the proposed
Project to be constructed on property located at Lakewood Drive
West & 77th Street West in Lakewood, Washington (“Property”) and
legally described in Exhibit A of this Covenant; and
WHEREAS, in consideration of the City’s approval of Permit
No(s). LU 20-00207, the Owner accepts certain conditions affecting
the use of the Property and the improvements authorized by Permit
1
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No(s). LU 20-00207.
It is the purpose of this Covenant to set
forth those conditions and to impose enforceable restrictions on
the use and occupancy of the residential portion of the Property;
and
WHEREAS, on June 30, 2021, the assistant city manager for
development services determined that the application met all the
eligibility and procedural requirements to qualify for an
inclusionary density bonus, with the exception of entering in to
and recording this Covenant; and
WHEREAS, the City has determined that the improvements will,
if completed as proposed, satisfy the requirements of LMC 18A.90,
Housing Incentives Program.
NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual
promises aforesaid and made and relied upon by the parties hereto,
and for other valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency
of which are hereby acknowledged, the Owner and the City mutually
agree as follows:
SECTION 1 — DEFINITIONS
Unless otherwise expressly provided herein, the following
terms shall have the respective meanings set forth below. If a
term is not defined herein, then it shall be defined as provided
in LMC 18A.10.180 or given its usual and customary meaning.
“Affordable Units” means the six (6) units in the Project
designated by the Owner and approved by the City, as set forth in
Exhibit B, and reserved for occupancy by Eligible Households with
maximum rents pursuant to Section 3.
“Certificate of Occupancy” means a document issued by the
City’s Building Official certifying a building's compliance with
applicable building codes and other laws, and indicating that the
structure(s) are in a condition suitable for occupancy
“City’s Designee” mean that individual(s) authorized by the
City to administer this Covenant.
“Completion Date" means the date of the first certificate of
occupancy issued by the City for the Project.
2
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“Dwelling Unit” means a residential living facility, used,
intended or designed to provide physically segregated complete
independent living facilities for one or more persons, including
living, sleeping, cooking and sanitation facilities.
“Eligible Household” means one or more adults and their
dependents who meet the qualifications for eligibility set forth
in Section 3.F. or Section 3.I.
““Extremely low income” means an individual, family, or
unrelated persons living together, regardless of age or ability,
whose adjusted gross income is thirty (30) percent or less of the
median income, adjusted for household size, as determined by the
United States Department of Housing and Urban Development.
"Household Income" means gross annual income from all
household members over the age of 18 residing in the household.
Gross annual income consists of all wages, benefits (e.g. military,
unemployment, welfare), interest, and other such income. Income of
dependents over the age of 18 who reside within a household for
less than three (3) months of the year will not be counted toward
Household Income.
"Household Size" means all of the persons, related or
unrelated, occupying an Affordable Unit.
For the purpose of
calculating maximum Housing Expenses, the following assumptions
apply:
UNIT TYPE
ASSUMED HOUSEHOLD SIZE
Studio
1 Person
Open 1-Bedroom
1.5 Persons
1 Bedroom
1.5 Persons
2 Bedroom
3 Persons
3 Bedroom
4.5 Persons
“Housing Expense” means a tenant’s costs for rent, utilities
or an equivalent utility allowance, and any recurring expenses
required by the Owner as a condition of tenancy. Expenses that
the Owner makes optional, such as pet rent, extra storage space or
parking, are not considered Housing Expenses for the purpose of
this Covenant.
“Median Income” means Pierce County, WA, median household
income as determined by the United States Department of Housing
3
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and Urban Development (HUD).
In the event that HUD no longer
publishes median family income figures, the City may estimate the
Median Income applicable to the City in such manner as the City
shall determine in its sole discretion.
"Very low-income” means an individual, family, or unrelated
persons living together, regardless of age or ability, whose
adjusted gross income is fifty (50) percent or less of the median
income, adjusted for household size, as determined by the United
States Department of Housing and Urban Development.
“Property”
means
the
real
property,
improvements, legally described in Exhibit A.

together

with

“Project” means the Owner’s multi-family residential building
containing sixty three(63) Dwelling Units also known as “Meadow
Park Gardens.”
"Compliance Period" means twenty (20) years from the date of
initial occupancy of the Affordable Units.
“LMC” means the Lakewood Municipal Code, as it now exists or
hereinafter amended.
“Utility” or “Utilities” means water, electricity, natural
gas, sewer, and garbage collection but not including phone,
internet service, or cable or satellite television.
"Utility Allowance" means that portion of Housing Expenses
that the City determines, from time to time, is adequate for the
reasonable Utility costs of Affordable Units in the event the Owner
makes tenants responsible for payment for their own Utilities.
SECTION 2 — THE PROJECT
A.
General Description.
The Owner will construct the
Project for purposes of providing multi-family rental housing, and
the Owner shall own, manage, and operate (or cause the management
and operation of) the Project. The Owner agrees to construct the
Project in compliance with all applicable land use regulations and
as approved and permitted by the City.
B.
Conversion from Renter-Occupied to Owner-Occupied. In
the event the Property is proposed for conversion to a condominium,
4
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owner-occupied, or non-rental residential use
during the
Compliance Period, the Owner must submit to the City for its review
a plan for preserving the Affordable Units. The City may consider
options which would convert the Affordable Units to owneroccupancy by Eligible Households.
The Owner must receive
authorization from the City prior to conversion to condominium,
owner-occupied, or non-rental residential use. This section does
not waive the Owner's obligations to comply with any other law or
regulations pertaining to conversion to ownership use.
SECTION 3 — AFFORDABLE UNITS FOR ELIGIBLE HOUSEHOLDS
A.
Number of Affordable Units. The Project shall include
the number and types of Affordable Units as set forth in the table
below.
Dwelling Units in the Project
Unit Type
(Bedrooms)

Total Units

Very Low
Income Units

Studio
Open 1-bedroom
1-bedroom
2-bedroom
Total

0
18
27
18
63

0
0
0
0
0

Extremely
Low Income
Units
0
2
2
2
6

B.
Similar Quality Construction. All of the Dwelling Units
in the Project shall be constructed of similar quality. The finish
and quality of flooring, counters, appliances, and other interior
features of the Affordable Unit(s) shall be comparable to or better
than entry level market rate housing in Lakewood, Washington, as
determined by the City and have substantially the same net square
footage, equipment, and amenities as other Dwelling Units in the
Project with a comparable number of rooms.
C.
Designation of Affordable Units. Affordable Units shall
be generally distributed throughout the Project. The Owner agrees
to designate the Dwelling Units identified in Exhibit B as
Affordable Units. The Owner, from time to time, may propose to
change the specific Dwelling Units designated as Affordable Units
herein, in which case the Owner shall notify the City of the
proposed change in writing for the City's approval. The City will
review the proposed changes and shall approve or deny the proposed
changes based upon the criteria that at all times at least six
5
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(6)of all of the Dwelling Units in the Project are designated as
Affordable Units, and provided that at all times the same unit mix
and affordability mix is retained.
D.

Maximum Rents for Affordable Units.

(1) The Housing Expense of an Affordable Unit shall not
exceed thirty percent (30%) of the Income Level with adjustments
for assumed Household Size. An Affordable Unit’s contract rent
shall not exceed the tenant’s maximum Housing Expense less a
Utility Allowance, if applicable, and any other recurring expenses
required by the Owner as a condition of rental.
(2) No Affordable Unit’s tenant shall have more than
one rent increase for the same Unit in any twelve (12)-month
period; provided, however, that in the event an Affordable Unit’s
lease expires and said tenant elects to continue leasing the
Affordable Unit on a month-to-month tenancy, and the tenant remains
an Eligible Household, the Owner may increase the rent for that
Affordable Unit up to once every thirty (30) days but no higher
than the maximum contract rent as set forth in this section.
E.
Renting Affordable Units to Eligible Households. During
the Compliance Period, the Owner shall lease or rent, or make
available for lease or rental, to Eligible Households all of the
Affordable Units in the Project. Owner’s compliance with this
obligation may be established by Owner’s participation, throughout
the Compliance Period, in the HUD funded Housing Assistance Program
(HAP) under Section 8 of the United States Housing Act of 1937,
administered through the Pierce County Housing Authority. If at
any time the Owner is unable to rent or lease an Affordable Unit,
then the Affordable Unit shall remain vacant pending rental or
lease to Eligible Households.
F.

Income Qualifications for Eligible Households.

(1) To qualify as an Eligible Household for initial
occupancy of an Affordable Unit, a household’s Household Income
may not exceed the applicable Percent of Median Income set forth
in the table below, adjusted for Household Size.
(2) At time of recertification, as provided in Section
I below, a tenant will remain an Eligible Household as long as
said tenant’s Household Income does not exceed the Maximum Income
for Recertification.
6
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G.
Occupancy Limits for Affordable Units. The Owner shall
utilize the following occupancy standards for Affordable Units:
Unit Type
Studio or 1 bedroom
2-bedroom
3-bedroom
4-bedroom

Minimum
Occupants
1 person
2 persons
3 persons
4 persons

H.
Completion of Certificate of Household Eligibility.
Prior to allowing any household to occupy any Affordable Unit, the
Owner shall require the prospective tenant to complete a
Certification of Household Eligibility (“COHE”) that shall be
substantially in the form set forth in Exhibit C. The Owner shall
also undertake a good faith effort to verify the prospective
tenant's Household Income, as reported on the completed COHE. The
Owner's obligation to verify the reported Household Income shall
be limited to requesting copies of and reviewing the prospective
tenant's federal income tax returns, unless the Owner has actual
knowledge, or reason to believe, that the information provided by
the prospective tenant is materially inaccurate.
In the event
federal income tax returns are not available, the Owner shall
verify Household Income using wage or salary statements, or other
income records that the City may consider Owner’s obligations
set forth in this Section H. may be satisfied by Owner’s
participation in the HUD funded Housing Assistance Program (HAP)
under Section 8 of the United States Housing Act of 1937,
administered through the Pierce County Housing Authority
throughout the Compliance Period.
I.
Household Eligibility Recertification. At each renewal
of a lease for an Affordable Unit, and at least once each calendar
year, the Owner shall require all tenants occupying Affordable
Units to complete and return to the Owner an updated COHE. The
Owner shall undertake a good faith effort to verify the reported
Household Income as set forth in Section 3(H).
If a tenant’s
Household Income exceeds the Maximum Income for Recertification
set forth below when the tenant’s lease expires, then within ninety
(90) calendar days either (a) the Owner, after providing timely
notice, may charge said tenant the current, applicable market rent
for the Dwelling Unit and the Owner must designate and rent the
next available comparable market rate Dwelling Unit as an
7
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Affordable Unit, or (b) the tenant must vacate the Dwelling Unit,
unless otherwise prohibited by law, so as to make it available for
an Eligible Household. Equal Access to Common Facilities. Tenants
in the Affordable Units shall have equal access to all amenities
and facilities of the Project, such as parking, fitness centers,
community rooms, and swimming pools. If a fee is charged for the
use of an amenity or facility, then all tenants in the Project
must be charged equally for such use.
SECTION 4 — ENFORCEMENT
A.
Enforcement Provisions.
The Owner shall exercise
reasonable diligence to comply with the requirements of this
Contract and shall correct any such noncompliance within sixty
(60) calendar days after such noncompliance is first discovered by
the Owner or would have been discovered by the exercise of
reasonable diligence, or within 60 calendar days after the Owner
receives notice of such noncompliance from the City, whichever is
earliest; provided however, that such period for correction may be
extended by the City if the Owner is exercising due diligence to
correct the noncompliance. If such noncompliance remains uncured
after such period, then the Owner shall be in default and the City
on its own behalf may take any one or more of the following actions:
(1) By any suit, action or proceeding at law or in
equity, require the Owner to perform its obligations under this
Contract, or enjoin any acts or things which may be unlawful or in
violation of the rights of the City hereunder; it being recognized
that the beneficiaries of the Owner's obligations hereunder cannot
be adequately compensated by monetary damages in the event of the
Owner's default;
(2) Have access to, and inspect, examine and make
copies of, all of the books and records of the Owner pertaining to
the Project. Provided, however, the City shall not divulge such
information to any third party unless required by law or unless
the same is necessary to enforce the City's rights hereunder; and
(3) Take such other action at law or in equity as may
appear necessary or desirable to enforce the obligations,
Covenants, conditions and agreements of the Owner under this
Contract.

8
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SECTION 5 — REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
A.
Notice of Occupancy Permit. The Owner shall notify the
City's Designee of receipt of the first occupancy permit for the
Project within thirty (30) calendar days of the permit’s issuance.
B.
Initial Project Certification.
After the Completion
Date and until ninety percent (90%) of all rental units in the
Project are occupied, the Owner shall file with the City a Project
Certification report, substantially in the form of Exhibit D,
attached with copies of the COHE required under Section 3 of this
Contract.
C.
Annual Project Certification. The Owner shall file with
the City Manager, within thirty (30) days following the first
anniversary of the City’s filing of the Final Certificate and each
year thereafter for the duration of the Compliance Period, a report
substantially in the form of Exhibit D, attached with copies of
the COHE and which includes information from the preceding year
providing:
(1) A statement of occupancy and vacancy of the newly
constructed or rehabilitated Project during the past twelve (12)
months ending with the anniversary date;
(2) A certification by the Owner that the Project has
not changed use since the date the City approved the certificate
of occupancy and that the Project conforms with affordable housing
requirements of Chapter 18A.90 LMC; and
(3) A description of any subsequent changes or
improvements constructed after issuance of the certificate of
occupancy.
D.
Maintain Complete Records.
The Owner shall maintain
complete and accurate records pertaining to the Affordable Units
and shall, during regular business hours, permit any duly
authorized representative of the City, including, without
limitation, the City’s Designee, to inspect the books and records
of the Owner pertaining to the Affordable Units, including the
Initial and Annual Project Certifications, and if applicable,
income documentation of households residing in Affordable Units in
the Project.
The Owner’s failure to maintain such records or
failure to allow inspection by the City or any duly authorized
representative shall constitute a material default hereunder. The
9
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Owner shall retain all records pertaining to the Affordable Units
for at least six (6) years.
E.
Form of Certification. Notwithstanding anything in this
Section to the contrary, the Owner shall submit all documentation
required by this Section on the forms designated herein, which may
be modified by the City from time to time. Changes to forms by
the City shall not increase the Owner's obligations hereunder.
SECTION 5 — SUBSIDIZED TENANTS
The Owner shall accept as tenants for Affordable Units, on
the same basis as all other prospective households, households who
receive state or federal rent subsidies, such as Housing Choice
Vouchers under Section 8 of the United States Housing Act of 1937,
or other rent subsidies. The Owner shall not apply, or permit the
application of, management policies or lease provisions with
respect to the Project which have the effect of precluding
occupancy of any Dwelling Units by rent subsidy recipients.
SECTION 6 — LEASE PROVISIONS
A.
It is the Owner's responsibility to screen and select
tenants for desirability and credit worthiness.
Except as
restricted in this Contract and under state and federal law, such
selection is within the Owner's discretion. If written management
policies exist, or exist in the future, with respect to the
Project, the City may review such written policies and may require
changes in such policies, if necessary, so that the policies comply
with the requirements of this Contract.
B.
All leases for Eligible Households shall contain clauses
wherein each individual lessee: (i) certifies the accuracy of the
statements made in the COHE, (ii) agrees that the Household Income
and other eligibility requirements shall be deemed substantial and
material obligations of the tenancy, and (iii) agrees that
misrepresentation in the COHE is a material breach of the lease,
entitling the Owner to immediately terminate tenant’s lease for
the Affordable Unit.
SECTION 7 — SALE OR TRANSFER OF THE PROJECT
The Owner hereby Covenants and agrees not to sell, transfer
or otherwise dispose of the Project or any portion thereof without
first providing a written statement executed by the purchaser that
10
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the purchaser understands the Owner's duties and obligations under
this Covenant and will enter into an agreement with the City for
the continuation of those obligations.
Such notice must be
received by the City at least ten (10) working days prior to the
close of escrow.
SECTION 8 — TERM
This Contract shall become effective upon its execution and
shall continue in full force and effect throughout the Compliance
Period.
SECTION 9 — NO DISCRIMINATION
The Owner shall not discriminate on the basis of race, creed,
religion, color, sex, sexual orientation, age, national origin,
marital status, or presence of any mental or physical handicap as
set forth in RCW 49.60.030, as now existing and as may be amended,
in the lease, use, or occupancy of the Project or in connection
with the employment or application for employment of persons for
the operation and management of the Project.
SECTION 10 — COVENANTS RUN WITH LAND
A.
The City and Owner hereby declare their understanding
and intent that the Covenants, conditions and restrictions set
forth herein directly benefit the land (i) by enhancing and
increasing the enjoyment and use of the Project by certain Eligible
Households, and (ii) by furthering the public purposes of providing
housing for Eligible Households.
B.
The City and the Owner hereby declare that the Covenant
and conditions contained herein shall bind and the benefits shall
inure to, respectively, the Owner and all subsequent owners of the
Project or any interest therein, and the City, all for the
Compliance Period.
Except as provided in Section 12 of this
Contract, each and every contract, deed or other instrument
hereafter executed conveying the Project or any portion thereof or
interest therein shall contain an express provision making such
conveyance subject to the Covenants and conditions of this
Contract, provided however, that any such contract, deed or other
instrument shall conclusively be held to have been executed,
delivered and accepted subject to such Covenants and conditions,
regardless of whether or not such Covenants and conditions are set
11
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forth or incorporated by reference in such contract, deed or other
instrument.
C.
Hold Harmless. The Owner shall defend, indemnify, and
hold the City, its officers, officials, employees, volunteers and
its Designee and any other party authorized hereunder to enforce
the terms of this Contract, harmless from any and all claims,
injuries, damages, losses, or suits, including attorney fees,
arising out of or resulting from this Contract. This provision
shall survive termination or expiration of this Contract.
D.
No Third-Party Beneficiaries.
The provisions of this
Contract and of the documents to be executed and delivered in
connection herewith are and will be for the benefit of the Owner
and the City only and, are not for the benefit of any third party
(including,
without
limitation,
any
tenants
or
tenant
organizations), and accordingly, no third party shall have the
right to enforce the provisions of this Contract or of the
documents to be executed and delivered in connection herewith.
SECTION 11 — FORECLOSURE
In the case of any foreclosure, the immediate successor in
interest in the Property pursuant to the foreclosure shall assume
such interest subject to the lease(s) between the prior Owner and
the tenant(s) and to this Contract for Affordable Units.
This
provision does not affect any state or local law that provides
longer time periods or other additional protections for tenants.
SECTION 12 — ESTOPPEL CERTIFICATE
The City agrees, upon the request of the Owner or its
successor in interest, to promptly execute and deliver to the Owner
or its successor in interest or to any potential or actual
purchaser, mortgagor, or encumbrancer of the Project, a written
certificate stating, if such is true, that the City has no
knowledge of any violation or default by the Owner of any of the
Covenants or conditions of this Contract, or if there are such
violations or defaults, the nature of the same.
SECTION 13 — BINDING EFFECT
The provisions, and conditions contained in this Covenant are
binding upon the parties hereto and their legal heirs,
12
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representatives, successors, assigns, and subsidiaries and are
intended to run with the land.
SECTION 14 — AGREEMENT TO RECORD
The Owner shall cause this Contract to be recorded in the
real property records of Pierce County, Washington.
The Owner
shall pay all fees and charges incurred in connection with such
recording and shall provide the City with a copy of the recorded
document.
SECTION 15 — RELIANCE
The City and the Owner hereby recognize and agree that the
representations and Covenants set forth herein may be relied upon
by City and the Owner. In performing its duties and obligations
hereunder, the City may rely upon statements and certificates of
the Owner and Eligible Households, and upon audits of the books
and records of the Owner pertaining to occupancy of the Project.
In performing its duties hereunder, the Owner may rely on the
Certificates of Household Eligibility unless the Owner has actual
knowledge or reason to believe that such Certificates are
inaccurate.
SECTION 16 — GOVERNING LAW
This Contract shall be governed by the laws of the State of
Washington, except to the extent such laws conflict with the laws
of the United States or the regulations of federally insured
depository institutions or would restrict activities otherwise
permitted in relation to the operation of federally insured
depository institutions. Venue for any legal actions shall be in
Pierce County Superior Court or, if pertaining to federal laws,
the U.S. District Court for Western Washington.
SECTION 17 — NO CONFLICT WITH OTHER DOCUMENTS
The Owner warrants that it has not executed and will not
execute, any other agreement with provisions contradictory to, or
in opposition to, the provisions hereof, and that in any event the
requirements of this Contract are paramount and controlling as to
the rights and obligations herein set forth and supersede any other
requirements in conflict herewith.
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SECTION 18 — AMENDMENTS
This Contract shall be amended only by a written instrument
executed by the parties hereto or their respective successors in
interest, and duly recorded in the real property records of Pierce
County, Washington. Amendments to Exhibit B shall be considered
approved in writing when the Revised Exhibit B is signed by the
Owner and the City without the need for a further written document
attaching the revised exhibit and striking prior versions of the
exhibit. In the event of conflict between versions of Exhibits B,
the version maintained by the City as the then-current version,
signed by Owner and City, shall prevail.
SECTION 19 — NOTICE
A.
Any notice or communication hereunder, except legal
notices, shall be in writing and may be given by registered or
certified mail. The notice or communication shall be deemed to
have been given and received when deposited in the United States
Mail, properly addressed with postage prepaid. If given otherwise,
it shall be deemed to be given when delivered to and received by
the party to whom addressed. Such notices and communications shall
be given to the Parties’ representatives hereto at their following
addresses:
If to the City:

City of Lakewood
6000 Main Street SW
Lakewood, WA 98499-5027
Attn: City Manager

With a copy to the City’s Designee:
Assistant City Manager
Services
6000 Main Street SW
Lakewood, WA 98499-5027

for

If to the Owner:
Meadow Park Brownstones LLC
10609 Gravelly Lake Dr SW
Lakewood, WA 98499
Attn: Claude Remy
With a copy to:

Christopher M. Huss
Attorney at Law
14
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Development

4224 Waller Road E.
Tacoma, WA 98443
Attn: Christopher M. Huss
B.
Any party may change its identified representative and
address for notices upon ten (10) calendar days prior written
notice to the other parties. Legal counsel for a party may deliver
notices on behalf of the represented party and such notice shall
be deemed delivered by such party.
SECTION 20 — SEVERABILITY
If any provision of this Contract shall be invalid, illegal
or unenforceable, the validity, legality and enforceability of the
remaining provisions hereof shall not in any way be affected or
impaired thereby.
SECTION 21 — CONSTRUCTION
Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, words of the
singular number shall be construed to include the plural number,
and vice versa, when appropriate. All the terms and provisions
hereof shall be construed to effectuate the purposes set forth in
this Contract and to sustain the validity hereof.
SECTION 22 — TITLES AND HEADINGS
The titles and headings of the sections of this Contract have
been inserted for convenience of reference only, are not to be
considered a part hereof and shall not in any way modify or
restrict any of the terms or provisions hereof or be considered or
given any effect in the construing this document or any provision
hereof or in ascertaining intent, if any question of intent shall
arise.
SECTION 23 – COUNTERPART ORIGINALS
This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterpart
originals, each of which shall be deemed to constitute an original
agreement, and all of which shall constitute one agreement. The
execution of one counterpart by a Party shall have the same force
and effect as if that Party had signed all other counterparts.
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SECTION 24 – AUTHORITY TO EXECUTE
Each person executing this Agreement on behalf of a Party
represents and warrants that he or she is fully authorized to
execute and deliver this Agreement on behalf of the Party for which
he or she is signing. The Parties hereby warrant to each other
that each has full power and authority to enter into this Agreement
and to undertake the actions contemplated herein and that this
Agreement is enforceable in accordance with its terms.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Owner and City have each executed
this Housing Incentives Covenant on the Date first above written.
Owner:

City:

Meadow Park Brownstones LLC
______________________________
John Caulfield
City Manager

By:_______________________
Its:
Manager__________________
Name: Claude Remy
_______________

Approved as to Form:
______________________________
Heidi Ann Wachter
City Attorney

16
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STATE OF WASHINGTON

}
}

COUNTY OF PIERCE

ss.
}

On this ___ day of July, 2021, before me, a Notary Public in and
for the State of Washington, duly commissioned and sworn,
personally appeared _________________, known to me to be the
_____________________ of the CITY OF LAKEWOOD, who executed the
foregoing document on behalf of said City, and acknowledged the
said document to be the free and voluntary act and deed of said
City, for the uses and purposes therein mentioned, and on oath
stated that he or she was authorized to execute said document.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have given under my hand and official seal
this ___ day of July, 2021.

Notary Public in and for the State
of Washington.
Print Name
Residing at
My commission expires
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STATE OF WASHINGTON
COUNTY OF PIERCE

}
}
}}

ss.

On this ____ day of July, 2021, before me, a Notary Public in
and for the State of Washington, duly commissioned and sworn,
personally appeared Claude Remy, to me known to be the Manager
of Meadow Park Brownstones LLC, a Washington limited liability
company, who executed the foregoing instrument on behalf of the
said company, and acknowledged the said document to be the free
and voluntary act and deed of said company for the uses and
purposes therein mentioned, and on oath stated that he or she
was authorized to execute said document.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have given under my hand and official seal
this __ day of July, 2021.

Notary Public in and for the State
of Washington.
Print Name
Residing at
My commission expires
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EXHIBIT A
LEGAL DESCRIPTION

PARCEL A:
LOTS 1 THROUGH 12, BLOCK 36, AND LOTS 9 THROUGH 12 BLOCK 37,
FLETT, ACCORDING TO PLAT RECORDED IN VOLUME 5 OF PLATS AT PAGE
17, RECORDS OF PIERCE COUNTY AUDITOR;
TOGETHER WITH THAT PORTION OF VACATED ALLEY ADJOINING OR
ABUTTING THEREON, VACATED BY PIERCE COUNTY RESOLUTION NO. 14555,
RECORDED UNDER RECORDING NO. 2364668, WHICH UPON VACATION,
ATTACHED TO SAID PREMISES BY OPERATION OF LAW;
ALSO TOGETHER WITH THAT PORTION OF VACATED 78TH STREET WEST
ADJOINING OR ABUTTING BLOCK 36 AND BLOCK 37, VACATED BY PIERCE
COUNTY RESOLUTION NO. 20023, RECORDED UNDER RECORDING NO.
2763127, WHICH UPON VACATION, ATTACHED TO SAID PREMISES BY
OPERATION OF LAW;
ALSO TOGETHER WITH THAT PORTION OF VACATED 78TH STREET WEST
ADJOINING AND ABUTTING BLOCK 62 AND BLOCK 63 OF SAID PLAT OF
FLETT, VACATED BY PIERCE COUNTY RESOLUTION NO. 20023, RECORDED
UNDER RECORDING NO. 2763127, WHICH UPON VACATION, ATTACHED TO
SAID PREMISES BY OPERATION OF LAW;
AND ALSO TOGETHER WITH THAT PORTION COMMON TO VACATED B STREET
AS VACATED BY JUDGMENT ENTERED NOVEMBER 8, 2000 IN PIERCE COUNTY
SUPERIOR COURT CASE NO. 00-2-13030-4 AND VACATED 78TH STREET
WEST AS VACATED BY PIERCE COUNTY RESOLUTION NO. 20023, RECORDED
UNDER RECORDING NO. 2763127, LYING NORTHERLY OF THE NORTH LINE
OF LOT 1 OF SAID BLOCK 62 EXTENDED WESTERLY TO THE CENTERLINE OF
SAID B STREET.
EXCEPT THE EAST 5 FEET OF SAID BLOCK 36 CONVEYED TO PIERCE
COUNTY UNDER RECORDING NO. 2349401;
SITUATE IN THE CITY OF LAKEWOOD, COUNTY OF PIERCE, STATE OF
WASHINGTON.
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EXHIBIT B
DESIGNATION OF AFFORDABLE UNITS
Unit Number
101
201
104
204
206
306

Unit Type
Unit A
Unit A
Unit D
Unit D
Unit E
Unit E
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Unit Size
(Square feet)
818
818
467
467
500
500

EXHIBIT C
FORM OF CERTIFICATE OF HOUSEHOLD ELIGIBILITY
CERTIFICATION OF HOUSEHOLD ELIGIBILITY
I,

, and I ,

, as applicants

for rental of the following Affordable Unit, do hereby represent and warrant that my/our adjusted
annual income is $
Project:_______________________ Project Address: __________________________________
Unit #

No. of Bedrooms:

Household size:1*

Disabled: Yes / No

The attached computation is $
, and includes all income I/we received for the
date I/we execute a rental agreement for an affordable unit, or the date on which I/we will initially
occupy such unit, whichever is earlier.
This affidavit is made with the knowledge that it will be relied upon by the City to determine
maximum income for eligibility. I/We warrant that all information set forth in this Certification
of Household Eligibility is true, correct and complete based upon information I/We deem reliable,
and that the estimate contained in the preceding paragraph is reasonable and based upon such
investigation as the undersigned deemed necessary. I/we will assist the Owner in obtaining any
information or documents required to verify the statements made in this Certification.
I/We acknowledge that I/we have been advised that the making of any misrepresentation or
misstatement in this affidavit will constitute a material breach of my/our agreement with the
Owner to lease the unit and will entitle the Owner to prevent or terminate my/our occupancy
of this unit by institution of an action for eviction or other appropriate proceedings.
I/We do hereby swear under penalty of perjury that the foregoing statements are true and correct.
Applicant

Applicant

Date

Date

Mailing
Address

Mailing
Address

E-mail
Address

E-mail
Address

Phone

Phone

1 The number of people who will reside with you at least four (4) months of the year.
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EXHIBIT C TO MULTIFAMILY HOUSING LIMITED PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTION
CONTRACT
HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS
Name

Age

Name

Age

INCOME COMPUTATION
"Household income" includes all items listed below, from all household members over the age of
18. Income of dependents over 18, who reside in the unit for less than four (4) months of the year
will not be counted toward household income.
For the previous 12-month period, indicate income received from the following sources:
a)

The full amount, before any payroll deductions, of wages, salaries,
overtime pay, commissions, fees, tips, bonuses and other compensation
for personal services, and payments in lieu of earnings, such as
unemployment and disability compensation, worker's compensation and
severance pay and any earned income tax credit to the extent that it
exceeds tax liability.

$____________

b)

Net income from operations of a business or profession or net income of
any kind from real or personal property.

$____________

c)

Interest and dividends;

$____________

d)

The full amount of periodic payments received from Social Security,
pensions, retirement funds, annuities, insurance policies, disability or
death benefits, alimony, child support, or any similar type of periodical
payments, and any regular contributions or gifts from persons not
residing in the unit.

$____________

e)

Public assistance payments.

$____________

f)

Regular and special allowances and pay of a member of the Armed
Forces who is a spouse or head of the family.

$____________

TOTAL

$____________

(NOTE: The following are not considered income: occasional, infrequent gifts of money; onetime payments from insurance policies or an inheritance settlement; scholarships or student loans
for tuition, fees or books; foster child care payments; the value of Food Stamp coupons;
22
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EXHIBIT C TO MULTIFAMILY HOUSING LIMITED PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTION
CONTRACT
hazardous duty pay to a member of the Armed Forces; relocation payments; assistance received
under the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program or any similar program).
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EXHIBIT D
FORM OF ANNUAL PROJECT CERTIFICATION
ANNUAL PROJECT CERTIFICATION
Project:

__________________________________________

Address:

__________________________________________

The undersigned hereby certifies that as of ____________________________, 20____,
__________ units in the Project were utilized as Affordable Units, as required in the Regulatory
Agreement, in the following manner:
a)

______ units in the Project were rented to tenants who did not exceed the qualifying income

for initial occupancy.
b)

______ units in the Project were rented to tenants who exceeded the qualifying income for

initial occupancy but remained qualified under the income for recertification.
c)

______ units in the Project were rented to tenants who now exceed the qualifying income

for recertification, and therefore can no longer be considered eligible for Affordable units.
d)

______ units in the Project are being held vacant for Eligible Households.

The above information and that on the attached sheet(s) has been verified as required by the
Regulatory Agreement between the City of ___________ and:
Owner (Company) Name: ___________________________________________
_________________________________
Name of Owner (Print)

____________________________________
Signature of Owner

Date: _______________________________, 20____
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EXHIBIT D TO MULTIFAMILY HOUSING LIMITED PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTION
CONTRACT
AFFORDABLE UNIT SUMMARY
Count each Affordable Unit in every applicable category. (For example, a unit that was occupied
at the beginning of the year, was vacated and refilled by a qualified new occupant should be
counted under both “New Occupants” and “Vacated and Re-filled.”

Affordability

New Occupants

Recertified
Occupants (refers to
existing tenants who
continue to occupy
units after
recertification)

30% AMI
50% AMI
Total
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Vacated and Re-filled
Occupants (refers to
a unit that has been
vacated, and is now
occupied by a new
tenant)

EXHIBIT D TO MULTIFAMILY HOUSING LIMITED PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTION CONTRACT
ANNUAL PROJECT CERTIFICATION
PROJECT NAME_________________________________________________
REPORTING PERIOD: __________________ through ___________________.
Electricity
& Gas?

Tenant
Unit # Name

Yes
No

Family
Size

Does Contract Rent include:
Water &
Yes
Garbage?
Yes
Renter's
Yes
One Parking Yes
Sewer?
No
No
insurance? No
Space?
No
For each "No" enter the Allowance or Fee below (except Renter's Insurance, if it's not required).

Current
Move-in Lease
Date
Date

Water &
Current
Max
Electric & Sewer
Garbage
HH
Unit Type Affrd Housing
Gas
Allowance Allowance
Income* (BRs)
Level Expense** Allowance ***
(or Fee)

Are residents required to buy:
Renter's
Yes
insurance?
No

Insurance Parking
Allowance Fee

Current
Contract
Max Rent Rent
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

* As of report date or when current lease was signed.
** Find on "Rental and Income Guidelines."
*** Maximum Housing Expenses also include water, sewer, and garbage. If these are paid for directly by the tenant (in addition to rent), the maximum rent must
be reduced by the typical costs to the tenant of such utilities, or a set allowance established by the city (or ARCH).
ARCH Electric & Gas Allowances:
Studio
1-bedroom
2-bedroom
3-bedroom
4-bedroom
5-bedroom

Water & Sewer Allowances:
Studio
1-bedroom
2-bedroom
3-bedroom
4-bedroom
5-bedroom

Vacancy Status: The following units are vacant as of __________________ and are being held vacant for eligible Tenants.
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PRO ID 1008
PERMIT 1622

MEADOW PARK GARDENS BUILDINGS 2

RECEIVED
04/12/2022
City of Lakewood
Community Development

LAKEWOOD, WA

PROJECT INFORMATION
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
NEWLY CONSTRUCTED 21 UNIT FOR RENT APARTMENT BUILDING. DEVELOPMENT INCLUDES TWO EXISTING 21-UNIT
BUILDINGS WITH CENTRALLY LOCATED OUTDOOR OPEN AND RECREATIONAL SPACES.

PROJECT TEAM

ARCHITECT:
GRAVES + ASSOCIATES
CONTACT: JOSHUA MCCANN
3110 RUSTON WAY #E
TACOMA, WA 98402
253-272-4214
EMAIL: JMCCANN@GRAVESASSOC.COM

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER:
SITTS & HILL ENGINEERS, INC.
CONTACT: ANDREW BOILEAU, P.E., S.E.
4815 CENTER STREET
TACOMA, WA 98409
253-474-9449 EXT. 322
EMAIL: ANDREWB@SITTSHILL.COM

GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEER:
GEORESOURCES, LLC
KEITH SCHEMBS, DANA BIGGERSTAFF
5007 PACIFIC HWY E, SUITE 16
FIFE, WA 98424
253-896-1011

MECH., ELECT. & PLUMBING ENGINEER:
ROBISON ENGINEERING INC.
CONTACTS: PETER ROCKSTEAD
19401 40TH AVE. W. SUITE 302
LYNWOOD, WA 98036
206-364-3343
EMAIL: PROCKSTEAD@ROBISONENGINEERING.COM

3110 RUSTON WAY, SUITE E TACOMA, WA 98402
PHONE : (253) 272-4214

SURVEYOR:
INFORMED LAND SURVEY
CONTACT: LAURA WAHLSTROM
3215 S. 12TH ST
TACOMA, WA 98405
253-627-2070
EMAIL: LWAHLSTROM@I-LANDSURVEY.COM
CIVIL ENGINEER:
JOHN KNOWLES & ASSOCIATES
CONTACT: JOHN KNOWLES
31620 23RD AVENUE S SUITE 307
FEDERAL WAY, WA 98033
253-539-1400
EMAIL: JKACIVIL@COMCAST.NET

PROJECT DATA

BUILDING COVERAGE:
TOTAL BUILDING STORIES:
BUILDING HEIGHT

1.527 ACRES (APPX. 66,703 SF)
6,045 (x3) = 18,135 SF / 66,703 = 27.18% (60% MAX)
3 STORIES
39'-3" (65 FEET MAX)

OCCUPANCIES:

R-2

CONSTRUCTION TYPE:

VB

FIRE SPRINKLER:
RELATED SUBMITTALS:

NFPA13R
PRE-APPLICATION: LU-20-00179
BLA 202101125005
LU-20-00207

MM/DD/YYYY

LOT SIZE:

MF2

DESCRIPTION

ZONING DISTRICT:

3905000677

DATE

A.P.N. / TAX / PARCEL

LAKEWOOD DR W & 77TH ST W, LAKEWOOD WA 98499

REVISIONS

PROJECT ADDRESS:

LAKEWOOD DR W & 77TH ST W,
LAKEWOOD, WA 98499

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE:
LYON LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS
CONTACT: ERIC WILLIAMS, L.A.
1015 PACIFIC AVENUE
TACOMA, WA 98402
EMAIL: ERIC@LYONLA.COM

MEADOW PARK GARDENS
BUILDING 2

OWNER
MEADOW PARK BROWNSTONES, LLC
CONTACT: CLAUDE REMY
P.O. BOX 11145
TACOMA, WA 98411
EMAIL: REMYAL@AOL.COM

APPLICABLE CODES

#

LAKEWOOD MUNICIPAL CODE
2015 INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE (IBC)
2015 INTERNATIONAL FIRE CODE
2015 INTERNATIONAL FUEL GAS CODE
2015 INTERNATIONAL MECHANICAL CODE
2015 UNIFORM PLUMBING CODE
2015 WASHINGTON STATE ENERGY CODE
2009 ICC / ANSI A117.1 ACCESSIBLE AND USABLE BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES
NFPA 13, 14, 20, 70, 72
AMERICAN IRON & STEEL INSTITUTE (AISI), CURRENT EDITION
ALL WORK SHALL CONFORM TO APPLICABLE BUILDING CODES AND ORDINANCES, AS MODIFIED FOR THIS BUILDING ON RECORD AT THE CITY
OF LAKEWOOD. IN CASE OF CONFLICT WHERE THE METHODS OR STANDARDS OF INSTALLATION OF THE MATERIALS SPECIFIED DO NOT EQUAL
OR EXCEED THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE LAWS OR ORDINANCES, THE LAW OR ORDINANCE SHALL GOVERN. NOTIFY ARCHITECT OF ALL
CONFLICTS IN WRITING.

PROJECT NUMBER:

2046
JM

PM:

VICINITY MAP
LAKEWOOD DR W & 77TH ST W
LAKEWOOD WA, 98499
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DR 000
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DESIGN REVIEW RESUB 04/11/2022

1. THE CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR FAMILIARIZING THEMSELF WITH THE CONTENT OF THESE DRAWINGS
PRIOR TO PROCEEDING WITH THE WORK.
2. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL REVIEW DESIGN INTENT AS SUBSTANTIATED IN THESE DOCUMENTS PRIOR TO
COMMENCING CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL ISSUE REQUEST FOR INFORMATION (RFI'S)
INQUIRIES TO THE OWNER AND THE ARCHITECT WHERE DESIGN INTENT IS NOT SELF EVIDENT TO ELIMINATE
DETRIMENTAL INTERPRETATIONS.
3. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL SUBMIT PRODUCT SUBMITTALS, MATERIAL AND SYSTEM SHOP DRAWINGS, AND / OR
SUBSTITUTION REQUESTS TO ADDRESS REQUIREMENTS AS SET FORTH BY PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS AND AS
REQUIRED TO DEMONSTRATE FULL UNDERSTANDING AND CONTROL OF CONSTRUCTION MEANS AND METHODS.
THE GENERAL CONTRACTOR SHALL PROCEED WITH CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES AT THEIR OWN RISK PRIOR TO
RECEIVING OWNER / ARCHITECT ASSOCIATED APPROVALS.

O R ON
F
T
N O RU C T I
ST
N
CO
RE-USE OF DOCUMENTS

4. IN THE EVENT THE CONTRACTOR, (INCLUDING SUB-TRADE AFFILIATES), DOES NOT FOLLOW RFI, SUBMITTAL,
SHOP DRAWING AND OR SUBSTITUTION PROTOCOL, COSTS AND BURDEN FOR CORRECTIVE WORK SHALL BE
SOLELY BORNE BY THE CONTRACTOR.
5. IN THE EVENT THE CONTRACTOR FINDS A CONFLICT OR DISCREPANCY WITH THESE DRAWINGS, THE
ARCHITECT SHALL BE NOTIFIED IMMEDIATELY IN WRITING. SHOULD THE CONTRACTOR PROCEED WITHOUT
NOTIFYING THE ARCHITECT OF SUCH CONFLICT, THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BE PROCEEDING AT THEIR OWN RISK
& ASSOCIATED LIABILITY.

THIS DOCUMENT, AND THE IDEAS AND DESIGNS
INCORPORATED HEREIN, AS INSTRUMENTS OF
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE, ARE THE PROPERTY OF
GRAVES + ASSOCIATES AND ARE NOT TO BE USED OR
REPRODUCED IN WHOLE OR IN PART WITHOUT THE
WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION OF GRAVES + ASSOCIATES.

COPYRIGHT, 2020
BY GRAVES + ASSOCIATES

TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY

7. DEFERRED SUBMITTALS SHALL BE REVIEWED BY THE ARCHITECT OR ENGINEER, STAMPED TO INDICATE THEY
HAVE BEEN REVIEWED AND ARE IN GENERAL CONFORMANCE WITH THE BUILDING DESIGN, AND SHALL BE
SUBMITTED TO THE CITY BY THE ARCHITECT OR ENGINEER AS PER IBC SECTION 107.3.4.1 AND THE CITY OF
LAKEWOOD REQUIREMENTS

WINDOW TYPE SYMBOL

x

SHEET NAME

6. THESE DRAWINGS SERVE TO REPRESENT DESIGN INTENT AS DIRECTED BY THE OWNER & COMPLIANT WITH
GOVERNING JURISDICTIONAL LAW. IN NO WAY SHALL THESE DRAWINGS SERVE TO DICTATE METHODS OF
CONSTRUCTION RELATIVE TO ADHERENCE TO EITHER. IT IS THE CONTRACTOR'S & OWNER'S RESPONSIBILITY TO
WORK WITHIN THE PARAMETERS OF THE AGENCY APPROVED DOCUMENTS TO MAINTAIN THE INTEGRITY OF THE
DESIGN INTENT AND AGENCY COMPLIANCE.

ROOM NUMBER
ROOM TYPE

WALL TYPE SYMBOL
X

PROJECT GENERAL NOTES

COVER SHEET

DR 000
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PRO ID 1008
PERMIT 1622

LAND USE CODE ANALYSIS
18A.60.030(A) RESIDENTIAL
AREA AND DIMENSIONS:
DEVELOPMENT
STANDARDS TABLE

18A.70.040(C) SPECIFIC
USES DESIGN STANDARDS

LAND USE CODE ANALYSIS

ZONING DISTRICT

MF2

HOUSING TYPE

MULTI-FAMILY APARTMENTS (55 AND OVER)

LOT AREA

APPROX. 66,703 SF (1.527 ACRES)

DENSITY CALCULATIONS

35 DUA (DWELLING UNTS PER ACRE) 35 x 1.53 = 53.5 or 54 UNITS ALLOWED

BUILDING FOOTPRINT AREA

FLOOR 1 GROSS SQUARE FEET: 6,045 SF

BUILDING COVERAGE

60%

66,703 x .6 = 40,021.8 SF ALLOWED

6,045 SF x 3 BUILDINGS = 18,135 SF (27.18%)

IMPERVIOUS SURFACE

70%

66,703 x .7 = 46,692.1 SF ALLOWED

40,348 SF (60.5) PROPOSED

RECEIVED
04/12/2022
City of Lakewood
Community Development

CONTINUED

P. PROVIDE ONE (1) OR MORE FURNISHED PLAY AREAS FOR CHILDREN. PROVIDE A MINIMUM OF TWO HUNDRED (200) SQUARE FEET OR FIFTY (50) SQUARE
FEET PER UNIT, WHICHEVER IS GREATER. GAME COURTS, BIKE TRACKS AND OTHER RECREATIONAL FACILITIES MAY BE INCLUDED AS PLAY AREAS;
PROVIDED, THAT AT LEAST ONE (1) PLAY AREA FOR CHILDREN AGES SEVEN (7) AND UNDER HAS BEEN PROVIDED. “ADULT ONLY” HOUSING THAT PROHIBITS
CHILDREN AS RESIDENTS IS EXEMPT FROM PROVIDING A CHILDREN’S PLAY AREA BUT SHALL PROVIDE EQUAL AREA FOR RECREATIONAL USES
APPROPRIATE TO THE AGE OF RESIDENTS.
PROJECT NOTE: 50 x 42 UNITS = 2,100 SF REQUIRED REC SPACE. 3,151 SF OF RECREATIONAL SPACE HAS BEEN PROVIDED. SEE SHEET AS100 .

18A.70.040(C) SPECIFIC
USES DESIGN STANDARDS
(CONTINUED)

Q. SAFE PEDESTRIAN ROUTES AND BARRIER FREE ACCESS MUST BE PROVIDED FROM THE BUILDING TO TRASH ENCLOSURES AND ADJACENT SIDEWALKS.
18A.80.030(F) ZONING
DISTRICT PARKING
REQUIREMENTS

MULTIFAMILY RESIDENTIAL USES AND ZONES. THESE STANDARDS ARE INTENDED TO CREATE AN ATTRACTIVE AND ENJOYABLE ENVIRONMENT FOR MULTIFAMILY
RESIDENTIAL USES, IMPROVE VEHICULAR CIRCULATION AND UPGRADE THE CITY’S VISUAL APPEARANCE IN HIGH-DENSITY RESIDENTIAL AREAS.

USE

UNIT MEASURE

55 AND OVER RESIDENTIAL
(PROPOSED PER PARKING
ASSESSMENT DATED 11/24/2020)

PER DWELLING
UNIT

85TH %-TILE
.67

REQUIRED BICYCLE
PARKING SPACES

1 PER 10 AUTO
STALLS, 2 MINIMUM
PER BUILDING

B. BUILDINGS SHALL BE DESIGNED TO HAVE A DISTINCT “BASE,” “MIDDLE,” AND “TOP.” THE BASE, TYPICALLY THE FIRST FLOOR, SHALL CONTAIN THE
GREATEST NUMBER OF ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS SUCH AS WINDOWS, MATERIALS, DETAILS, OVERHANGS, CORNICE LINES, AND MASONRY BELT
COURSES. THE MIDSECTION BY COMPARISON MAY BE SIMPLE. SINGLE-STORY BUILDINGS HAVE NO MIDDLE, BUT DO HAVE A BASE AND A TOP. THE TOP
SHALL AVOID THE APPEARANCE OF A FLAT ROOF AND INCLUDE DISTINCTIVE ROOF SHAPES INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO PITCHED, VAULTED OR
TERRACED ROOF LINES, ETC. ROOFLINES SHALL BE VARIED ON INDIVIDUAL BUILDINGS AND AMONG BUILDINGS IN A MULTIFAMILY RESIDENTIAL
COMPLEX.
PROJECT NOTE: EXTERIOR BUILDING DESIGN INCLUDES 4' STONE VENEER FOR A 'BASE', FIBER CEMENT PANEL/LAP SIDING FOR A 'MIDDLE', AND MODULATING
ROOF ELEMENTS INCLUDING GABLES, PARAPETS, AND SHED ROOF LINES TO COMPLETE A 'TOP. ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS INCLUDE DIFFERENT WINDOW
TYPES, DIFFERENT WINDOW TRIM TRIM STYLES BASED ON SIDING, AND COVORED PATIOS/DECKS. SEE SHEETS A200 AND A201.
C. THE LONGEST DIMENSION OF ANY BUILDING SHALL NOT EXCEED ONE HUNDRED SIXTY (160) FEET. BUILDINGS ON THE SAME SITE MAY BE CONNECTED BY
COVERED PEDESTRIAN WALKWAYS.
PROJECT NOTE: LONGEST BUILDING DIMENSION IS 90'-5". SEE SHEETS A100 TO A102.
D. HORIZONTAL BUILDING MODULATION. THE STEPPING BACK OR PROJECTING FORWARD OF PORTIONS OF A BUILDING FACADE WITHIN SPECIFIED
INTERVALS OF A BUILDING WIDTH AND DEPTH LESSENS THE APPARENT BULK OF THE EXTERIOR WALL OF THE STRUCTURE. MULTIFAMILY RESIDENTIAL
BUILDINGS SHALL MEET THE FOLLOWING DESIGN STANDARDS:

1 STALLS x 63 UNITS = 63 PARKING STALLS PROVIDED. THE PROJECT
MEETS THE AVERAGE PARKING DEMAND BASED ON ITE DATA. SEE
SUBMITTED PARKING ASSESSMENT DATED 11/24/2020.
6.3 OR 6 BICYCLE STALLS REQUIRED

1. REQUIRED MULTIFAMILY SITE DESIGN AND BUILDING DESIGN ELEMENTS. THESE STANDARDS ARE IN ADDITION TO OTHER DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
APPLICABLE UNDER THIS ARTICLE OR OTHER CHAPTERS OF THE CODE. EXTERIOR LIGHTING SHALL COMPLY WITH LMC 18A.60.095.
A. SIGNIFICANT TREES SHALL BE RETAINED WITHIN THE LANDSCAPE BUFFER PERIMETER AROUND THE SITE, PURSUANT TO ARTICLE III, TREE
PRESERVATION, OF THIS CHAPTER. SIGNIFICANT TREES SHALL BE RETAINED AND INCORPORATED INTO THE LANDSCAPING AND OPEN SPACE AREAS ON
THE SITE, WHENEVER POSSIBLE.
PROJECT NOTE: SEE LANDSCAPE SHEET L1.0 FOR EXISTING TREES TO REMAIN.

PARKING CALCULATION:

18A.80.060 PARKING
INCENTIVES

C. WHEN AFFORDABLE HOUSING IS CONSTRUCTED PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 18A.90 LMC, HOUSING INCENTIVES PROGRAM, THE PARKING SPACE REQUIREMENTS
SHALL BE CALCULATED EMPLOYING ANY AVAILABLE MODIFICATIONS BASED UPON LMC 18A.90.060.
G. ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING PARKING PROVISIONS. FOR EVERY ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING STATION PROVIDED, THE REQUIRED NUMBER OF PARKING
SPACES MAY BE REDUCED BY AN EQUIVALENT NUMBER, PROVIDED THE TOTAL REDUCTION DOES NOT EXCEED FIVE (5) PERCENT OF THE TOTAL REQUIRED
PARKING SPACES. FOR EXAMPLE, IF FORTY (40) PARKING SPACES ARE REQUIRED AND TWO (2) ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING STATIONS ARE PROVIDED, THE TOTAL
REQUIRED PARKING MAY BE REDUCED TO THIRTY-EIGHT (38) SPACES, YIELDING THIRTY-SIX (36) “REGULAR” PARKING SPACES AND TWO (2) ELECTRIC VEHICLE
CHARGING PARKING SPACES. NOTE THAT IN THIS EXAMPLE THE TOTAL REDUCTION MAY NOT BE IN EXCESS OF TWO (2) SPACES (40 × 5% = 2), SO IF THREE (3)
ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING STATIONS WERE PROVIDED INSTEAD, THE TOTAL REDUCTION IN REQUIRED PARKING WOULD STILL BE TWO (2) SPACES, YIELDING
THIRTY-FIVE (35) “REGULAR” PARKING SPACES AND THREE (3) ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING PARKING SPACES.
PROJECT NOTE: 63 STALLS x 5% = 3.15 OR 3 STALLS.
-3 ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING STATIONS TO BE PROVIDED

18A.90.050 INCLUSIONARY
DENSITY BONUSES

A. RATE AND CALCULATION. IN RETURN FOR THE INCLUSION OF A NUMBER OF “QUALIFIED,” AS DEFINED HEREIN, ON-SITE UNITS DEDICATED TO SERVING AND
RESERVED FOR OCCUPANCY BY VERY-LOW- AND/OR EXTREMELY-LOW-INCOME, AS DEFINED HEREIN, PERSONS, FAMILIES, OR GROUPS, ONE (1) ADDITIONAL, ONSITE MARKET-RATE UNIT IS PERMITTED AS A BONUS FOR EACH QUALIFIED VERY-LOW-INCOME UNIT PROVIDED, AND 1.5 ADDITIONAL, ON-SITE MARKET RATE UNITS
ARE PERMITTED AS A BONUS FOR EACH QUALIFIED EXTREMELY-LOW-INCOME UNIT PROVIDED, UP TO A MAXIMUM PERCENTAGE ABOVE THE MAXIMUM DENSITY
PERMITTED IN THE UNDERLYING ZONING DISTRICT AS SHOWN BELOW.

3110 RUSTON WAY, SUITE E TACOMA, WA 98402
PHONE : (253) 272-4214

ZONING DISTRICT MF2: 20% MAXIMUM DENSITY INCREASE

II. THE FACADE MODULATION SHALL HAVE A MINIMUM DEPTH OF FIVE (5) FEET AND A MINIMUM WIDTH OF TEN (10) FEET.
PROJECT NOTE: THE LONGEST BUILDING FACADE BEFORE ARTICULATION OCCURS IS 35'. ARTICULATION RANGES FROM 1' IN DEPTH TO 4-6" IN DEPTH. SEE
SHEETS A100 TO A102.
V. ENHANCE BUILDING ARTICULATION WITH A CHANGE IN MATERIALS OR COLORS WITH EACH CHANGE IN BUILDING PLANE. EMPHASIZE TRIM DETAILS
WITH COMPATIBLE CONTRASTING COLORS.
PROJECT NOTE: EVERY FACADE ARTICULATION OCCURS WITH A CHANGE IN MATERIAL AND COLOR. SEE SHEETS A200 AND A201.
E. MODULATED ROOF LINE. THE ROOFLINES SHALL BE MODULATED ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING STANDARDS:
I. PROVIDE GABLE, HIPPED OR SHED ROOFS WITH A SLOPE OF AT LEAST THREE (3) FEET VERTICAL TO TWELVE (12) FEET HORIZONTAL. CHANGE THE
ROOFLINE BY ALTERNATING DORMERS, STEPPED ROOFS, GABLES, OR OTHER ROOF ELEMENTS TO REINFORCE THE MODULATION OR ARTICULATION
INTERVAL.
PROJECT NOTE: ROOF FORMS INCLUDED IN THE BUILDING DESIGN INCLUDE GABLES, SHEDS, AND FLAT ROOF. ALL PITCHED ROOF CONDITIONS HAVE A
MINIMUM SLOPE OF 3.5/12. FLAT ROOF HAS BEEN IMPLEMENTED AS VISUAL BREAK BETWEEN DIFFERENT ROOF FORMS. SEE SHEETS A103, A200 AND A201..
F. RESIDENTIAL DESIGN FEATURES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ENTRY PORCHES, PROJECTING WINDOW BAYS, BALCONIES OR DECKS, INDIVIDUAL
WINDOWS INSTEAD OF STRIP WINDOWS, OFFSETS AND CASCADING OR STEPPED ROOF FORMS, SHALL BE INCORPORATED INTO ALL BUILDINGS. WINDOW
OPENINGS SHALL HAVE VISIBLE TRIM MATERIAL OR PAINTED DETAILING THAT RESEMBLES TRIM. USE DESIGN ELEMENTS IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER TO
ACCENT BUILDING ARTICULATION, PROVIDING THE INTERVAL DOES NOT EXCEED SIXTY (60) FEET:

A. LOT COVERAGE. WHERE IT DOES NOT CONFLICT WITH SURFACE WATER MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS, THE MAXIMUM PERCENTAGE OF LOT COVERAGE MAY BE
18A.90.060 DEVELOPMENT
STANDARD MODIFICATIONS INCREASED BY UP TO FIVE (5) PERCENT OF THE TOTAL SQUARE FOOTAGE OVER THE MAXIMUM LOT COVERAGE PERMITTED BY THE UNDERLYING ZONING DISTRICT.
B. PARKING REQUIREMENTS. FOR MULTIFAMILY DEVELOPMENTS CONTAINING QUALIFIED HOUSING, THE PERCENTAGE OF COMPACT PARKING STALLS MAY BE
INCREASED UP TO FIFTY (50) PERCENT OF THE TOTAL REQUIRED PARKING. IN ADDITION, FOR MULTIFAMILY DEVELOPMENTS CONTAINING QUALIFIED HOUSING
DEDICATED TO EXTREMELY-LOW-INCOME, AS DEFINED HEREIN, PERSONS, FAMILIES, OR GROUPS, THE NUMBER OF REQUIRED PARKING STALLS SERVING SUCH
UNITS SHALL BE REDUCED BY FIFTY (50) PERCENT.
PROJECT NOTE: THERE ARE NO LOW INCOME UNITS IN THIS SUBMITTAL.
C. IN CIRCUMSTANCES WHERE HOUSING SERVING QUALIFIED POPULATIONS IS LOCATED WITHIN ONE QUARTER (1/4) MILE OF TRANSIT ROUTES AND CAN BE SHOWN
TO GENERATE SIGNIFICANTLY LOWER-THAN-AVERAGE PARKING DEMAND, PARKING REQUIREMENTS MAY BE FURTHER REDUCED AT THE DIRECTOR’S DISCRETION.
THE APPLICANT SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR PREPARING ANY ADDITIONAL STUDIES OR EVALUATION REQUIRED TO PROVIDE EVIDENCE OF DEMAND.
PROJECT NOTE: TRANSIT STOPS LOCATED AT LAKEWOOD DR W. AND 76TH ST W ARE APPROXIMATELY 450 FEET AWAY OR LESS THAN 1/4 MILE(1,320 FEET).

I. REPEAT DISTINCTIVE WINDOW PATTERNS AT INTERVALS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO THE ARTICULATION INTERVAL.
II. PROVIDE A PORCH, PATIO, DECK, OR COVERED ENTRY FOR EACH INTERVAL.
III. PROVIDE A BALCONY OR BAY WINDOW FOR EACH INTERVAL.
IV. PROVIDE A LIGHTING FIXTURE, TRELLIS, TREE OR OTHER LANDSCAPE FEATURE WITHIN EACH INTERVAL.
G. DWELLING UNITS ON THE GROUND FLOOR LEVEL SHALL HAVE PRIVATE OUTDOOR SPACES ADJACENT TO THEM TO ALLOW THOSE EXTERIOR PORTIONS
OF THE SITE TO BE CONTROLLED BY INDIVIDUAL HOUSEHOLDS.
PROJECT NOTE: ALL UNITS ON THE GROUND LEVEL HAVE THEIR OWN COVERED PATIOS. SEE SHEET A100.

LAKEWOOD DR W & 77TH ST W,
LAKEWOOD, WA 98499

MEADOW PARK GARDENS
BUILDING 2

I. THE MAXIMUM WIDTH, AS MEASURED HORIZONTALLY ALONG THE BUILDING EXTERIOR, WITHOUT BUILDING MODULATION SHALL BE FIFTY (50) FEET.

H. BUILDINGS IN THE DEVELOPMENT SHOULD BE ORIENTED TO PROVIDE FOR PRIVACY OF RESIDENTS.

MM/DD/YYYY

M. THE SITE PLAN SHOULD ACCOMMODATE VEHICULAR ACCESS AND PARKING IN A MANNER WHICH IS CONVENIENT, YET DOES NOT ALLOW THE
AUTOMOBILE TO DOMINATE THE SITE.
PROJECT NOTE: PARKING HAS BEEN DIVIDED INTO 2 SEPARATE LOTS. A SMALLER LOT LOCATED ON THE NORTH END OF THE SITE SERVING 1 BUILDING WITH
A LARGER LOT AT THE SOUTH END OF THE SITE SERVING 2 BUILDINGS. THE SEPARATION OF THE PARKING LEAVES THE MAJORITY OF THE SITE BETWEEN
THEM THAT WHERE BUILDINGS, COURTYARDS, LANDSCAPING, AND ACCESSIBLE ROUTES ARE ALL PROVIDED.. SEE SHEET AS100.

DESCRIPTION

K. PROVIDE SUBSTANTIAL LANDSCAPING AND/OR PEDESTRIAN-ORIENTED OPEN SPACES NEAR BUILDING ENTRANCES AND ALONG THE BUILDING FACADE.
PRINCIPAL ENTRIES TO BUILDINGS SHALL BE HIGHLIGHTED WITH PLAZA OR GARDEN AREAS CONTAINING PLANTING, LIGHTING, SEATING, TRELLISES AND
OTHER FEATURES. SUCH AREAS SHOULD BE LOCATED AND DESIGNED SO WINDOWS OVERLOOK THEM.
PROJECT NOTE: THE 3 BUILDINGS ON THE SITE ARE SEPARATED BY A SHARED COURTYARD THAT CONTAINS PLANTING, LIGHTING, PLAY AREAS, &
COMMUNITY PLANTING BEDS. SEE AS100, LANDSCAPE DRAWINGS, AND ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS.

DATE

J. LIGHTING FIXTURES SHOULD NOT EXCEED FIFTEEN (15) FEET IN HEIGHT AND SHALL INCLUDE LUMINAIRE SHIELDS.
PROJECT NOTE: SEE ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS FOR SITE LIGHTING SPECS.

REVISIONS

I. DWELLING UNITS SHOULD BE CONSTRUCTED SO THAT WINDOWS ARE NOT LOCATED AT GROUND LEVEL, BELOW GRADE IN WINDOW WELLS OR BELOW
ADJACENT SIDEWALKS, STAIRWAYS, LANDSCAPE AREAS OR PARKING AREAS.
PROJECT NOTE: NO WINDOWS ARE LOCATED AT GROUND LEVEL OR BELOW GRADE. SEE SHEETS A200 AND A201.

O. PROVIDE AN OPEN SPACE NETWORK THAT IS ACCESSIBLE TO ALL UNITS AND THAT WILL ACCOMMODATE A WIDE VARIETY OF ACTIVITIES, PUBLIC AND
PRIVATE, IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER:

#

I. PROVIDE AT LEAST ONE HUNDRED (100) SQUARE FEET PER UNIT OF COMMON OPEN SPACE IN ADDITION TO INDIVIDUAL BALCONIES OR PATIOS AND
THAT AREA REQUIRED BY LANDSCAPING, RECREATION, BUILDING SETBACKS, CRITICAL AREA BUFFERS AND OTHER CODE REQUIREMENTS.
PROJECT NOTE: 42 x 100 SF = 4,200 SQUARE FEET OF REQUIRED OPEN SPACE. 6,300 SQUARE FEET OF OPEN SPACE HAS BEEN PROVIDED. SEE SHEET AS100.
II. COMMON OPEN SPACE SHALL BE AN OPEN AIR AREA INTENDED FOR USE BY ALL RESIDENTS, GUESTS, EMPLOYEES OR PATRONS OF A SITE AND MAY
INCLUDE LAWNS, GARDENS, SQUARES, PLAZAS, COURTYARDS, TERRACES, BARBECUE AND PICNIC AREAS, GAMES COURT OR MULTIUSE RECREATIONAL
AREAS, AND OTHER TYPES OF BUILT SPACE. COMMON OPEN SPACE SHALL MEET THE FOLLOWING STANDARDS:

PROJECT NUMBER:

2046
JM

PM:

(A) LINEAR DIMENSIONS OF NO LESS THAN TWENTY (20) FEET.

DESIGN REVIEW RESUB 04/11/2022

(B) NO MORE THAN THIRTY (30) PERCENT OF THE AREA COVERED BY A STRUCTURE.
(C) PROVIDE AMPLE EXPOSURE TO NATURAL SUNLIGHT AND FRESH AIR.
(D) PROVIDE DIRECT PEDESTRIAN CONNECTION TO OTHER PARTS OF THE SITE.
(E) MAY INCLUDE MULTI-USE STORM WATER DETENTION FACILITIES, IF THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR DETERMINES THAT THE FACILITIES
ARE DESIGNED TO FUNCTION AS COMMON OPEN SPACE BY PROVIDING AN ENHANCED NATURE OR VISUALLY AESTHETIC DESIGN.
PROJECT NOTE: COMMON OPEN SPACE DESIGN ELEMENTS INCLUDE EXTERIOR SEATING, COMMUNITY GARDEN BEDS, ALL OPEN TO THE SKY WITH A
LANDSCAPE DESIGN THAT PROMOTES A SENSE OF COMMUNITY. SEE AS100 AND LANDSCAPE DRAWINGS.

O R ON
F
T
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N
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DRAWINGS ARE NOT TO SCALE UNLESS PRINTED ON 24"x36"

III. ENSURE THAT THE OPEN SPACE NETWORK PROVIDES PRIVACY FOR THE RESIDENTS WHILE ALLOWING FOR SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE FROM
RESIDENTIAL UNITS. COMMON RECREATIONAL SPACES SHALL BE LOCATED AND ARRANGED TO ALLOW WINDOWS TO OVERLOOK THEM.
IV. PROVIDE ADEQUATE LIGHTING IN THE OPEN SPACE NETWORK, BUT PLACE AND SHIELD LIGHTING SO THAT IT DOES NOT GLARE INTO HOUSING UNITS.
EXTERIOR LIGHTING SHALL COMPLY WITH LMC 18A.60.095.

RE-USE OF DOCUMENTS
THIS DOCUMENT, AND THE IDEAS AND DESIGNS
INCORPORATED HEREIN, AS INSTRUMENTS OF
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE, ARE THE PROPERTY OF
GRAVES + ASSOCIATES AND ARE NOT TO BE USED OR
REPRODUCED IN WHOLE OR IN PART WITHOUT THE
WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION OF GRAVES + ASSOCIATES.

V. PROVIDE LANDSCAPING THAT DEFINES THE OPEN SPACE AND PROVIDES SHADE AND WIND PROTECTION WHERE NEEDED BUT PERMITS
SURVEILLANCE FROM UNITS AND ROADS.
VI. DESIGN THE RESIDENTIAL OPEN SPACE NETWORK WITH SPECIFIC USES IN MIND. IN EACH MULTIFAMILY RESIDENTIAL OR COMBINED USES BUILDINGS,
PRIVATE OPEN SPACE SHALL BE PROVIDED IN ADDITION TO COMMON OPEN SPACE AREAS.

COPYRIGHT, 2020
BY GRAVES + ASSOCIATES

(A) PRIVATE OPEN SPACE SHALL BE A PARTIALLY OR FULLY SCREENED OR ENCLOSED OPEN-AIR AREA THAT IS STRICTLY INTENDED FOR USE BY THE
RESIDENTS OF THE DWELLING UNIT.
(B) PRIVATE OPEN SPACE MAY INCLUDE YARDS, GARDENS, PATIOS, COURTYARDS, PORCHES, BALCONIES, TERRACES, ROOFTOP GARDENS, DECKS
OR VERANDAHS. PRIVATE OPEN SPACE SHALL NOT HAVE A DIMENSION LESS THAN SIX (6) FEET IN LENGTH.
PROJECT NOTE: ALL UNITS HAVE THEIR OWN PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL OPEN SPACE THAT IS PARTIALLY SCREENED. ALL SPACES HAVE A MINIMUM LENGTH OF
7'-0". SEE SHEETS A100, A101 AND A102.

LAND USE SUMMARY
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DEAN ST. W.

N 00°56'54" E 30.00'

8' - 0"
SIDE YARD SETBACK

COMP. COMP. COMP. COMP. COMP.

15' - 0"

S 00°53'42" W 130.00'(C)

S 89°04'36" E 284.77'

BUILDING
FUTURE 2
MF2 (MULTI-FAMILY 2)
BUILDING
BUILDING
FOOTPRINT

AS08

EMERGENCY VEHICLE
TURNAROUND

FRONT YARD SETBACK

ACCESS TO
5412 78TH ST. W.

NOTSQ.
A PART
OF THIS
6,045
FT. PER
FLOOR
SUBMITTAL. CONTINGENT
UPON APPROVAL OF
EXPANDED PARKING

3110 RUSTON WAY, SUITE E TACOMA, WA 98402
PHONE : (253) 272-4214

P.

6,300 SF REQUIRED OPEN
SPACE 18A.70.040(C)(1)(o)(i)

99' - 0"

AS10

120' - 0"

AS05
44" ACCESSIBLE ROUTE

S 00°52'19" W 100.00'(C)

S 00°52'19" W 100.00'(C)

COMP. COMP. COMP. COMP.

P.

N 89°04'33" W 124.87'(C)

8' - 0" 5' - 0"
COMP. COMP.

AS09
ELECTRIC
VEHICLE
STALL

TAX PARCEL
#3905000675

15' - 0"

3,151 SF REC SPACE
18A.70.040(C)(1)(p)

REAR YARD SETBACK
w/ 8'-0" LANDSCAPE
BUFFER

MM/DD/YYYY

S 00°50'56" W 100.00'(C)

DESCRIPTION

S 00°50'56" W 100.00'(C)

S 00°50'56" W 130.00'(C)

DATE

44" ACCESSIBLE ROUTE

REVISIONS

AS05

SIDE YARD SETBACK

AS09

20' - 0"

UNDER
APPROVED
SEPARATE
UNDER DESIGN
PERMIT
REVIEW
LU-20-00207

AS08

N 01°24'05" E 30.00'

1

BUILDING 3
44" ACCESSIBLE ROUTE

MF2 (MULTI-FAMILY
APPROVED 2)
BUILDING
UNDERFOOTPRINT
DESIGN
6,045 SQ.REVIEW
FT. PER FLOOR
LU-20-00207

COMP. COMP. COMP.

15' - 0"

GATED PEDESTRIAN
ACCESS FROM SITE
TO LAKEWOOD DR.

FRONT YARD SEBACK

LAKEWOOD DR. W.

#

COMP. COMP. COMP. COMP. COMP.

BUILDING 1
COMP. COMP. COMP.

ELECTRIC
VEHICLE
STALL

44" ACCESSIBLE ROUTE

24' - 0"

8' - 0" 8' - 0"

TAX PARCEL
#3905000676

77TH ST. W

CO
M

AS04

8' - 0"
SIDE YARD SETBACK

PARCEL Z

LAKEWOOD DR W & 77TH ST W,
LAKEWOOD, WA 98499

M
CO

ELECTRIC
VEHICLE
STALL

MEADOW PARK GARDENS
BUILDING 2

10' - 10 1/4"

SITE PLAN-DESIGN REVIEW - BUILDINGS 12 AND 3
1" = 20'-0"

PROJECT NUMBER:

2046
JM

PM:

Keynote Legend
AS04
AS05
AS08
AS09
AS10

OPEN SPACE CALCULATION

TRASH / RECYCLE ENCLOSURE
CONCRETE SIDEWALK WORK SHALL INCLUDE CONTROL JOINTS AT NO
GREATER THAN 5'-0" O.C.
9'-0" x 18'-0" STANDARD PARKING STALL, TYP.
8'-0" x 18'-0" COMPACT PARKING STALL, TYP.
GRASSCRETE PAVING, SEE LANDSCAPE DRAWINGS

COMMON OPEN SPACE
42 DWELLING UNITS x 100 SF = 4,200 SF REQUIRED OPEN SPACE

PARKING CALCULATIONS
HATCH PATTERN

DESIGN REVIEW RESUB 04/11/2022

REQUIRED STALLS
63 DWELLING UNITS X 1 STALL PER UNIT = 63 STALLS REQUIRED
ELECTRIC VEHICLE (EV) CREDIT (UP TO 5% OF MAX): 63 x .05 = 3.15 OR 3
63 - 3 = 60 STALLS REQUIRED

ADDITIONAL RECREATIONAL SPACE
42 DWELLING UNITS x 50 SF = 2,100 SF REQUIRED

DRAWINGS ARE NOT TO SCALE UNLESS PRINTED ON 24"x36"

PROVIDED STALLS

TOTAL OPEN SPACE REQUIRED
4,200 SF COMMON OPEN SPACE
+ 2,100 SF RECREATIONAL SPACE
6,300 SF TOTAL OPEN SPACE

24 COMPACTS (38% [50% MAX])
03 ADA
+ 36 STANDARD
63 TOTAL STALLS PROVIDED (5 EV STALLS INCLUDED)

RE-USE OF DOCUMENTS
THIS DOCUMENT, AND THE IDEAS AND DESIGNS
INCORPORATED HEREIN, AS INSTRUMENTS OF
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE, ARE THE PROPERTY OF
GRAVES + ASSOCIATES AND ARE NOT TO BE USED OR
REPRODUCED IN WHOLE OR IN PART WITHOUT THE
WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION OF GRAVES + ASSOCIATES.

TOTAL OPEN SPACE PROVIDED
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6,300SF COMMON OPEN SPACE
+ 3,151 SF RECREATIONAL SPACE
9,451 SF TOTAL OPEN SPACE
SITE PLAN
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City of Lakewood
Community Development

A

71' - 9"
160' MAX PER 18A.70.040(C)(1)(c)
47' - 7 3/8"

9' - 2 5/8"
4' MODULATION 18A.70.040(C)(1)(d)

14' - 11"

60' MAX INTERVAL BETWEEN PATIO/DECK 18A.70.040(C)(1)(f)(ii)

12'-0" MODULATION 18A.70.040(C)(1)(d)

15

14

14

13
UNIT D
(TYPE B)
104
514 SF

12

UP
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TO:

Planning Commission

FROM:

Courtney Brunell, Current Planning Manager

DATE:

May 4, 2022

SUBJECT:

Proposed Comprehensive Plan Amendment:
2022-07 Parking requirements in LMC Chapters 18A.80 (Citywide) and in
18C.600 (Lakewood Station District Subarea Plan)

PURPOSE
Per Resolution 2021-14, the Lakewood City Council set the docket list for the 2022
Comprehensive Plan amendment (22CPA) cycle to include seven potential amendments.
Due to the variety and complexity of this cycle’s amendments, the Planning Commission
has been reviewing them in part over time prior to conducting a public hearing and
considering action on the entire docket. The Commission is currently scheduled to hold a
public hearing on May 18 and take action on the entire amendment docket on June 1.
This memorandum includes one of the potential amendments:
-

2022-07 Parking requirements in LMC Chapters 18A.80 (Citywide) and in 18C.600
(Lakewood Station District Subarea Plan)

BACKGROUND
On March 2, 2022 the Planning Commission was introduced to three potential amendments
involving the multifamily parking standards. During the meeting the commission was
introduced to three recent scenario’s where the existing code was questioned by members of
the City Council or Planning Commission, prompting potential changes to the existing
parking standards. The general topics and supplemental discussion is outlined below:
1: Should the Planning Commission and Council consider a code amendment to
require a set aside of uncovered or undesignated guest parking spaces for multifamily
development?
Discussion: On March 2, 2022, there was a general consensus to require some guest parking for
multi family
2: Should the City require pedestrian access between offsite parking locations?
Discussion: On March 2, 2022 there was general consensus to not move forward with this
requirement.
1
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3: The City invited the Planning Commission and City Council to evaluate if our
code still makes sense for multifamily development regardless of unit size.
Discussion: On March 2, 2022 there was general consensus to propose amendments to the
parking code based on the number of bedrooms for any given unit.
4: Any other desired amendments?
Discussion: The planning Commission confirmed that they liked the existing standards for
single family and mixed use development. No additional proposed changes.
NEXT STEPS
City staff has proposed amendments to the code related to multifamily use types. The
amendments include reducing the number of parking spaces for multifamily structures based
on the number of bedrooms in the unit, allowing for 1 parking space unit for a studio
apartment. Additionally, the code will now require that at least 10% of the parking spaces
must be unreserved for guest parking.
1. Amend 18A.80.030 Zoning district parking requirements. (CITY WIDE)
RESIDENTIAL
Accessory dwelling unit

Per dwelling unit

1

N/A

None

Single-family

Per dwelling unit

2

N/A

None

Duplexes

Per dwelling unit

2

N/A

None

Multifamily structures

Per dwelling unit

Studio- 1

N/A

1 per 10 auto stalls. 2

1 bedroom- 1.25
2+ bedroom- 1.5

minimum per building

(at least 10% of the total
parking spaces must be
set aside for unreserved
guest parking)1.5

2. 18C.600.610 Parking. (LAKEWOOD STATION DISTRICT)
Land Use
Residential

Vehicular Parking Requirement

Bicycle Parking Requirement

Single-family: 2 per dwelling unit Accessory

Meet rates and standards of: Chapter

dwelling: 1 per dwelling unit; provided, that no
additional parking is required when located within

18A.80 LMC

one-quarter mile of the Sounder Station. (RCW
36.70A.698)
Senior citizen apartments: 1 per 3 dwelling units*
Multifamily housing:
Studio- 1

2
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Land Use

Vehicular Parking Requirement

Bicycle Parking Requirement

1+ bedroom- 1.25
(at least 10% of the total parking spaces must be
set aside for unreserved guest parking)1.25 spaces
per dwelling unit*
*See process in subsection (B)of this section to
prepare parking study to reduce further near
station.

ATTACHMENTS
1. Parking Standards Power point

3
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LMC Parking Standards
CPA 2022-07
Planning Commission
May 4, 2022
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Discussion from March 2, 2022
Proposed amendment to set aside
uncovered or undesignated guest
parking spaces for multifamily
development

Should the City require
pedestrian access between
offsite parking location?
Not recommended

Recommended

Proposed amendment to adjust the
parking ratio based on unit size.

Any other desired amendments?
None Recommended

University Place Model
Recommended
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Multi Family
Parking
Standards
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Recommendation 18A.80.030
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Recommendation 18C.600.610
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TO:

Planning Commission

FROM:

Tiffany Speir, Long Range & Strategic Planning Manager

DATE:

May 4, 2022

SUBJECT:

Proposed Comprehensive Plan Amendments:
2022-02 Update of Tillicum Neighborhood Plan and Tillicum Center of Local
Importance (CoLI)
2022-04 Review of Zoning, Policies and Code related to Adult Family Homes
(AFHs) located in Air Corridor 1 (AC1) and AC2 zones
2022-07 Parking requirements in LMC Chapters 18A.80 and in 18C.600 (Lakewood
Station District Subarea Plan)

ATTACHMENTS:

Comprehensive Plan Excerpts re Tillicum (Attachment A); Tables of Tillicum
Implementation Actions and Long Term Strategies (Attachment B); 2011 Tillicum
Neighborhood Plan and SEPA Checklist (Attachment C); 2009 Landmarks and
Historic Properties in Tillicum (Attachment D); September 13, 2021 Adult Family
Home Council Public Comment Letter

BACKGROUND
Per Resolution 2021-14, the Lakewood City Council set the docket list for the 2022
Comprehensive Plan amendment (22CPA) cycle to include seven potential amendments.
Due to the variety and complexity of this cycle’s amendments, the Planning Commission
has been reviewing them in part over time prior to conducting a public hearing and
considering action on the entire docket.
This memorandum includes initial presentations of three of the potential amendments:
2022-02 Update of Tillicum Neighborhood Plan and Tillicum Center of Local
Importance (CoLI) (continued from March 2)
2022-04 Review of Zoning, Policies and Code related to Adult Family Homes
(AFHs) located in the Air Corridor 1 (AC1) and AC2 zones
2022-07 Parking requirements in LMC Chapters 18A.80 and in 18C.600 (Lakewood
Station District Subarea Plan
The Commission is currently scheduled to hold a public hearing on the entire docket
package on May 18 and take action on a recommendation to the City Council on June 1.
DISCUSSION
2022-02 Update of 2011 Tillicum Neighborhood Plan (TNP) and Tillicum Center of
Local Importance (CoLI)
High level introductions to the 2011 Tillcum Neighborhood Plan (TNP) were provided to
the Planning Commission on January 19 and March 2, 2022. Current Comprehensive Plan
Text and Policies related to the the TNP and the Tillicum Center of Local Importance
(CoLI) are included in Attachment A. The existing TNP is included in Attachment C.
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A. History and Implementation of Tillicum Neighborhood Plan
Per City Council Resolution 2011-09, the Tillicum Neighborhood Plan was adopted as a
City Subarea Plan under RCW 36.70A.080(2). The Tillicum area is subject to specific
treatment in the Comprehensive Plan in Section 3.10, Goal LU-52, LU-53, and Policies LU53.1 through LU-53.4.) Comprehensive Plan LU 52.5 states to “Implement and as necessary
update the Tillicum Community Plan.”
The maps below displays the TNP subarea boundaries and parcel layout in 2011:

In 1980 (pre-GMA and pre-Lakewood incorporation), the anticipated zoning for the
subarea was as below:
2
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The following map depicts the 2011 subarea plan zoning. Differences include the OSR1
zoning in the West corner of the subarea, the extension of NC2 zoning along the length of
Union Ave. SW, inclusion of MR zoning, and changes to where MF zoning was located:

2011 Zoning
3
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As of 2021, zoning in Tillicum had changed to that shown below. MF zoning was
introduced outside of the pre-existing section for the Habitat for Humanity “Boat St.
project.” NC2 zoning had expanded at the SW corner of Tillicum in recognition of the
completed I-5 expansion and new interchanges in the area coupled with implementation of
Comprehensive Plan policy LU-51.1: “Provide for commercial and service uses for the daily
needs of the residents within the neighborhoods.”

Tillicum Sewers
As part of its concerted effort to improve the subarea, Lakewood has worked to increase
sewer access in Tillicum since 2009. The sewer work originally planned for per the TNP
was the construction of the sewer interceptors and 3 regional pump stations; that work was
completed in 2012 by the City of Lakewood. Since then, the City has built 4 additional
sewer projects, 3 of which were partly funded by the County’s Sewer Connection Fund.
There are still some portions of Tillicum that do not have sewers, but currently, the County
does not have any sewer projects identified in its Sewer Improvement Program for this
area. The City is partnering with Habitat for Humanity on sewers for their Boat Street
project by using some of the City’s ARPA funds.
The map below shows subarea sewer service lines in green as of spring 2022.

4
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2022 Sewer Lines in Tillicum: Lakewood GIS

2011 TNP Implementation Strategies
68 specific implementation strategies were adopted as part of the 2011 Tillicum
Neighborhood Plan (TNP.) The near-term (5 years), ongoing (5-20 years), and long-term
(20+ years) actions included within tables were tied to the Plan’s goals and tasks and set
priorities and time frames. They were intended to provide guidance to decision-makers as
they implemented the recommended Actions.
38 of the 68 Implementation Strategies in the Tillicum Neighborhood Plan are done or
ongoing. The remaining 30 are not done for a variety of reasons (e.g., lack of funding, lack
of other resources, changed circumstances, etc.) This will be recognized in the addendum to
be adopted to the TNP as part of the 2022 Comprehensive Plan amendment cycle.
Included below are summary tables that identify the status of the 68 the strategies as of
Spring 2022. The status of the TNP Long Term Strategies that were not assigned priority
rankings or timeframes also follows. The full item-by-item tables by subject area are
included in Attachment B.
CA
CC
CD
CLT
CM
COMMUNITY
CPSD

TABLE 16 ACRONYMS USED IN IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES
City Attorney
GS
City General Svcs. Dept.
City Council
LPD
City Police Dept.
Community Development Dept.
LHAB
City Landmarks & Heritage Advisory Board
Community Leadership Team
LWD
Lakewood Water District
City Manager
MD
Wash. State Military Department (Camp Murray)
Tillicum residents, property owners, businesses &
PAB
City Planning Advisory Board (now the Planning
social svcs. providers
Commission)
Clover Park School District
PC
Pierce College

5
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CPTC
CTAC
ED
FIN
FIRE
FL (now JBLM)

Clover Park Technical College
Citizens’ Transportation Advisory Committee (City) –
now blended with Planning Commission
City Economic Development Div.
City Finance Dept.
Lakewood Fire District
Fort Lewis (now Joint Base Lewis McChord)

PT
PSE

Pierce Transit
Puget Sound Energy

PW
REC
USPS
WSDOT

City Public Works Dept.
City Parks & Rec. Department
United States Postal Service
WA State Dept. of Transportation

TNP ACTION ITEMS DONE (12) OR ONGOING (26): Total = 38
No.

WHAT

WHO

WHEN

B-1

Install major sewer trunk line & side sewers in
selected parts in Tillicum.
In conjunction with the sewer project, coordinate
installation of new gas & water mains with utility
companies.

PW

Near-term

Priority 2022 STATUS:
(DONE, ONGOING)
High
DONE

PW, LWD, &
PSE

Near-term

High

REC

Near-term

DONE
The water main
improvements in TNP
Figure 22 were
completed in 2010.
LWD has coordinated
with the County on
several water main
replacements in the
Tillicum area as sewer
replacement projects
have occurred and will
continue to do so as
projects develop.
Medium DONE

REC & CD

Long-term

Low

DONE

CD & LPD

Near-term

High

DONE

CD

Near-term

High

DONE

CM, CD, PW,
MD, FL,
WSDOT &
COMMUNITY
CC, CD, PW,
COMMUNITY

Near-term

High

DONE

Near-term

High

DONE BUT MAY
NEED REVISION

B-3

B-8

Make minor improvements to Harry Todd Park:
 Install trash enclosures with gates
 Install new playground border (wood chips)
 Install paved walking path around the park
 Resurface tennis/skate park area
 Remove perimeter fence at the park once a
Park Watch team has been established & is in
operation
B-10 Make major improvements to Harry Todd Park:
 Repair existing docks
 Install new docks
 Install ADA improvements at Harry Todd Park
 Redesign Harry Todd park with realignment of
Maple Street SW
C-5 Use the community service & code enforcement
officer positions to proactively ensure all Tillicum
businesses & rental housing are properly licensed.
D-1 Prepare a traffic congestion report for the I-5 Corridor
from Highway 512 to Mounts Road.
D-3 Initiate formal discussions with other agencies
regarding improvements to the I-5, Union Avenue
SW, & Berkeley Street SW road intersections.
D-4

Establish street design guidelines for Union Avenue
SW

6
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D-12 Monitor the Point Defiance Rail project

CD & PW

E-5

CD,
COMMUNITY,
PAB, & CC

E-9
H-1
B-2

B-4

Update the City’s current subdivision regulations,
including the establishment of new regulations for
condominiums & townhouses, & new design
standards for small lots. Consider automatic
consolidation of outdated “skinny-mini” lots.
Amend the City’s sign regulations to allow larger pole
signs for properties adjacent to the I-5 corridor.
Complete statutorily required shoreline master
program update.
As part of the sewer project, replace & upgrade
existing stormwater system.

Determine & work toward outcome for Tillicum
Elementary School.
B-6 Monitor & pursue concurrency with outside agency
(such as utilities, fire, schools, etc.) capital
improvement projects & programs.
B-7 Participate in PCLS master planning process &
monitor its impact on the Tillicum branch, if any.
B-9 Require commercial, institutional and multi-family
developments to provide protected & secure bicycle
parking.
B-11 Develop/expand gateways that mark the entrances to
Tillicum.
C-2 Maintain funding for public nuisance abatement
aimed at improving property maintenance & building
standards.
C-3 Finalize development of & carry out a Neighborhood
Stabilization Program to address neighborhood
blight, which may include purchasing & rehabilitating
residential properties for sale to the Lakewood Area
Shelter Association.
D-5 Use existing & seek additional funding to upgrade the
following streets/intersections:
 Union Avenue SW from Berkeley Street SW to
West Thorne Lane SW
 Berkeley Street SW/Union Avenue SW
intersection
 Realignment of Maple St SW at Harry Todd Park

Near- & longterm
Near-term

Low

DONE

High

DONE

CD,
COMMUNITY,
PAB, & CC
CD, CC

Near-term

Medium DONE

Near-term

High

DONE

PW

Near-term
(2009 & 2010)

High

ONGOING
The majority of the
area shown in TNP
Figure 21 has been
constructed to the final
roadway buildout,
including all
stormwater system
elements. The
exception is a section
of Union Ave. that is
shown in the current
6-yr TIP under project
302.0096.

CPSD, CD,
CPTC, & PC
FIN, PW, CD
(as
appropriate)
PCLS, CPSD,
GSD, & CDD
CDD

Long-term

High

ONGOING

Near- & longterm

High

ONGOING

Near-term
(‘09-‘13)
Near-term

Medium ONGOING

CD & PW

Near-term
(2013)
Near-term
(2009-2013)

Low

ONGOING

High

ONGOING

CD & GS

Near-term
(2009-2013)

High

ONGOING

CD & PW

Near- & longterm

CM & CC

Medium ONGOING

ONGOING
High
High
Low
Low
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D-7

Maple Street SW from Union Ave SW to Harry
Todd Park

Work with the Tacoma Country & Golf Club establish
a preliminary pedestrian pathway design to connect
Tillicum with the main body of Lakewood.
D-9 As properties redevelop along Union Avenue SW,
explore opportunities to create adequate street
frontage to provide new on-street parking.
E-3 Amend the City’s development regulations to enable
innovative layouts, designs & configurations such as
Z-lots, great house design, & cottage housing.
E-8 Support driveway consolidation & shared use of
parking lots by Tillicum businesses.
E-10 Prepare a utility plan for Union Avenue SW.
 Determine the desirability & cost of placing
utilities underground
 Work with utility purveyors to underground
existing utilities
 Survey property owners to determine willingness
to participate in a local improvement district (LID)
 Form an LID if property owners are in favor
 Work with present and future developers to
ensure conformance with this action
E-11 Monitor development activity to identify regulatory
&/or cost barriers that discourage investment in
Tillicum.
F-1 Where feasible, use CDBG funding to enable owneroccupied residences to connect to the City’s sewer
system.
F-3 Identify & take action against landlords who violate
City codes, particularly building standards & garbage
removal requirements.
F-4 Where appropriate, apply revised zoning regulations
which remove impediments to urban infill and
rehabilitation of existing housing stock.
F-6 Prepare a housing report for the Lakewood market
which evaluates the feasibility & “break-even” point of
offering density bonuses or other incentives. Utilize
findings to review & adjust, as appropriate, the City’s
adopted Housing Incentives Program.
F-7 Vigorously enforce the 1997 Uniform Code for the
Abatement of Dangerous Buildings (or subsequent
code as may be adopted in the future).
F-8 Vigorously enforce the 2006 International Property
Maintenance Code. [Consider establishment of a
pilot program that requires inspections of all rental
housing. Where units do not meet minimum
requirements, deny occupancy until repairs are made
in a manner satisfactory to the City and Fire Marshal.
This action item represents a significant expansion

CD & PW

Long-term

Medium ONGOING –
partnering w WSDOT
and Sound Transit
Medium ONGOING

CD & PW

Near-term
(2009–2013)

CD,
COMMUNITY,
PAB, & CC
CD, PW &
COMMUNITY
CD, PW, PSE,
LWD &
COMMUNITY

Near-term
(2010)

High

ONGOING

Near- & longterm
Near-term
(2011-2012)

High

ONGOING

CD & ED

Near- & longterm

Medium ONGOING

GS & PW

Near-term
(2009- 2010)

High

ONGOING

CD, PW & LPD Near-term
(2009-2010)

High

ONGOING

CD, PAB,
COMMUNITY
& CC
CD

Near-term
(2009-2013)

High

ONGOING

Near-term
(2010)

High

ONGOING

Medium POWER DONE;
WATER NOT DONE
LWD unaware of any
LIDs in the area.

CD, FIRE, CA, Near-term
& LPD
(2009-2013)

High

ONGOING WITH
CURRENT CODES

CD, FIRE, CA
& LPD

High

ONGOING WITH
CURRENT CODE
(2018 Int’l Property
Maintenance Code)
Pilot Program will not
be done

Near-term
(2009-2013)

8
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over existing levels of service & would require
amendments to the City’s business licensing
regulations.]

F-9

F-10
F-11
F-12

F-17

Provide sufficient funds to relocate eligible individuals
& families who are forced to move from their
residences because of serious health & safety
violations.
Aggressively seek compensation from property
owners where the City is forced to close housing units
for health and safety reasons.
Build at least one Habitat for Humanity home in
Tillicum per year.
Seek new sources of housing subsidies for affordable
housing. Work with non-profit corporations, investors,
& financial brokers to secure funds which can be used
to expand opportunities for lower-cost home
ownership & affordable rental housing.
Seek to increase the amount of transitional housing
for homeless families & domestic violence victims.

GS & CD

Near-term
(2009-2013)

High

ONGOING

CD & CA

Near-term
(2009-2013)

High

ONGOING

GS, CD &
COMMUNITY
ED & GS

Near-term
(2009-2013)
Near- & longterm

Medium ONGOING

GS & CD

Near- & longterm

Low

Medium ONGOING

ONGOING

One action not mentioned in the TNP is the administration of the City’s Rental Housing
Safety Program, which was launched 2016 and was recognized by the Association of WA
Cities in 2019 with a Municipal Excellence Award. This program will continue to operate
and improve rental housing safety and quality in Tillicum.

TNP ACTION ITEMS NOT DONE (30)
NO.
A-1

WHAT
Establish a community leadership team (CLT) comprised of City
Council & school board members, residents, property owners,
Tillicum businesses, & selected public agencies that serve
Tillicum. Explore whether the existing merchants’ &
neighborhood associations could be rechanneled into the
community leadership team, or if those associations wish to
continue to exist independently.
A-2 Identify & appropriate funding to support the development of
community outreach & life skills program for youth utilizing
existing community resources such as the Tillicum/American
Lake Gardens Community Service Center, PCLS Library, &/or
new Youth for Christ center.
B-5 Fund one FTE to prepare & maintain an ongoing capital facilities
plan to prioritize & direct City capital investment.

WHO
CC, CM,
CPSD, CPTC,
PC &
COMMUNITY

WHEN
Near-term
(2009)

PRIORITY
High

CC, CM & GS

Near- & longterm (20092013)

High

FIN, CM, CC

Near- & longterm

High (lack of
funding)

B-12 Improve facilities in community centers, school & parks to provide
facilities for after-school & weekend activities for youth.

REC, CPSD &
COMMUNITY

Long-term (date
unknown)

Low (lack of
funding)

C-1

CM & CC

Near-term
(2009-2013)

High

Maintain funding for the neighborhood patrol program in Tillicum
to support neighborhood watch groups & provide regular
communication with neighborhood & civic organizations.
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C-4

Provide development preapplication packets to the Police
Department & include their feedback on design from a CPTED
perspective.
D-2 Establish bicycle & pedestrian connections between residential
areas, Union Avenue SW, & Harry Todd Park
D-6 Identify bus stops with inadequate lighting & improve lighting at
these stops. Examine the need for more shelters & posted
schedules. Provide the telephone number of Pierce Transit’s
community liaison at bus stops.
D-8 Periodically review & update routes & frequency of transit bus
lines with community input. Provide timely notification of route &
service changes.
D-10 Address the need for on-street parking by small businesses.

CD & LPD

Near-term
(2009-2013)

High

CC, PAB,
Near-term (2009) High
CTAC, CD, PW
PW & PT
Near- & long-term Medium

PW & PT

Near- & long-term Medium

CD & PW

Near-term (2010) Medium

D-11 Establish street design guidelines for other streets including North CC, CD, PW & Near-term (2013) Medium
Thorne Lane SW, Woodlawn Avenue SW, Maple Street SW, West COMMUNITY
Thorne Lane SW, & portions of Portland Avenue SW and Berkeley
Street SW
D-13 Monitor & support funding for the Cross-Base Highway project
PW & CC
Near- & long-term Low
D-14 Establish “green street” designations & associated improvements,
including sidewalks, landscaping, bike lanes, crosswalks, &
lighting, for Union Avenue SW, North Thorne Lane SW, Woodlawn
Avenue SW, & West Thorne Lane SW. Seek compatibility
between the provision of bicycle lanes & vehicular parking.
D-15 Install pedestrian signals on streets with high traffic volumes.

CC, PAB, CD,
&
COMMUNITY

Long-term

PW

Near-term (2013) Low

D-16 Require commercial, institutional & multi-family developments to
provide protected & secure bicycle parking.
E-1 Develop a marketing program to improve perceptions of the
Tillicum neighborhood & promote the neighborhood as a
desirable & affordable place to live.
E-2 Develop & adopt new zoning classifications to implement
freeway-oriented commercial on the I-5 side of Union Avenue SW
& tailored neighborhood commercial on the opposite side.

CD

Near- & long-term Low

ED &
COMMUNITY

Near-term (2009) High

CD,
COMMUNITY,
PAB, & CC

Near-term
(2009–2010)

E-3

Amend the City’s development regulations to enable innovative
layouts, designs & configurations such as Z-lots, great house
design, & cottage housing.
Amend the City’s development regulations to require a greater
level of design for small lot residential development & for
commercial development located along Union Avenue SW.

CD,
COMMUNITY,
PAB, & CC
CDD, EDD &
COMMUNITY

Near-term (2010) High

Establish a contract post office on Union Avenue SW

CD, ED,
USPS
CD, COMM,
PAB, & CC
CD, PW, PSE,
LWD &
COMMUNITY

Near-term (2011) High

E-4

E-6
E-7

Allow a reduction in the amount of off-street parking based on a
parking study prepared by a registered professional engineer.
E-10 Prepare a utility plan for Union Avenue SW.
 Determine the desirability & cost of placing utilities
underground
 Work with utility purveyors to underground existing utilities
 Survey property owners to determine willingness to
participate in a local improvement district (LID)
 Form an LID if property owners are in favor of doing so

Low (lack of
funding)

High

Near-term (2009- High
2010)

Near-term
High
(2009– 2010)
Near-term (2011- Medium
2012)
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 Work with present and future developers to ensure
conformance with this action

E-11 Monitor development activity to identify regulatory &/or cost
barriers that discourage investment in Tillicum.
F-2 Initiate discussions with other agencies to consider a program of
reducing/waiving development &/or capacity fees as a means of
promoting housing affordability.
F-5 Provide the news media with information about potential
apartment closures.
F-13 Establish an incentive awards program for well-maintained &
trouble-free rentals.
F-14 Promote community awareness of financial subsidies available
from public agencies for property & home improvement.
F-15 Once sewers have been installed, consider use of the multi-family
tax incentive program to target multi-family growth into selected
parts of Tillicum.
F-16 Hold joint landlord training sessions with the Tillicum and
American Lake Gardens neighborhoods.
I-1
Produce a brochure on Tillicum’s history.

CD & ED

Near- & longMedium
term
CC, PW, CM & Near-term (2009- High
CD
2010)
CM
CLT & CD

Near-term (2009- High
2010)
Near-term (2010) Medium

GS & ED

Near-term (2010) Medium

CD,
COMMUNITY,
PAB & CC
GS & LPD

Near-term (2010
– 2011)

CD, LHAB

Medium

Near-term (2010) Low (lack of
funding)
2009
High

LONG-RANGE STRATEGIES
These are included here in unranked order as potential later-phase items, once more immediate priorities have been addressed.

STRATEGY
• Consider realignment of the main entrance to Harry Todd Park in a manner
that better relates to residential areas and creates more favorable access, in
order to encourage its use by the community.

DEPT
STATUS
PRCS /
NOT DONE
PWE if
road
alignment
is needed
• Expand the children's play area within Harry Todd Park.
PRCS
DONE – new playground, restroom,
access paths and picnic shelter built
• Develop a regional model, based on Harry Todd Park, for sustainable park PRCS
ONGOING – interested in new models,
development and maintenance.
practices, products and options
• Support the use of green roofs, green walls, vegetated swales, and other
NOT DONE
such strategies to replace traditional detention techniques where appropriate
to slow and cleanse stormwater.
• Implement low-impact development, "green streets," and targeted urban
design strategies.
• Implement stronger design standards for commercial and multifamily
development, including such items as location, materials, facade treatments,
roof forms, pedestrian connectivity, landscaping, awnings, and signage.
• Examine where incentives may be used to encourage sustainable
development employing such standards as LEED® Silver for commercial
structures and BuiltGreen™ 4-star or better for multifamily development.
• Encourage street designs and plantings to increase canopy coverage,
PWE/CED NOT DONE - Challenge is funding of
landscaping, and use of native species to beautify and enhance ecological
transportation projects.
value.
• Improve regional transit connectivity with Tillicum. If Sound Transit service PWE/CM ONGOING
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is extended southward, seek placement of an additional station in Tillicum.
• Identify and encourage other community-based services that support
neighborhoods and families, such as low-cost medical care providers.

PRCS

• Develop a program for acquiring additional right of way along portions of
PWE
Union Avenue SW in order to facilitate further improvements. In the future,
expand "civic boulevard" design standards to include Portland Avenue SW
between North Thorne Lane SW and West Thorne Lane SW, Union Avenue
SW from Berkeley Avenue SW to Spruce Street SW, and Spruce Street SW
from Union Avenue SW to Portland Avenue SW.
• As additional development occurs within Tillicum and public surveillance
PWE
opportunities are improved, seek additional opportunities to enhance and
expand nonmotorized transportation opportunities.

ONGOING – City supports Tillicum
community center and other service
providers in the neighborhood. 2 year
grant funding cycle for 2023-24 begins
mid-year
ONGOING - Design to 30% starts in
2022. We will identify ROW needs for
future funding requests. ROW will not be
sufficient to create a boulevard with
center median.
ONGOING

B. 2022 Proposed Rezoning in Tillicum Area
Two options were developed by staff following initial analysis related to the Habitat for
Humanity-requested rezone of parcel no. 0219212108. Staff Option 1 is shown below:
Option 1

Parcel no. 0219212108

The “red dots” on the map above show Habitat for Humanity property ownership.
Under this proposal, the underlying land use and zoning for the area shown in red
would be modified from Single Family/R3 to Mixed Residential/MR2. Current
development density within this area matches MR2 standards.
Staff Option 2 would be to extend increased density further north, northwest. The
proposed land use/zoning for both areas in red below would change from Single
Family/R3 to Mixed Residential/MR2:
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Option 2
Parcel no. 0219212191
Parcel no. 0219212189
Parcel no. 0219212161

Parcel no. 0219212108

During public comments on the 2022 CPA docket, a request was submitted by the Silcox
Island Corporation to rezone parcel no. 0219212189 from R3 to MR2 as part of amendment
2022-02. In the Option 1 map above, parcel no. 0219212189 is located across the street
(Wadsworth) from the proposed rezone outlined in red.
In Option 2 above, the parcel is located in between the two areas proposed to be rezoned
and outlined in red. These properties are affiliated with Bill’s Boathouse, Silcox Island
residents, a boat ramp, and parking area.
Parcel no. 0219212161 is adjacent to -189, but was not included in the request by Silcox
Island Corporation. The parcel is designated/zoned as Open Space (OS)/Open Space &
Recreation 2 (OSR2). The OS/OSR2 designation/zoning was part of a compromise with
area residents when it was established in 2001, and the parcel would not be affected by this
amendment.
Note: In early April 2022, Bill’s Boathouse located on parcel 0219212189 was completely
destroyed by fire. It is not yet known by the City whether the property owner will be
considering rebuilding or using the parcel for a different purpose.
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The aerial map below shows the resulting zoning pattern near parcels no. 0219212108 and
0219212189 if staff Option 2 were coupled with the rezone requests from Habitat for
Humanity and Silcox Island Corporation:
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Parcel no.
0219212108

RECOMMENDATION: Adopt staff’s “Option 2” coupled with the Habitat for Humanity and
the Silcox Island Coporation requests, meaning to redesignate/rezone parcels as follows:
-

Redesignate/rezone from Single Family (SF)/Residential 3 (R3) to Mixed
Residential (MR)/Mixed Residential 2 (MR2):
o Parcels 0219212108, -109, -110, -111, -112, -113, -114, -115, -117, -118, -141,
-142, -143, -144, -192, -195, -196, -148, -149, -150, -151, and -189; and
o Parcels 0219216009, -010, -011, -012

C. Centers of Local Importance (CoLIs) / Centers of Municipal Importance (CoMIs):
In 2019, per Pierce County Resolution 2019-070s, the Pierce County Countywide Planning
Policies (CPPs) were updated to reflect the 2018 Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC)
Regional Centers Framework that established new CoLI policies. Lakewood ratified these
changes per City Resolution 2020-03. CPP C-29 states in part that “CoLIs may only be
located in a town or city without a Countywide or Regional Center located in Pierce
County.” Lakewood has a Regional Growth Center coterminous with the Downtown
Subarea; the City therefore cannot have designated CoLIs.
To be consistent with CPP Policy C-29, in 2022, the City of Lakewood is renaming
its eight CoLIs “Centers of Municipal Importance”, or “CoMIs.” These CoMIs are not
intended to be designated in the future as Countywide or Regional Centers, but instead to
reflect the City of Lakewood’s focus areas for preservation, resource investment and/or
community and economic development goals.
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More details and amendatory language regarding this issue is included in proposed
Comprehensive Plan amendment 2022-06, including renaming the “Tillicum CoLI” the
“Tillicum CoMI.” Maps and descriptions of the eight CoMIs will be need to be updated in
Comprehensive Plan Section 2.5 and other sections as well. For ease of reference, the
discussion below will refer to the area as a CoMI.
Tillicum Center of Municipal Importance (CoMI)
In 2014, the City adopted a Center of Local Importance (CoLI) (now to be called a “Center
of Municipal Importance,” or “CoMI” per amendment 2022-06) within the TNP
boundaries. CoLIs were originally designated to focus development and funding to areas that
are important to the local community. Residential CoLIs were intended to promote compact,
pedestrian oriented development with a mix of uses, proximity to diverse services, and a variety
of appropriate housing options.
Proposed amendment 2022-02 is an opportunity to consider changing the boundaries of the
Tillicum CoMI given land use changes in the area since it was adopted, including progress
made on actions identified in the Tillicum Neighborhood Plan, the new I-5 interchanges at
Thorne Lane and Berkeley, City infrastructure improvements, and development density
changes as well as the proposed rezoning of the 27 parcels as recommended above.
The map below displays the 2014 Tillicum CoMI boundary in pink and the current land use
zones in various colors:

The map below includes a proposed new NW boundary for the Tillicum CoMI in red that
incorporates the rezoning was completed in 2021 near the new Berkeley interchange with I5 and the proposed 27-parcel rezone that is proposed in this amendment. The green circle
roughly encompasses the area where R3 parcels are proposed to be rezoned to MR2:
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Draft new Tillicum Center of Municipal Importance (CoMI) Boundary

D. Development Regulation Text Amendments

18A.10.140 Establishment of subareas.
Per RCW 36.70A.080(2), in order to plan for and regulate the use of land and structures in a
manner which recognizes that residential neighborhoods and business areas within
Lakewood vary one from another in desired character, subareas may be established as
optional elements of the comprehensive plan and implementing zoning regulations may be
adopted as a title of the Lakewood Municipal Code (LMC.)
Subarea plans are implemented in part through the adoption of use, development,
performance, or procedural regulations specific to the subarea or to a portion or portions of
the subarea. Regulations which are specific to a subarea or portions of a subarea are located
in the title of the LMC concerning the subarea.
The following subareas and subarea plans are established:
Name
Downtown Subarea Plan

Symbol
DSAP

Code Title
18B

Lakewood Station District Subarea Plan
Tillicum Subarea Plan

LSDSP
TSP

18C
18D reserved

Note: Still to come as part of 2022-02 for Public Hearing: 2022 Addendum to 2011 Tillicum
Neighborhood Plan summarizing the status of its implementation, and edited language and
maps in the Lakewood Comprehensive Plan regarding the Tillicum Neighborhood Subarea
Plan and regarding the Tillicum CoMI.
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2022-02 CEDD SEPA REVIEW

Housing Capacity Analysis: The rezone of 27 Tillicum parcels from Residential 3 (R3) to
Mixed Residential 2 (MR2) would increase the City’s housing capacity to the extent that
specific parcel sizes in relation to zone densities can accommodate the higher density
housing units:
R3

4.8 dua

MR2 14.6 dua

A. Consistency with the Comprehensive Plan: This amendment improves the Lakewood
Comprehensive Plan’s internal consistency among its citywide, subarea, urban focus area,
and Centers of Local [“Municipal”] Importance policies and related development
regulations. It also improves consistency between the Plan and the City’s CDBG, HOME,
RSHP, COVID-19 (CARES Act and ARPA), and other affordable housing programs and
plans.
B. Compatibility with development in the vicinity: This amendment increases
development compatibility in the Tillicum subarea by recognizing the extension of sewer
into the subarea since the Tillicum neighborhood Plan was adopted, the recent completion
of the Berkeley and Thorne Lane Interchanges with I-5, and the rezoning requested by
property owners over the 2020 – 2022 amendment cycles to provide higher density
affordable housing and local retail services to Tillicum residents. Any specific development
applications will be reviewed and regulated per the Lakewood Comprehensive Plan policies
and Lakewood Municipal Code.
C. Transportation impacts and mitigation: Not applicable. This amendment includes
map and text amendments to the Comprehensive Plan. Any specific development
applications and their potential traffic impacts will be reviewed and regulated per the
Lakewood Comprehensive Plan policies and Lakewood Municipal Code.
D. Public service impacts and mitigation: Not applicable. This amendment includes map
and text amendments to the Comprehensive Plan. Any specific development applications
and their potential public service impacts and mitigation will be reviewed and regulated per
the Lakewood Comprehensive Plan policies and Lakewood Municipal Code.
E. Public health, safety and general welfare impacts: Not applicable. This amendment
includes map and text amendments to the Comprehensive Plan. Any specific development
applications and their potential public health, safety and general welfare impacts will be
reviewed and regulated per the Lakewood Comprehensive Plan policies and Lakewood
Municipal Code.
F. Range of permitted uses: This amendment includes map and text amendments to the
Comprehensive Plan. The permitted uses in the proposed MR2 zoning versus those
permitted in the existing R3 zoning are listed below:
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List of Uses allowed in R3 zone versus MR2 zone
P = Allowed Outright C = Conditional Use

Type of Use

Use

R3 Max #
of Units per
Acre: 4.8

Agricultural

Commercial beekeeping
Growing and harvesting of crops
Plant nurseries and greenhouses
Raising and keeping of animals for agricultural purposes
Residential beekeeping

P
P
P
P
P

P
P
P
P

Commercial
and Industrial

Club, lodge, private meeting hall

C

-

Essential
Public
Facilities
Government
Services,
General
Health and
Social
Services
Lodging

Residential
Uses

Places of assembly
P
Group Homes: See Section 18A.40.120 & Special Needs Housing Below

MR2 Max #
of units per
Acre: 14.6

P

Minimum Security Institution

-

C

Fire stations

P

C

Day care center in existing or new churches
Day care center providing care for children and/or adult
relatives of owners or renters of dwelling units located on
the same site
Preschool/nursery school
Bed and breakfast guest houses
Short term vacation rentals
Accessory caretaker’s unit
Accessory dwelling unit
Babysitting care
Boarding house
Cottage housing
Co-housing (dormitories, fraternities and sororities)
Detached single family
2 family residential, attached or detached dwelling units

C

-

-

P

C
C
P
P
P
C
P
P
P
P
P
C

P
P
P
P
P
C
P
P
-

C

-

3 family residential, attached or detached dwelling units
Multifamily, four or more residential units
Mixed use
Family daycare
Home agriculture
Home occupation
Mobile home parks
Mobile and/or manufactured homes, in
mobile/manufactured home parks
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Special Needs
Housing

Residential accessory building
Rooms for the use of domestic employees of the owner,
lessee, or occupant of the primary dwelling
Small craft distillery
Specialized senior housing
Accessory residential uses
Assisted Living Facility
Confidential Shelter
Continuing Care Retirement Community
Enhanced Services Facility
Hospice Care Center
Nursing Home
Type 1 Group Home – Adult Family Home
Type 2 Group Home, Level 1
Type 2 Group Home, Level 2
Type 2 Group Home, Level 3
Type 3 Group Home, Level 1
Type 3 Group Home, Level 2
Type 3 Group Home, Level 3
Type 4 Group Home
Type 5 Group Home
Parking facilities (surface or structured)

P

P

-

-

P
P
P
C
P
P
C
P

C
P
C
P
C
C
C
P
P
C
C
C
C
P

Any specific development applications will be reviewed and regulated per the Lakewood
Comprehensive Plan policies and Lakewood Municipal Code.
G. Change in circumstances: This amendment reflects updates to:
- Tillicum’s infrastructure (parks, sewer and transportation) and zoning;
- completion of a number of the identified action strategies in the 2011 Tillicum
Neighborhood Plan;
- state statutory and administrative law; and
- regional, countywide and local housing policies.
H. Advantages vs. negative impacts: This amendment includes map and text
amendments to the Comprehensive Plan. It improves the internal consistency among the
Plan’s citywide, subarea, urban focus area, and Centers of Local [“Municipal”] Importance
policies and related development regulations. It also improves consistency between the Plan
and the City’s CDBG, HOME, RSHP, COVID-19 (CARES Act and ARPA), and other
affordable housing programs and plans.
CEDD Recommendation: Approval
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ATTACHMENT A
Comprehensive Plan Excerpts re Tillicum
To be updated for May 18 Public Hearing
2.5.1

Tillicum [as a Lakewood Center of Local Importance (CoLI)]

The community of Tillicum, Figure 2.4, is designated as a CoLI based on its characteristics as
a compact, walkable community with its own unique identity and character. The area is
located just outside the main gates of both Joint Base Lewis-McChord (JBLM) and Camp
Murray National Guard Base (“Camp Murray”). The area is geographically isolated from the
rest of Lakewood because of inadequate street connections. The only practical access to the
area is provided by I-5. This center provides a sense of place and serves as a gathering point
for both neighborhood residents and the larger region with regard to the resources it provides
for Camp Murray, JBLM, and access to American Lake.
The Tillicum area includes many of the design features for a Center of Local Importance
(CoLI) as described in CWPP UGA-50, including:


Civic services including the Tillicum Community Center, Tillicum Elementary School, a
fire station, JBLM and Camp Murray, the Tillicum Youth and Family Center, and several
veterans service providers;



Commercial properties along Union Ave. SW that serve highway traffic from I-5,
personnel from JBLM and Camp Murray, and local residents;



Recreational facilities including Harry Todd Park, Bills Boathouse Marina, the
Commencement Bay Rowing Club, and a WDFW boat launch facility that attracts boaters
from around the region;



Historic resources including Thornewood Castle. Much of the area was developed
between 1908 and the 1940s. The street pattern around Harry Todd Park reflects the
alignment of a trolley line that served the area in the early 1900’s;



Approximately 62 acres partially developed with, and zoned for, multi-family residential
uses; and



The Tillicum area is subject to specific treatment in the Comprehensive Plan (Section
3.10, Goal LU-52, LU-53 and Policies LU-53.1 through LU-53.4.) Additionally, the
City adopted the Tillicum Neighborhood Plan in June 2011.

The Comprehensive Plan also describes the sewer expansion into Tillicum that began in
2009 and includes two Land Use Goals related specifically to Tillicum:
3.11
Isolated Areas
Lakewood has three significant areas that are geographically isolated from the rest of the City:
Springbrook, Woodbrook, and Tillicum. The first two are separated from the rest of the City by I5 and are bordered on several sides by fenced military installations. The third is geographically
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contiguous to other parts of the City, but there are no direct road connections between Tillicum
and other Lakewood neighborhoods.
As a result of this isolation, all three neighborhoods exhibit signs of neglect. Historically, both
Woodbrook and Tillicum lack sewer systems. Beginning in June 2009, sewer trunk lines were
installed in parts of both communities. Figure 3.12 shows the locations of major trunk lines in
Lakewood-proper. Figure 3.13 shows the recently constructed sewer lines in Tillicum and
Woodbrook. A small percentage of the Woodbrook properties and about one half of the Tillicum
properties are connected, respectively, to sewers. It is the City’s policy to connect all properties
located within these neighborhoods to sewers based on available funding.
Figure 3.13 (2014)

Most property is old, run down, and undervalued. Springbrook is dominated by a chaotic
assortment of land uses arranged according to a dysfunctional street pattern. Despite relatively
high-density housing, Springbrook’s residents lack schools, or even basic commercial services.
Given the multitude of crime and health problems plaguing these areas, unique approaches are
needed for each neighborhood and are presented in the goals and policies below. Springbrook
has a designated residential Center of Local Importance (CoLI), discussed in Section 2.5.6
and shown in Figure 2.9. The City Council also rezoned a number of Springbrook parcels
outside of the CoLI to Industrial Business Park in 2020. Additional recommendations for
Tillicum are included in Chapter 4, while Chapter 5 addresses economic development in
22
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Woodbrook.
GOAL LU-51: Minimize the impacts of geographic isolation of the Tillicum, Springbrook,
and Woodbrook areas and focus capital improvements there to upgrade the public
environment.
Policies:
LU-51.1: Provide for commercial and service uses for the daily needs of the residents
within the neighborhoods.
LU-51.2: Support the expansion of recreation and open space.
LU-51.3: Provide pedestrian and bicycle paths within the neighborhoods and which
connect to other neighborhoods.
GOAL LU-52: Improve the quality of life for residents of Tillicum.
Policies:
LU-52.1: Enhance the physical environment of Tillicum through improvements to
sidewalks, pedestrian-oriented lighting, street trees, and other pedestrian amenities.
LU-52.2: Promote integration of Tillicum with the American Lake shoreline through
improved physical connections, protected view corridors, trails, and additional designated
parks and open space.
LU-52.3: Identify additional opportunities to provide public access to American Lake
within Tillicum.
LU-52.4: Seek a method of providing alternate connection between Tillicum and the
northern part of the City besides I-5.
LU-52.5: Implement and as necessary update the Tillicum Community Plan.
Section 4.5 of the Comprehensive Plan describes Tillicum in more detail:
4.5.2 Tillicum
The Tillicum neighborhood functions as a separate small village within Lakewood. Accessible only
by freeway ramps at the north and south end of the area, it has its own commercial sector; moderately
dense residential development; and an elementary school, library, and park. Tillicum is a very
walkable neighborhood with a tight street grid and relatively low speed traffic. Harry Todd Park is
one of the largest City-owned parks, and Tillicum is one of the few neighborhoods in the city with
public waterfront access.
In public meetings discussing alternative plans for the city, Tillicum emerged as a neighborhood
viewed as having significant potential for residential growth over the next 20 years. With a
traditional street grid, significant public open space and lake access, and strong regional
transportation connections, there is a major opportunity for Tillicum to evolve into a more urban,
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pedestrian and bicycle-oriented community. This is further enhanced by the long-range potential for
a commuter rail station and new highway connection to the east.
Because of recent extension of sewer service to the area, the development of multi-family housing
in Tillicum is now possible. In addition to sewer development, there are other actions the City can
take in support of the development of multi-family housing in Tillicum including: development of
a long-range plan for Harry Todd Park and implementation of specific improvements to expand
sewer capacity;


development of a pedestrian connection between the park and commercial district along Maple
Street, with sidewalks, curb ramps, crosswalks, lighting, and other improvements;



improvements at the I-5 interchanges to create attractive, welcoming gateways; and



a pedestrian/bikeway easement north along the railroad or through the country club to other
portions of Lakewood.

The proposal by Amtrak to locate high-speed passenger rail service through the area (the Point
Defiance Bypass project) will result in significant modifications to the freeway interchanges in
Tillicum. These modifications should be designed in conjunction with improvements to I-5 to
address congestion.
The urban design framework plan for Tillicum is shown in Figure 4.4. Some of the specific urban
design actions which could be undertaken in Tillicum include:
Landmark/Activity Nodes: The northern entrance into Tillicum, as well as the only entrance into
Woodbrook, is at the Thorne Lane overpass and I-5. It would be improved as a civic gateway, with
landscaping, road improvements, signage, and other elements as needed. This interchange may be
significantly redesigned in conjunction with the Point Defiance Bypass and I-5 congestion
management projects.
Civic Boulevards: As the main entrance road into Tillicum and the perimeter road embracing multifamily development, Thorne Lane would be improved as a civic boulevard. Development
intensification in Tillicum would occur east of Thorne Lane, with W. Thorne Lane marking the
initial southern boundary of the sewer extension to keep costs in check. Potential improvements of
Union Street in support of commercial functions would include such elements as pedestrian
improvements, parking, landscaping, lighting, and other functional items. Long-range planning
would also identify site requirements for the planned future commuter rail stop and propose a
strategy to fulfill this need .
Green Streets: Maple Street would be improved as a green street to provide a pedestrian-oriented
connection between American Lake and Harry Todd Park at one end, and the commercial
district/future rail station at the other. In between, it would also serve the school and the library. It
would serve as a natural spine, gathering pedestrian traffic from the surrounding blocks of multifamily housing and providing safe access to recreation, shopping, and public transportation.
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Open Space: Harry Todd Park would be improved by upgrading existing recreation facilities and
constructing additional day use facilities such as picnic shelters and restrooms. A local connection
between Tillicum and the Ponders Corner area could be built along an easement granted by various
landowners, principally the Tacoma Country and Golf Club and Sound Transit/ Burlington
Northern Railroad.

GOAL UD-10: Promote the evolution of Tillicum into a vital higher density pedestrian-oriented
neighborhood through application of urban design principles.
Policies:
25
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UD-10.1: Identify opportunities for additional public/semi-public green space in
Tillicum.
UD-10.2: Provide opportunities for pedestrian and bicycle connections from Tillicum to
other portions of Lakewood.
UD-10.3: Improve identified civic boulevards, gateways, and green streets within Tillicum
to provide a unifying and distinctive character.
GOAL ED-5: Promote the revitalization/redevelopment of the following areas within
Lakewood:
1) the Downtown Subarea;
2) the South Tacoma Way & Pacific Highway Corridors;
3) Springbrook;
4) Tillicum/Woodbrook;
5) the Lakewood Station District Subarea; and
6) Lake City.
Policies:
ED-5.1: Where appropriate, develop and maintain public-private partnerships for
revitalization.
ED-5.2: Pursue regional capital improvement opportunities within these specific areas.
ED-5.5: Continue existing programs to expand sewers throughout Tillicum and
Woodbrook.
ED-5.7: Expand housing ownership opportunities.
ED-5.8: Identify and implement strategies to foster small business development and
expansion.
ED-5.11: Remove blighted buildings from residential neighborhoods.
ED-5.12: Promote single family development in Lake City and Tillicum.
7.1 Sanitary Sewers
Sewer service in the City of Lakewood is almost entirely provided by Pierce County Public Works
and Utilities. Sewer service was recently expanded to serve the Tillicum and Woodbrook
communities. The Town of Steilacoom provides sewer service to Western State Hospital.
Steilacoom has indicated that its facilities serving the Western State Hospital currently have
additional growth capacity. The City of Tacoma provides sewer service to the Flett
subdivision, and to commercial and residential users located in northeast Lakewood (80th
Street and 84th Streets). Figure 7.2 describes the locations of all major sewer trunk lines
within Lakewood.
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The area immediately north of Pierce College and north of 101st Street SW, as well as the area
along Clover Creek near Cochise Lane, remain unsewered. Since the adoption of the City’s
Comprehensive Plan in 2000, sewer trunk lines have been installed in Tillicum and
Woodbrook.
Figure 7.2 (2014)

GOAL U-8: Ensure that new growth is served by sewers, and pursue a citywide system to eliminate
current service deficits.
Policies:
U-8.1: Ensure that public sewage treatment and collection systems are installed and
available for use coincident with new development.
U-8.2: Continue current efforts to extend sewers throughout all of Woodbrook and
Tillicum.
U-8.3: Encourage extension of sewer service to Woodbrook and portions of Tillicum
slated for density increases or changes in use consistent with the adopted
Comprehensive Plan Future Land Use Map (see Policy LU-62.5).
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Land-Use Implementation Strategies
11.3.12 Continue with redevelopment efforts in Tillicum and the preparation of development regulations
and design standards as described in the Tillicum Neighborhood Plan originally adopted in June 2011 and
updated thereafter.
Transportation Implementation Strategies


Provide local support for the construction of a Sounder Station in Tillicum. The station could also
serve as an Amtrak station if Amtrak service is added to the Sound Transit rail line.
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ATTACHMENT B
Tillicum Neighborhood Plan Implementation Action Item Tables and
Long Term Strategies

NO.

A-1

A-2

No.
B-1

TABLE 17 ACTION ITEMS: COMMUNITY CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT
WHAT
WHO
WHEN

Establish a community leadership team (CLT) comprised of City
Council & school board members, residents, property owners, Tillicum
businesses, & selected public agencies that serve Tillicum. Explore
whether the existing merchants’ & neighborhood associations could
be rechanneled into the community leadership team, or if those
associations wish to continue to exist independently.
Identify & appropriate funding to support the development of
community outreach & life skills program for youth utilizing existing
community resources such as the Tillicum/American Lake Gardens
Community Service Center, PCLS Library, &/or new Youth for Christ
center.

CC, CM,
CPSD, CPTC,
PC &
COMMUNITY

Near-term
(2009)

High

STATUS:
(DONE,
ONGOING,
NOT DONE)
NOT DONE

CC, CM & GS

Near- &
long-term
(20092013)

High

NOT DONE

TABLE 18 ACTION ITEMS: UPDATE INFRASTRUCTURE
WHAT
WHO
WHEN
Priority
STATUS: (DONE, ONGOING, NOT DONE)
Install major sewer trunk line &
PW
Near-term
High
The sewer work that was originally planned for by the
side sewers in selected parts in
(2009 &
neighborhood plan was the construction of the sewer
Tillicum.
2010)
interceptors and 3 regional pump stations. That work was
completed in 2012 by the City of Lakewood. Since then
the City has built 4 additional sewer projects, 3 of which
were partly funded by the County’s Sewer Connection
Fund.

B-2

As part of the sewer project,
replace & upgrade existing
stormwater system.

PW

Near-term
(2009 &
2010)

High

B-3

In conjunction with the sewer
project, coordinate installation of
new gas & water mains with
utility companies.

PW,
LWD,
& PSE

Near-term
(2009 &
2010)

High

Determine & work toward

CPSD,

Long-term

High (lack

B-4

PRIORITY

There are some portions of this area that still do not have
sewers but as of right now the County does not have any
sewer projects identified in its Sewer Improvement
Program for this area. The City is partnering with Habitat
for Humanity on sewers for their Boat Street project by
using some of the City’s ARPA funds.
ONGOING
The majority of the area shown in TNP Figure 21 has
been constructed to the final roadway buildout including
all stormwater system elements. The exception is a
section of Union Ave. that is shown in the 6-yr TIP, under
project 302.0096.
PSE has both electric and gas service to the area –
including Union Ave (see item E-10).
The water main improvements in TNP Figure 22 were
completed in 2010. LWD has coordinated with the
County on several water main replacements in the
Tillicum area as sewer replacement projects have
occurred and will continue to do so as projects develop.
ONGOING
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outcome for Tillicum Elementary
School.
B-5

B-6

B-7

Fund one FTE to prepare &
maintain an ongoing capital
facilities plan to prioritize &
direct City capital investment.
Monitor & pursue concurrency
with outside agency (such as
utilities, fire, schools, etc.)
capital improvement projects &
programs.
Participate in PCLS master
planning process & monitor its
impact on the Tillicum branch, if
any.

CD,
CPTC,
& PC
FIN,
CM,
CC

(date
unknown)

of funding)

FIN,
PW,
CD (as
approp
riate)
PCLS,
CPSD,
GSD,
& CDD

Near- & long- High (lack ONGOING
term
of funding)

Near- & long- High (lack NOT DONE
term
of funding)

Near-term
(2009-2013)

Medium

ONGOING
April 2019: City purchased land at 14702 Union Avenue
for a new library. City is participating with PCLS in review
of needs and outreach for Tillicum Library
2019: Library conducted a community process in the City
of Lakewood to have conversations with residents to
understand their interests and support for potential new
buildings in Lakewood and/or Tillicum neighborhood.
Library conducted a fund raising feasibility study to
understand the potential philanthropic support for new
library buildings in Lakewood.
2020: Began RFQ process for preliminary design. Project
was placed on hold at onset of the pandemic.
2021: Library conducted basic building assessments to
understand current condition of Lakewood and Tillicum
buildings.

B-8

B-9

Make minor improvements to
REC
Harry Todd Park:
 Install trash enclosures with
gates
 Install new playground border
(wood chips)
 Install paved walking path
around the park
 Resurface tennis/skate park
area
 Remove perimeter fence at
the park once a Park Watch
team has been established &
is in operation
Require commercial, institutional CDD
and multi-family developments
to provide protected & secure

Near-term
(2013)

Medium

2022: Library and City of Lakewood convening a
community-based Advisory Committee to review what is
known, evaluate options, and make recommendations for
next steps. Recommendation will be received in 2022 for
determination of next steps.
DONE

Near-term

Medium

ONGOING
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bicycle parking.
B-10

B-11
B-12

Make major improvements to
Harry Todd Park:
 Repair existing docks
 Install new docks
 Install ADA improvements at
Harry Todd Park
 Redesign Harry Todd park w
realignment of Maple St SW
Develop/expand gateways that
mark the entrances to Tillicum.
Improve facilities in community
centers, school & parks to
provide facilities for after-school
& weekend activities for youth.

REC &
CD

Long-term
(date
unknown)

Low
(lack of
funding)

DONE

CD &
PW
REC,
CPSD
&
COMM
UNITY

Near-term
(2013)
Long-term
(date
unknown)

Low (lack ONGOING
of funding)
Low
NOT DONE
(lack of
funding)

Table 19 ACTION ITEMS: REDUCE CRIME & NEGLECT
No.

WHAT

WHO

WHEN

C-1

Maintain funding for the neighborhood patrol program in Tillicum to support
neighborhood watch groups & provide regular communication with
neighborhood & civic organizations.
Maintain funding for public nuisance abatement aimed at improving property
maintenance & building standards.

CM &
CC

Near-term
(2009-2013)

CM &
CC

Near-term
(2009-2013)

High

ONGOING

C-3

Finalize development of & carry out a Neighborhood Stabilization Program to
address neighborhood blight, which may include purchasing & rehabilitating
residential properties for sale to the Lakewood Area Shelter Association.

CD &
GS

Near-term
(2009-2013)

High

C-4

Provide development preapplication packets to the Police Department & include
their feedback on design from a CPTED perspective.

CD &
LPD

Near-term
(2009-2013)

High

ONGOING (Need
to transfer NSP
finds to a different
account)
ONGOING

C-5

Use the community service & code enforcement officer positions to proactively
ensure all Tillicum businesses & rental housing are properly licensed.

CD &
LPD

Near-term
(2009-2013)

High

C-2

Priority STATUS:
(DONE,
ONGOING, NOT
DONE)
High
NOT DONE

ONGOING BY
CED STAFF

TABLE 20 ACTION ITEMS: Transportation IMPROVEMENTS
No.

WHAT

WHO

WHEN

Priority STATUS: (DONE, ONGOING,
NOT DONE)
Near-term High
DONE
(2009 &
2010)
Near-term High
NOT DONE
(2009)

D-1

Prepare a traffic congestion report for the I-5 Corridor from
Highway 512 to Mounts Road.

CD

D-2

Establish bicycle & pedestrian connections between
residential areas, Union Avenue SW, & Harry Todd Park

D-3

Initiate formal discussions with other agencies regarding
improvements to the I-5, Union Avenue SW, & Berkeley
Street SW road intersections.

CC, PAB,
CTAC, CD &
PW
CM, CD, PW, Near-term High
MD, FL,
(2009)
WSDOT &
COMMUNITY

DONE
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D-4

Establish street design guidelines for Union Avenue SW

D-5

Use existing & seek additional funding to upgrade the
following streets/intersections:
 Union Avenue SW from Berkeley Street SW to West
Thorne Lane SW
 Berkeley Street SW/Union Avenue SW intersection
 Realignment of Maple Street SW at Harry Todd Park
 Maple St SW from Union Ave SW to Harry Todd Park
Identify bus stops with inadequate lighting & improve lighting PW & PT
at these stops. Examine the need for more shelters &
posted schedules. Provide the telephone number of Pierce
Transit’s community liaison at bus stops.
Work with the Tacoma Country & Golf Club establish a
CD & PW
preliminary pedestrian pathway design to connect Tillicum
with the main body of Lakewood.
Periodically review & update routes & frequency of transit
PW & PT
bus lines with community input. Provide timely notification
of route & service changes.

D-6

D-7
D-8

CC, CD, PW Near-term High
&
(2009)
COMMUNITY
CD & PW
Near- &
long-term
High

DONE (may need revision)
ONGOING

High
Low
Low
Near- &
long-term

Medium ONGOING DISCUSSION WITH
PIERCE TRANSIT.

Long-term Medium ONGOING
Near- &
long-term

Medium NOT DONE
2/7/22: Pierce Transit is
coordinating with Lakewood
(through the Sound Transit
Lakewood Station Access
Improvements project) on
developing a funding and
implementation plan for transit
and non-motorized mode
improvements that would benefit
Sounder Station users within the
vicinity of the station.
No potential improvements have
been identified through the
Sound Transit Access project
that would directly affect the
Tillicum subarea. Here's the link
to the project webpage:
https://www.soundtransit.org/syst
em-expansion/lakewood-stationaccess-improvements

D-9
D-10
D-11

D-12
D-13

As properties redevelop along Union Avenue SW, explore
CD & PW
opportunities to create adequate street frontage to provide
new on-street parking.
Address the need for on-street parking by small businesses. CD & PW
Establish street design guidelines for other streets including
North Thorne Lane SW, Woodlawn Avenue SW, Maple
Street SW, West Thorne Lane SW, & portions of Portland
Avenue SW and Berkeley Street SW
Monitor the Point Defiance Rail project

CC, CD, PW
&
COMMUNITY

Monitor & support funding for the Cross-Base Highway
project

PW & CC

CD & PW

Near-term Medium ONGOING
(2009–
2013)
Near-term Medium NOT DONE
(2010)
Near-term Medium NOT DONE
(2013)
Near- &
long-term
Near- &
long-term

Low

DONE

Low

REMOVE – Cross-Base Hwy
obsolete
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D-14

D-15
D-16

Establish “green street” designations & associated
improvements, including sidewalks, landscaping, bike lanes,
crosswalks, & lighting, for Union Avenue SW, North Thorne
Lane SW, Woodlawn Avenue SW, & West Thorne Lane SW.
Seek compatibility between the provision of bicycle lanes &
vehicular parking.
Install pedestrian signals on streets with high traffic
volumes.
Require commercial, institutional & multi-family
developments to provide protected & secure bicycle parking.

CC, PAB, CD, Long-term Low
NOT DONE – needs revision
&
(lack of
COMMUNITY
funding)

PW
CD

Near-term Low
(2013)
Near- &
Low
long-term

NOT DONE
NOT DONE – LIMITED
DEVELOPMENT T DATE

TABLE 21 ACTION ITEMS: RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL REVITALIZATION
No.

WHAT

WHO

WHEN

Priority

E-1

Develop a marketing program to improve perceptions of the
Tillicum neighborhood & promote the neighborhood as a
desirable & affordable place to live.
Develop & adopt new zoning classifications to implement
freeway-oriented commercial on the I-5 side of Union Avenue
SW & tailored neighborhood commercial on the opposite side.

ED &
COMMUNITY

Near-term
(2009)

High

STATUS: (DONE,
ONGOING, NOT
DONE)
ONGOING

CD,
COMMUNITY,
PAB, & CC

Near-term
(2009–
2010)

High

ONGOING

Amend the City’s development regulations to enable
innovative layouts, designs & configurations such as Z-lots,
great house design, & cottage housing.
Amend the City’s development regulations to require a greater
level of design for small lot residential development & for
commercial development located along Union Avenue SW.

CD,
COMMUNITY,
PAB, & CC
CDD, EDD &
COMMUNITY

Near-term
(2010)

High

ONGOING

Near-term
High
(2009-2010)

PLANNED

E.5

Update the City’s current subdivision regulations, including the CD,
establishment of new regulations for condominiums &
COMMUNITY,
townhouses, & new design standards for small lots. Consider PAB, & CC
automatic consolidation of outdated “skinny-mini” lots.

Near-term
(2010)

High

DONE

E-6

Establish a contract post office on Union Ave SW

High

REMOVE

High

NOT DONE

High

ONGOING

Medium

DONE

Medium

Utilities review DONE;
LID NOT DONE
PSE has both electric
and gas service to the
area – including Union
Ave.

E-2

E-3
E-4

CD, ED, & USPS Near-term
(2011)
E-7 Allow a reduction in the amount of off-street parking based on CD,
Near-term
a parking study prepared by a registered professional
COMMUNITY,
(2009–
engineer.
PAB, & CC
2010)
E-8 Support driveway consolidation & shared use of parking lots
CD, PW &
Near- &
by Tillicum businesses.
COMMUNITY
long-term
E-9 Amend the City’s sign regulations to allow larger pole signs for CD,
Near-term
properties adjacent to the I-5 corridor.
COMMUNITY,
(2010)
PAB, & CC
E-10 Prepare a utility plan for Union Avenue SW.
CD, PW, PSE,
Near-term
 Determine the desirability & cost of placing utilities
LWD &
(2011-2012)
COMMUNITY
underground
 Work with utility purveyors to underground existing utilities
 Survey property owners to determine willingness to
participate in a local improvement district (LID)
 Form an LID if property owners are in favor of doing so
 Work with present and future developers to ensure
conformance with this action

LWD has coordinated
with the County on
several water main
33
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replacements in the
Tillicum area as sewer
replacement projects
have occurred. We hope
to continue to do so as
projects develop.
E-11 Monitor development activity to identify regulatory &/or cost
barriers that discourage investment in Tillicum.
E-12 See action no. C-3.

CD & ED

Near- &
long-term
-

-

Medium

ONGOING

-

ONGOING

TABLE 22 ACTION ITEMS: ENHANCE HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES
No.

WHAT

WHO

F-1

Where feasible, use CDBG funding to enable owner-occupied residences
to connect to the City’s sewer system.
Initiate discussions with other agencies to consider a program of
reducing/waiving development &/or capacity fees as a means of
promoting housing affordability.
Identify & take action against landlords who violate City codes,
particularly building standards & garbage removal requirements.
Where appropriate, apply revised zoning regulations which remove
impediments to urban infill and rehabilitation of existing housing stock.

GS & PW

F-2
F-3
F-4
F-5
F-6

F-7
F-8

F-9
F-10
F-11
F-12

Provide the news media with information about potential apartment
closures.
Prepare a housing report for the Lakewood market which evaluates the
feasibility & “break-even” point of offering density bonuses or other
incentives. Utilize findings to review & adjust, as appropriate, the City’s
adopted Housing Incentives Program.
Vigorously enforce the 1997 Uniform Code for the Abatement of
Dangerous Buildings (or subsequent code as may be adopted in the
future).
Vigorously enforce the 2006 International Property Maintenance Code.
Consider establishment of a pilot program that requires inspections of all
rental housing. Where units do not meet minimum requirements, deny
occupancy until repairs are made in a manner satisfactory to the City and
Fire Marshal. This action item represents a significant expansion over
existing levels of service & would require amendments to the City’s
business licensing regulations.
Provide sufficient funds to relocate eligible individuals & families who are
forced to move from their residences because of serious health & safety
violations.
Aggressively seek compensation from property owners where the City is
forced to close housing units for health and safety reasons.
Build at least one Habitat for Humanity home in Tillicum per year.

WHEN

Priority STATUS: (DONE,
ONGOING, NOT
DONE)
High
ONGOING

Near-term
(2009- 2010)
CC, PW, CM & Near-term
High
CD
(2009- 2010)
CD, PW & LPD Near-term
(2009-2010)
CD, PAB,
Near-term
COMMUNITY (2009-2013)
& CC
CM
Near-term
(2009-2010)
CD
Near-term
(2010)

NOT DONE

High

ONGOING

High

ONGOING

High

NOT DONE

High

ONGOING

CD, FIRE, CA, Near-term
High
& LPD
(2009-2013)
CD, FIRE, CA
&
LPD

GS & CD
CD & CA

GS, CD &
COMMUNITY
Seek new sources of housing subsidies for affordable housing. Work with ED & GS
non-profit corporations, investors, & financial brokers to secure funds
which can be used to expand opportunities for lower-cost home
ownership & affordable rental housing.

ONGOING W
UPDATED
CODES
Near-term
High
ONGOING W
(2009-2013) (lack of UPDATED
funding) CODES

Near-term
High
(2009-2013) (lack of
funding)
Near-term
High
(2009-2013) (lack of
funding)
Near-term
Medium
(2009-2013)
Near- &
Medium
long-term

ONGOING
ONGOING
ONGOING
ONGOING
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F-13
F-14
F-15
F-16
F-17

Establish an incentive awards program for well-maintained & trouble-free
rentals.
Promote community awareness of financial subsidies available from
public agencies for property & home improvement.
Once sewers have been installed, consider use of the multi-family tax
incentive program to target multi-family growth into selected parts of
Tillicum.
Hold joint landlord training sessions with the Tillicum and American Lake
Gardens neighborhoods.

CLT & CD
GS & ED
CD,
COMMUNITY,
PAB & CC
GS & LPD

Seek to increase the amount of transitional housing for homeless families GS & CD
& domestic violence victims.

Near-term
(2010)
Near-term
(2010)
Near-term
(2010 –
2011)
Near-term
(2010)
Near- &
long-term

Medium NOT DONE
Medium NOT DONE
Medium NOT DONE
Low
NOT DONE
(lack of
funding)
Low
ONGOING
(lack of
funding)

TABLE 23 ACTION ITEMS: AMERICAN LAKE ACCESS
No. WHAT

WHO

WHEN

Priority

G-1

See action no. B-10.

-

-

-

B-10 Make major improvements to Harry Todd Park:
 Repair existing docks
 Install new docks
 Install ADA improvements at Harry Todd Park
Redesign Harry Todd park with realignment of Maple Street SW

REC & CD

Long-term
(date
unknown)

Low
DONE
(lack of
funding)

TABLE 24 ACTION ITEMS: ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
WHO
WHEN

No.

WHAT

H-1

Complete statutorily required shoreline master program update.

No.

WHAT

I-1

Produce a brochure on Tillicum’s history.

CD, CC

Near-term
(by 2011)

TABLE 25 ACTION ITEMS: HISTORIC PRESERVATION
WHO
WHEN
CD, LHAB

2009

Priority
High

Priority
High

STATUS: (DONE,
ONGOING, NOT
DONE)

STATUS: (DONE,
ONGOING, NOT
DONE)
DONE

STATUS: (DONE,
ONGOING, NOT
DONE)
NOT DONE

TILLICUM NEIGHBORHOOD PLAN LONG-RANGE STRATEGIES
In addition to the specific actions suggested above, a number of strategies emerged through this plan's development that are thought to be
outside of a foreseeable window. Certain actions cannot occur until a certain degree of evolution has occurred in other areas; while others
may be part of broader citywide initiatives that affect Tillicum. These are included here in unranked order as potential later-phase items, once
more immediate priorities have been addressed.
STRATEGY
WHO
STATUS (DONE,
ONGOING, NOT DONE)
• Consider realignment of the main entrance to Harry Todd Park in a manner that better relates to
residential areas and creates more favorable access, in order to encourage its use by the
community.
• Expand the children's play area within Harry Todd Park.
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• Develop a regional model, based on Harry Todd Park, for sustainable park development and
maintenance.
• Support the use of green roofs, green walls, vegetated swales, and other such strategies to
replace traditional detention techniques where appropriate to slow and cleanse stormwater.
• Implement low-impact development, "green streets," and targeted urban design strategies.
• Implement stronger design standards for commercial and multifamily development, including such
items as location, materials, facade treatments, roof forms, pedestrian connectivity, landscaping,
awnings, and signage.
• Examine where incentives may be used to encourage sustainable development employing such
standards as LEED® Silver for commercial structures and BuiltGreen™ 4-star or better for
multifamily development.
• Encourage street designs and plantings to increase canopy coverage, landscaping, and use of
native species to beautify and enhance ecological value.

PWE/
CED

• Encourage street designs and plantings to increase canopy coverage, landscaping, and use of
native species to beautify and enhance ecological value.

PWE/
CED

Not Done. Challenge is
funding of transportation
projects.
ONGOING

• Improve regional transit connectivity with Tillicum. If Sound Transit service is extended southward,
seek placement of an additional station in Tillicum.
• Identify and encourage other community-based services that support neighborhoods and families,
such as low-cost medical care providers.
• Develop a program for acquiring additional right of way along portions of Union Avenue SW in
order to facilitate further improvements. In the future, expand "civic boulevard" design standards to
include Portland Avenue SW between North Thorne Lane SW and West Thorne Lane SW, Union
Avenue SW from Berkeley Avenue SW to Spruce Street SW, and Spruce Street SW from Union
Avenue SW to Portland Avenue SW.

PWE

• As additional development occurs within Tillicum and public surveillance opportunities are
improved, seek additional opportunities to enhance and expand nonmotorized transportation
opportunities.

PWE

Design to 30% starts in
2022. We will identify ROW
needs for future funding
requests. ROW will not be
sufficient to create a
boulevard with center
median.
ONGOING
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ATTACHMENT C

ATTACHMENT D
2009 Landmarks and Historic Properties in Tillicum
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2022-04 Review Comprehensive Plan Zoning and Policies and Municipal Code related to
Adult Family Homes (AFHs) to determine whether to allow AFHs in Air Corridor 1
(AC1) and Air Corridor 2 (AC2) zones.
When the 2022 Comprehensive Plan amendment cycle docket was being considered in the
fall of 2021, public comments were submitted by the Adult Family Homes Council
regarding one of its members wanting to open an adult family homes in the City’s Air
Corridor 2 (AC2) land use zone. The letter is included with this memorandum as
Attachment E.
The following analysis is included as a response to the Adult Family Homes Council
comments.
The City of Lakewood is host city to Joint Base Lewis McChord (JBLM), and portions of
the JBLM flight patterns’ Clear Zone (CZ) and accident potential zones (APZs) are located
within the City’s boundaries. The City follows Department of Defense (DoD) and FAA
guidance and limits land use densities within the CZ and APZs though city land use zoning.
Note: “Zone” as used by the military in the AICUZ study has a different and more general
meaning than “zone” as used in City of Lakewood land use planning.
The maps on the next two pages display the relationship between the military accident
potential zones and the City’s Clear Zone (CZ), Air Corridor 1 (AC1), and Air Corridor 2
(AC2) land use zones.
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2014 AICUZ Contour and Off-Installation Land Use
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The maps below display the Lakewood Clear Zone (CZ), Air Corridor 1 (AC1) and Air
Corridor 2 (AC2) land use zones:

The map below displays the small area of land in NE Woodbrook that are zoned Military
Lands (ML.) No change to the ML zone or its parcels is included in this amendment.

The Air Corridor 1 (AC1) and Air Corridor 2 (AC2) and Military Lands (ML) land use
zones cover approximately 5% of Lakewood’s acreage and currently hold 1,832 nonconforming housing units. The housing units in the AC1 and AC2 zones have been
41
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designated nonconforming because they are located within the military-identified Accident
Potential Zones (APZs) for North McChord Airfield on Joint Base Lewis McChord (JBLM)
and exceed safe land use density near the airfield due to risk of crashes.
Per the Department of Defense’s (DoD’s) 2015 JBLM Air Installation Compatibility Use
Zone (AICUZ) Report, the existing residential development within the City’s AC1, AC2
and ML zones are significantly above densities compatible with JBLM operations. As
stated in the AICUZ report at pages 5-9, “in general, residential land use is incompatible
with the accident potential in the CZ and APZs; however, detached single family housing
with a maximum density of one to two dwelling units per acre (DU/acre) is compatible
with restrictions with accident potential in APZ II.”
Lakewood has long planned that the residential development in the AC1 and AC2 zones
will be replaced by low density, non-residential uses compatible with military operations.
Current residential uses within the AC1 and AC2 zones are nonconforming.1 This is to
comply with not only DoD and FAA air safety guidance, but also with Washington State
law and multi-county planning policy in VISION 2050:
-

RCW 36.70A.530 (3) (“A comprehensive plan, amendment to a plan, a development
regulation or amendment to a development regulation, should not allow
development in the vicinity of a military installation that is incompatible with the
installation's ability to carry out its mission requirements. A city or county may find
that an existing comprehensive plan or development regulations are compatible with
the installation's ability to carry out its mission requirements”);

-

VISION 2050 Policy MPP-DP-49 (“Protect military lands from encroachment by
incompatible uses and development on adjacent land”); and

-

RCW Chapter 43.330.515 and .520 regarding military installation incompatible
development.

The 1,832 nonconforming housing units in the AC1, AC2 and ML zones will eventually be
phased out of the areas. With the exception of detached single-family units on lots greater
than 20,000 square feet in the AC2 zone, new residential development in these three land
use zones is prohibited. Future residential units in Lakewood will be built outside of the
North McChord Field accident potential zones.
The allowed densities within the City’s AC1 and AC2 land use zones are listed below.
Rather than dwelling units per acre as used for the City’s other land use zones, these zones’
densities are calculated as persons per acre consistent with DoD and FAA guidance:

(Under LMC 18A.10.180, “Nonconforming use” means a use of land or a structure which was lawful when established and which
does not now conform to the use regulations of the zone in which it is located. A use shall be considered established if it conformed
to applicable zoning regulations at any time, or when it has commenced under permit, a permit for the use has been granted and has
not expired, or a structure to be occupied by the use is substantially underway as defined in the International Building Code.
1
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Land Use Zoning District

Clear Zone (CZ)

Air Corridor 1 (AC1)

Air Corridor 2 (AC2)

Density
Within the CZ zoning district, the total number of people on a site
at any time shall not exceed one person per 4,356 square feet of
gross site area, or 10 persons per acre.
Within the AC1 zoning district, the total number of people on a
site at any time shall not exceed one person per 1,742 square feet
of gross site area, or 25 persons per acre.
Within the AC2 zoning district, the total number of people on a
site at any time shall not exceed one person per 871 square feet of
gross site area, or 50 persons per acre.

Under LMC 18A.10.135.10 Compatible Use Standards,
A. Aircraft Safety Zones.
1. Certain properties within the City of Lakewood are located within the
JBLM Accident Potential Zones and Clear Zones as indicated in Figure 3A.
Accident Potential Zones and Clear Zones associated with Gray Army Airfield do
not encompass any lands outside of JBLM boundaries.
2. According to the AICUZ Study and current Air Force guidance, certain land
uses in these areas are not compatible with air operations at JBLM, given the
increased potential of aircraft accidents in these areas.
3. Unless expressly exempt, any land uses located within the JBLM Accident
Potential Zones and Clear Zones shall be consistent with [AICUZ Study]
Appendix A: Land Use Compatibility Recommendations for APZs.
Lakewood Municipal Code (LMC) section 18A.40.130 regulates AICUZ-related land uses.
Uses allowed within the AC1 and AC2 zones are displayed below. Residential uses of any
kind are severely limited to be consistent with AICUZ guidance, state law, Lakewood
policies and PSRC policy. All special needs housing uses are prohibited.
P: Permitted Use

C: Conditional Use “–”: Not Allowed

N/A: Not Applicable

APZI

APZII

CZ

Density

Continuation of uses already legally
existing within the zone at the time of
adoption of this chapter. Maintenance
and repair of existing structures shall be
permitted.

P

P

–

N/A

Alteration or modification of
nonconforming existing uses and
structures.

C

C

–

N/A

Agriculture

–

–

–

N/A

Agriculture, clear zone

–

–

P

N/A

Land Use Categories
Existing Uses

Agriculture and Natural Resources
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Land Use Categories
Agriculture, home

APZI

APZII

CZ

Density

P

P

–

N/A

Natural resource
extraction/recovery
C

C

–

Maximum FAR of
0.28 in APZ-I, no
activity which
produces smoke,
glare, or involves
explosives.
Office use only.
Maximum FAR of
0.22 in APZ-I and
APZ-II.

Research, scientific (small scale)
C

P

–

P

P

P

N/A

Accessory caretaker’s unit

–

–

–

N/A

Accessory dwelling unit

–

–

–

N/A

Cottage housing

–

–

–

N/A

Cohousing (dormitories, fraternities and
sororities)

–

–

–

N/A

Detached single-family on lot less than
20,000 square feet

–

–

–

N/A

Detached single-family on lot greater than
20,000 square feet

–

P

–

N/A

Two-family residential, attached or
detached dwelling units

–

–

–

N/A

Three-family residential, attached or
detached dwelling units

–

–

–

N/A

Multifamily, 4 or more residential units

–

–

–

N/A

Mixed use

–

–

–

N/A

Home occupation

P

P

–

N/A

Mobile home parks

–

–

–

N/A

Mobile and/or manufactured homes, in
mobile/manufactured home parks

–

–

–

N/A

Rooms for the use of domestic employees
of the owner, lessee, or occupant of the
primary dwelling

–

P

–

N/A

Child care facility

–

–

–

N/A

Child day care center

–

–

–

N/A

Family day care provider

–

–

–

N/A

Undeveloped land
Residential Uses

Special Needs Housing (Essential Public Facilities)
Type 1 group home

–

–

–

N/A

Type 2 group home

–

–

–

N/A
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APZI

APZII

CZ

Density

Type 3 group home

–

–

–

N/A

Type 4 group home

–

–

–

N/A

Type 5 group home

–

–

–

N/A

Assisted living facilities

–

–

–

N/A

Continuing care retirement community

–

–

–

N/A

Hospice care center

–

–

–

N/A

Enhanced services facility

–

–

–

N/A

Nursing home

–

–

–

P

P

–

Maximum FAR of
0.28 in APZ I and
0.56 in APZ II.

P

P

–

Maximum FAR of
0.28 in APZ I and
0.56 in APZ II.

C

–

–

Maximum FAR of
0.11 in APZ I and
0.22 in APZ II.

P

–

–

Maximum FAR of
0.22 in APZ I.

P

P

–

Maximum FAR of
0.22 in APZ II.

C

C

–

Maximum FAR of
0.11 in APZ I; and
0.22 in APZ II.

P

P

–

Maximum FAR of
0.11 in APZ I; and
0.22 in APZ II.

–

C

–

Maximum FAR of
0.28 in APZ II.

–

Maximum FAR of
0.28 APZ I;
Maximum FAR of
0.56 in APZ II.

Land Use Categories

N/A

Commercial and Industrial Uses
Building and landscape materials sales

Building contractor, light

Building contractor, heavy

Business support service
Catering service
Construction/heavy equipment sales and
rental
Equipment rental

Furniture, furnishings, appliance/
equipment store
Handcraft industries, small-scale
manufacturing

P

P

Kennel, animal boarding

Laundry, dry cleaning plant
Live/work and work/live units
Maintenance service, client site services

P

P

–

Maximum FAR of
0.11 APZ I;
Maximum FAR of
0.22 in APZ II.

P

–

–

Maximum FAR of
0.22 in APZ II.

P

P

–

P

P

–

N/A
Maximum FAR of
0.22 in APZ II.
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Land Use Categories

APZI

APZII

CZ

Density

Military installations

P

P

P

N/A

C

C

–

Maximum FAR of
0.14 in APZ I and
0.28 in APZ II.

P

P

–

Maximum FAR of
0.22 in APZ II.

P

–

–

Maximum FAR of
0.22 in APZ II.

–

–

–

P

–

–

Office uses only.
Maximum FAR of
0.11 in APZ II.

–

P

–

Maximum
FAR 0.56 in
APZ II.

P

P

–

Maximum FAR of
1.0 in APZ I; 2.0 in
APZ II.

P

P

–

Maximum FAR of
0.11 APZ I; 0.22 in
APZ II.

C

C

–

Maximum FAR of
0.28 in APZ I and
0.56 in APZ II.

P

–

–

Maximum FAR of
0.16 in APZ II.

P

P

–

Maximum FAR of
1.0 in APZ I; 2.0 in
APZ II.

P

P

–

Maximum FAR 0f
0.28 in APZ I and
0.56 in APZ II.

P

P

–

N/A

Bar/tavern

–

–

–

N/A

Brewery, brew pub

–

–

–

N/A

Mobile food vending facility

P

P

–

N/A

Night club

–

–

–

N/A

Restaurant, café, coffee shop, counter
ordering

–

–

–

N/A

Restaurant, café, coffee shop, drivethrough services

–

–

–

N/A

Restaurant, café, coffee shop, table

–

–

–

N/A

Mobile home, RV, and boat sales

Office, business services
Office, professional
Places of assembly
Personal services

Small craft distillery

Storage, personal storage facility

Vehicle services, minor maintenance/
repair
Vehicle storage

Warehouse retail
Warehouse

Wholesaling and distribution

Wildlife preserve or sanctuary

N/A

Eating and Drinking Establishments
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APZI

APZII

CZ

Density

Restaurant, café, coffee shop, outdoor
dining

–

–

–

N/A

Restaurant, café, coffee shop, serving
alcohol

–

–

–

N/A

Tasting room

–

–

–

N/A

Bed and breakfast guest houses

–

–

–

N/A

Hostels

–

–

–

N/A

Hotels and motels

–

–

–

N/A

Recreational vehicle parks

–

–

–

N/A

Parking facilities (surface)

P

P

–

N/A

Parking facilities (structured)

–

–

–

N/A

Streets with pedestrian and bicycle
facilities

P

P

–

N/A

Transit park and ride lots

P

P

–

N/A

Transit shelter

P

P

–

N/A

Above-ground electrical distribution lines,
pipes, and support poles, transformers, and
related facilities, not including substations

P

P

–

N/A

Underground electrical distribution lines,
pipes, and support poles, transformers, and
related facilities, not including substations

P

P

P

N/A

Electrical distribution substations

P

P

–

N/A

Electrical transmission lines of 115 kV or
less and support poles

P

P

–

N/A

Electric vehicle battery charging stations

P

P

–

N/A

Above-ground natural gas conveyance
facilities

–

–

–

N/A

Underground natural gas conveyance
facilities

P

P

P

N/A

Potable water conveyance facilities

P

P

–

N/A

Potable water storage facilities

C

P

–

N/A

Storm water collection and conveyance
facilities

P

P

P

N/A

Storm water detention/retention facilities

P

P

C

N/A

Telecommunications earth receiving
stations (satellite dishes)

P

P

–

N/A

Land Use Categories
service

Lodging

Transportation

Utilities
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APZI

APZII

CZ

Density

Telecommunications lines, pipes, support
poles and related facilities, not including
earth receiving stations, personal wireless
service, transmission/receiving/relay
facilities, or switching facilities

P

P

–

N/A

Telecommunications switching facilities

P

P

–

N/A

P

–

N/A

Land Use Categories

Telecommunications
transmission/receiving/relay facilities
Waste water conveyance facilities

P

P

P

N/A

Wireless communication facilities
(WCFs)

P

P

–

N/A

Airport (American Lake Seaplane Base)

–

–

–

N/A

Community and technical colleges,
colleges and universities

–

–

–

N/A

Correctional facilities

–

–

–

N/A

Electrical transmission lines of higher
voltage than 115 kV, in existing corridors
of such transmission lines

–

C

–

N/A

Electrical transmission lines of higher
voltage than 115 kV, in new corridors

–

–

–

N/A

Group home

–

–

–

N/A

In-patient facility including but not limited
to substance abuse facility

–

C

–

N/A

Intercity high-speed ground transportation

–

–

Intercity passenger rail service

–

–

–

N/A

Interstate Highway 5 (I-5)

P

–

–

N/A

Mental health facility

–

–

–

N/A

Military installation

P

P

P

N/A

Minimum security institution

–

–

–

N/A

Secure community transition facility
(SCTFs)

–

–

–

N/A

Solid waste transfer station

–

–

–

N/A

Sound Transit facility

–

–

–

N/A

Sound Transit railroad right-of-way

–

–

–

N/A

Transit bus, train, or other high capacity
vehicle bases

–

–

–

N/A

Washington State Highway 512

P

–

–

N/A

Work/training release facility

–

–

–

N/A

Essential Public Facilities

N/A
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Adult Family Homes in Air Corridor 1 or Air Corridor 2 Land Use Zones
RCW 70.128.130 (2) states that “The [adult family home] provider shall promote the health,
safety, and well-being of each resident residing in each licensed adult family home.”
RCW 70.128.140 reinforces the fact that adult family homes must meet local zoning codes:
Compliance with local codes and state and local fire safety regulations.
(1)
Each adult family home shall meet applicable local licensing, zoning,
building, and housing codes, and state and local fire safety regulations as they pertain
to a single-family residence. It is the responsibility of the home to check with local
authorities to ensure all local codes are met.
(2)
An adult family home must be considered a residential use of property for
zoning and public and private utility rate purposes. Adult family homes are a
permitted use in all areas zoned for residential or commercial purposes, including
areas zoned for single-family dwellings.
The risk to human safety is the foundation for military accident potential zones and the
limitation on land uses and persons per acre within them. Adult Family Home providers
are the caretakers of some of the community’s most vulnerable, and state law explicitly
requires that providers meet zoning and housing codes. There is no reason why a provider
should want to establish an adult family home in a military accident potential; to do so
violates the plain language of RCW 70.128.130 (2).
State law also holds that “Adult family homes are a permitted use in all areas zoned for
residential or commercial purposes.” (Emphasis in bold added.) In LMC 18A.40.130
(included in part in the table above), Lakewood has historically and currently prohibited
virtually all residential uses, prohibited all special needs housing and group homes, and
significantly limited commercial uses in the AC1 and AC2 land use zones. Type 1 group
homes include adult family homes per LMC 18A.10.180. Any commercial uses that are
allowed must meet specific floor area ratio requirements.
Due to the unique safety concerns flowing from military operations, as well as compliance
with state law and multicounty planning policy regarding military compatibility, the City of
Lakewood will continue to prohibit adult family homes within the AC1 and AC2 zones. As
a result, no action is recommended by the City.
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ATTACHMENT E

September 13, 2021
Lakewood Planning Commission
6000 Main St. SW, Lakewood WA 98499
I am writing to you as the exclusive representative of adult family home operators in the state
of Washington. Specifically, I write on behalf of our member located at 3114 91ST St S,
Lakewood, WA 98499.
This home has requested that the city provide a building inspection so that the home can
submit an adult family home application to Washington State’s Department of Social and
Health Services. The city has refused to provide this inspection and further told the property
owner that she could not have an adult family home license in this area.
We have been informed that there is a prohibition on adult family homes in the AC2 zoning
area. I am concerned that this prohibition is not legal under state and federal law. Zone AC2
includes residential homes. RCW 70.128.140 states in part “Adult family homes are a permitted
use in all areas zoned for residential or commercial purposes, including areas zoned for singlefamily dwellings.” This is not new residential development, but rather the use of existing
residential property. This would qualify as legal non-conforming use of the property. Currently
there are at least 5 adult family homes within the AC2 zone.
We believe the city is attempting to differentiate between the use of this property as
residential and the use of this property as an adult family home. In law an adult family home
must be considered the residential use of property. Any attempt to differentiate creates a
discriminatory housing practice. As adult family homes serve the elderly and disabled, any
limitation on the rights of property to be used for this purpose would conflict with multiple
state and federal statutes. I would point you to legal cases such as the United States Vs
Springfield Il or to the dismal of Lakewood’s ordinance in Superior Court.
The homeowners purchased the property after the development of the AC2 zone, yet no
disclosure of city policy or limitations were provided at that time. No communication was
provided to the other adult family homes in the AC2 zone. Many of those homes may intend to
eventually transfer the home operations to another family. Other residential properties could
be purchased in the zone. The development of an adult family home typically does not involve
the local jurisdiction until a building inspection of local business license is required. The failure
to provide notification to these homes unfairly infringes on the rights of the property owner. In
the case of the property in question significant investment have been made to bring the house
up to requirements for adult family home licensure.
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In short, we believe the city lacks the authority to determine where an adult family home can
be located and failed to provide meaningful disclosure to the property owners impacted. Our
ask is that the city modifies its restrictions on adult family homes in the AC2 zone, recognizing
and allowing adult family homes to use any residential property. Additionally, the city should
without delay, perform the WABO inspection for the property as requested. If the city has
concerns with the issuance of a license in that zone, the city will need to raise the issue with
state officials to determine if there was an allowable, legal path forward to do so. Any
significant delay will cause financial hardship to the homeowner and limit a needed resource in
the area.
Please feel free to contact me with any questions or to discuss further.
Sincerely,

John Ficker
Executive Director
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To Whom It May Concern:
Hello, my name is Mun Jung Park. Our family is a pastor's family in which we have my husband, who is
serving as a pastor of a small Korean church, myself, my 2 daughters and my son. I immigrated from
Korea in 2003 and settled in Seattle. We’ve experienced many difficulties living in a new country in
which we knew no one, but I have been living hard and passionately with the help of God's grace and
many people and the state government.
As I started caring for the disabled in 2010, I learned how valuable and rewarding it is to devote and
work for those who are in need and marginalized. I've been taking care of the elderly in AFH since 2015,
and I've been happily knowing them for 7 years now. I work with the heart and sincerity of serving them
like my own parents, in hopes that they are recognized in a country in which language barriers and
culture differences may occur. I sometimes meet the unfortunate situations of sending many elderly
people to heaven, but I know this job is a job that I can make good use of my talent God has given me.
AFH is the minimum unit of care that can help the elderly who are struggling and disabled in a family-like
atmosphere to end their old age in peace.
Some elderly people have dementia, Parkinson's disease, or has a stroke, making it difficult to keep their
bodies in shape. It's a hard reality that families often cannon handle, but it's more touching and
rewarding than anything else to me, to be able to take care of them. In fact, the families of the patients I
take care of always show their appreciation and grace for what I do to help them. Based on this trust
and experience, I thought it was my ministry to take good care of the elderly and put them in God's
arms.
I had gone through all of my education of AFH, and even bought all the certificates and proper real
estate to open AFH. I spent a tremendous amount of money and time remodeling, and the Lakewood
City told me that I couldn't open my AFH. I felt that all my expectations, efforts, and hopes have
crumbled.
The area where I purchased the property is a residential area and I asked all my neighbors, but no one
knew about AC2 zone. If the city wanted to limit AFH, I think it should have notified or informed DSHS in
charge of it. It's also very absurd for me, because I had no way of knowing at all in the process of
purchasing real estate. If this problem isn't resolved, we'll go bankrupt.
Of course, it can be handled with AFH University's general home, but AFH is still well known, but it can
be opened at regular residential homes as prescribed in the interview. I didn't commit illegal acts and
tried to live as devotedly as possible to this society. I think more AFHs should be opened to ensure that
AFH will be a peaceful haven for the elderly in need. Through this, I want to help and look after the
marginalized neighbors and families.
Through World Vision, we sponsor six children in need every month, but we want to sponsor more and
devote ourselves to the homeless and orphans out there who need our help. I am hoping that this letter
resolves the illegality of depriving my family of our right to live and create an AFH in the city of
Lakewood. Please know that we are trying our best to get a building permit now so that we can get out
of financial pressure. Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Mun Jung Park
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September 13, 2021

To the Members of the City of Lakewood Planning Commission:
I am not a resident of Lakewood, but have a connection to Ms. Mun Jung Park, who is seeking to operate
an adult family home on her property located in your city. Thank you for the opportunity to provide the
following comment and for your consideration.
For the past two years, my family has been fortunate enough to have Ms. Park as my mother’s primary
caregiver at the adult family home she has resided in. Ms. Park has been a key partner in managing my
mother’s care. She has demonstrated exceptional dedication and compassion in her care. Ms. Park has
always treated my mother as she would her own family member and provided sound advice based on
her extensive experience in elder care. Even during the height of the pandemic and its extraordinary
strains, the standard of care never declined. It was reassuring to know that she was receiving high
quality care during such challenging times.
I’m sure the members would agree that the need for high quality long-term care is more urgent than
ever. Additionally, as our population becomes more diverse, the availability of culturally sensitive care
will become more critical. Our family has accessed various long term care facilities and elder care
services for the past ten years. We have found that adult family homes are well suited to provide the
kind of culturally sensitive care that is so important for multi-cultural residents, their families, and the
broader community.
In addition to the considerations noted above, there are legal implications of not allowing Ms. Park to
operate an adult family home on her property. My understanding is that the city amended its zoning
code to prohibit new residential uses in the Air Corridor zone as of January 2020. The property was a
legally established residential use as of the time of the code amendment and therefore would have
become a legal nonconforming use. When Ms. Park’s property became a legal nonconforming use, it
was vested as to all residential uses, not just certain ones. Since adult family homes are considered
residential uses, depriving Ms. Park of an adult family home use would deprive her of a vested property
right.
Ms. Park is one of those rare individuals whose calling is to be a caregiver. She has worked tirelessly to
support many families and diligently pursued the opportunity to operate her own adult family home.
Through no fault of her own her goal has been derailed. I urge you to recommend amending the city’s
zoning code to allow Ms. Park to provide much needed service.
Sincerely,

Jina Kim
12556 Kallgren Rd NE
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
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